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Greenpeace Foundation pressing for release

Local man in crew arrested by Soviets Murray-based firm
enters $50 million
suit against TVA

From Staff, AP Reports
A western Kentucky man ivas
among a group of anti-whaling activists arrested by Soviet
authorities Monday during what
has been described as a "spylike- mission at a Russian whaling station at Lorin° on the
Chukotski Peninsula in Siberia.
John Christopher ( Chris ) Cook,
30, son of Mrs. and Mrs. John
Cook, Mayfield, was among a
group of six Americans and one
Canadian captured by Soviet
authorities during the incident.
Cook is an administrative director for the Washington, D.C.based Greenpeace Foundation, an
international environmental
organization dedicated to the
prevention of the destruction of
whales, seals and other endangered life.
The elder Cook said today in a
telephone conversation that he
and his wife hope for an early
release of their son and the other
six who were captured.
The Greenpeace Foundation
says it will "pressure the Russians" to release the seven antiwhaling protesters who were seized by Soviet authorities after they
photographed a Siberian operation where whale meat is
reportedly fed to minks.
Luis Barret°, a crew member
from the Greenpeace Foundation
ship Rainbow Warrior said Tuesday the seven could be released
within a week.

DETAINED — John Christopher (Chris)
Cook, 30, the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Cook,
Mayfield, has been detained by Soviet officials after he and other members of U.S.
Greenpeace sneaked ashore to check a whaling factory in Siberia. The photo of Cook
(right), who is a director of Greenpeace, was
taken earlier this year during a Baltimore
Protest.
AP Laserphoto
"We intend to pressure the Russians on a worldwide scale," he
said. "They're setting themselves
up for a lot of political pressure
that they don't need. They've got a
thousand issues much bigger, in
their eyes, than this."
Six of the protesters were arrested after they spent about an
hour distributing leaflets and
photographing the Siberian operation, Barreto said, and another

was seized by a military
helicopter as he tried to flee in a
inflatable motorboat.
Officials at the U.S. Embassy in
Moscow and the State Department
in Washington, D.C., said they
have received confirmation from
the Soviet Foreign Ministry only
-that something has occurred"
and that seven Greenpeace
members have been detained.
The whereabouts of the seven,

including U.S. Greenpeace director Chris Cook, 30, of Washington.
D.C., remained unknown.
Greenpeace strategy originally
called for a return to the Bering
Sea and a confrontation with the
Soviet whaling fleet.
But Capt. Peter Willcox, who
maneuvered the ftOrinbow Warrior
through a tricky confrontation
with Soviet vessels, said in Nome,
( Continued On Page 2)

System proposed to find missing children
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Though child abduction has fortunately not been the problem in
Murray that it has in other areas
of the country, a program is being
proposed that would help local law
officials and citizens respond effectively to such an occurrence.
The newly formed chapter of the
te...•
Jayceettes, in cooperation with
the Fraternal Order of Police,
Lodge No. 23, is developing a
system to aid in the location and
identification of missing children.
Fingerprints and photographs of
county children, plus other information, would be kept in a confidential file at the city police
department, thus providing police
and the public with valuable information should a child be kidnapped or run away.
Before the identification program gets under way, however,
contributions from the community
are being sought to help meet the
expenses. The most costly of these
would be film for photographing
the hundreds of youths that would
be involved. A camera will also be
needed, and a file cabinet in which
to store the information forms.
Jayceette Chairwoman Rhonda
Rogers said this is the recently
formed group's first project. Interest from the. community has
been keen, she says; television
programs about the problem of
missing children has heightened

muggy
•

Tonight warm and muggy
with lows in the upper 70s.
Light winds. Thursday hot and
humid with highs again near
100. Light winds.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
58.5
Kentucky
58.5

today's index
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger 1. Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3.30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday Hire* Friday, or 3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Satyr4ay5.

people's awareness. Though locally the phenomenon has been rare,
"If Murray gets any bigger it
could really become a problem,"
Rogers said.
City Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee
said there have been no local
children missing -for long periods
of time, but added, "The waythings are these days, there's
always the possibility that it
might happen." With the identification program, "we'll maybe
be a little better prepared to meet
the situation."
Rogers said Jayceettes and
FOP members will set up identification booths at various sites,
with the hope of eventually getting
identifications of all the county
children between ages 2 and 18.
J.C. Penney has allowed the use of

its store for the first booth, probably sometime in August. Open
houses are also planned, and identification programs will be held in
the schools once classes are
underway in the fall.
Parents must be present to
authorize the identifications,
however. Information forms will
be filled out for each child, with
the child's picture and fingerprint
attached. The records will be kept
locked up at the police station, Lee
emphasized.
The pictures will be re-taken
from time to time so they will be
up to date. They will be a valuable
resource in identifying an abducted child, Rogers said.
"If a child was kidnapped and
the only description you had was
the child had long curly blonde

Dog bite victim must undergo
treatment until dog is found
Injections of anti-rabies vaccine
are being administered to a 22month-old Murray boy who was
bitten by a bluetick coonhound.
July 7.
The boy, Adam Nance, son of
C.W. and Shirley Nance, Route 6,
is being treated with -the antirPhiPc injections although the-dog
has not been found, nor verified to
have been in contact with the
disease.
The search continues for the
hound, which deserted a litter of
nine puppies after biting the boy.
The dog disappeared in the old
Faxon School area near Kirk
Ridge.
The dog, a bluetick coonhound

named Speck, was being held in
an isolation pen when she escaped
on the ninth day of a 10-day
quarantine period.
Anyone with information concerning the dog is urged to call
436-2425 or 753-0248.
According to Shirley Nance, the
dog-was -±,se-ting normal" before
she escaped. The Nances were
boarding the hound after having it
bred when the biting incident occured.
The five anti-rabies injections
are spaced out over 28 days and if
the dog can be found and examined, dead or alive, within the 28
days the series can be discontinued if the dog is not infected.

hair, the kidnappers could cut it
and die it, and there would be no
way you could know her." Rogers
explained.
The Jayceettes are also hoping
to show a program about missing
children to local groups.
Anyone interested in contributing to help defray the program's costs may call police chief
Lee at police -headquarters or
Rogers at 759-1871.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A Murray-based coal company
has filed a $50 million lawsuit
against the Tennessee Valley
Authority and another coal concern, charging the TVA rejected
the company's bid for services
because of its non-union status.
The suit, filed Tuesday with the
U.S. District Court in Paducah,
asserts that the TVA rejected a
bid by the Hoke Company, Inc. to
provide coal for the Paradise
Steam Plant near Drakesboro
because Hoke is a non-union firm.
Yet TVA officials had assured
Hoke that union status would not
be considered in awarding the
bids, the suit maintains. Considering union status in awarding bids
violates the law and the TVA's
own regulations, the suit charges.
Further, TVA conspired with
the Peabody Coal Co. of St. Louis
to provide coal under an existing
contract that should have been
provided by the bid process, the
suit charges. TVA used the bidding "to leverage a better price
from Peabody" and illegally
fulfill the specified coal requisitions advertised in the bid, the suit
alleges.
The suit asks that Hoke be
awarded its -implied contract"
with the TVA and for a court injunction prohibiting the TVA from
buying coal from Peabody that
was advertised for purchase by
bid. It also asks for $2.5 million in
damages for the Alley Cassetty
Coal Co., an agent of the Hoke
company.
TVA previously provoked union
miners' protests when it agreed to
purchase non-union coal for the
Paradise plant. The suit alleges
that those problems, which led to

..0.9•••••••iik

other it appears as a rate increase
for school tax.
It claims that the dollars collected are a tax and not a rate increase and that the plaintiffs are
religious bodies and not subject to
taxation by the school board or
fiscal court.
In 1980, the Graves County
Board of Education received an
attorney general's opinion on the
matter. The opinion stated that
"religious institutions are not exempt from paying the utility gross
receipt license tax for schools."
Others named in the suit are
Wingo Water District, Sedalia
Water District, Hardeman Water
District, Consumers Water
District, Water Valley Wattrs
District, Miyfield Electric and
Water, Jackson Purchase Rural
Electric Cooperative, Pilot Oak
Water District, South Graves
Water District, Symsonia Water
District, Massac Water Association, Hickory Water District, Fancy. Farm Water District and
Western Ky. Gas. Co.

•

Throughout the negotiation process, TVA officials assured Hoke
that its non-union status would not
be a factor in awarding the contract, the suit alleges. When the
TVA board met to prepare an
agenda for its July 6, 1982
meeting, however,the three board
members directed that consideration of a contract for Hoke and the
other non-union firm be taken off
the agenda.
(Continued On Page 2)

Commission discusses annexation
Members of the Murray Planning Commission decided Tuesday
night to begin preliminary work
on annexation of property in the
Danbury-Martin Chapel Road and
Hermitage areas.
•
According to Steve Zea, planning and zoning director for the city, the area being considered is
near the southwest portion of the
city limits and concerns several
property owners.
He says the commission has
been considering persuing the annexation of the property since the
annexation of Canterbury Subdivision.
According to Zea, several
residents of Canterbury have requested annexation of the adjoining property "to guard against
mixed land use growth" of the
property adjacent to the subdivision.
Preliminary work for annexation includes obtaining a complete
list of property owners involved,
studying utilities and road condi-

tions and determining the cost
benefit of annexation to the city
and to the people involved, Zea
says.
A portion of the property is owned by Jimmy Rickman who
presented a preliminary plat proposal to the commission last
month for construction of a 44acre subdivision.
Prior to the commissions approval of the proposal, Rickman
voiced concern on any plans the
commission may have had to annex the property in the near
future.
Rickman stated he was not sure
he was ready to develop the
perty if it was to be annexed soon
saying he is "more comfortable
building in the county than the city" because there are more rules
and regulations involved with
building within city limits.
Rickman need approval from
the commission because it
governs construction of streets,
curbs, guttering, drainage

Graves Baptist Association
files suit for tax exemption
The Graves County Baptist
Association has filed a class action suit against the Graves County Board of Education, the Graves
County Fiscal Courtand 18 area
utility companies including West
Kentucky R.E.C.C., West Kentucky Rural Telephone, South
Central Bell and Murray
Municipal Utilities. '
The suit claims that, as churches, the members of the association should be exempt from the
gross utility tax for schools, imposed by the board of education
about two years ago.
The suit further claims that the
churches' constitutional rights are
being violated by their requirement to pay the tax.
The plaintiff's ask in the suit for
a‘permanent injunction against
the imposition, levying or collecting of the gross utility receipts
tax as it relates to the service supplied to the plaintiffs.
The suit claims that on some of
the utility bills, the increase is
Shown as a school tax, while on

litigation, prompted the TVA
Board of Directors to withdraw
from consideration recommended
contracts to Hoke and another
non-union producer, both of whom
were among the top three_ bidders.
The TVA board did award a contract to AMCA, Inc., a union contractor and the lowest bidder.
Hoke was the second low bidder
and, along with the third low bidder, had been led to believe by
TVA officials that it would be
awarded a contract, according to
the suit. Peabody was a high bidder and was not considered for a
contract award.
The suit stems from a TVA
advertisement for coal bids in the
fall of 1981, for the purchase of
three to four rnillion tons of coal
per year. Hoke's bid was within
the competitive range, and
negotiations over several months
produced a final offer that put
Hoke as second low bidder. At the
end of June, 1982 the TVA sent
Hoke a draft agreement containing the agreed upon terms and
provisions. Expecting to be
awarded a contract. Hoke acquired additional reserves and
took other actions in preparation
for supplying the coal, the suit
maintains.

D=RS

systems, installation of utilities
and lot design on property up to
four miles from 12th and Main
streets.
Zea said the annexation process
would probably take a year to 18
month to complete.
In other action the commission
voted to go before the Murray City
Council to request that a new traffic flow study be done for Murray.
Zea says the last study was done
in 1967 and is still being used by
the .State Department of
Transportation to project Murray's needs.
The commission feels that.
-when- money is-available.-a new
study that would be approved by
the state should be conducted.
"The Department of Transportation will not fund a project
unlessa study is done to defend its
need. It must be based on more
than desire. They want concrete
facts concerning volumn of traffic, origin and destination."
(Continued On Page 21
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Enhancing quality of life for Murray
By DR.LANETTE THURMAN
Executive Director
of Board of Directors
for Leadership Murray
The exceptional quality of life and human relationships fostered and developed by this community
can be maintained only through Murray's present
and future leaders who welcome accelerated
growth and challenges. We must actively seek new
ways to capitalize on our strengths. Leadership
Murray is a program designed for men and women
with demonstrated leadership qualities who will
cope with the complexities of our growing community. Not a class to teach basic leadership exclusively, Leadership Murray,will provide current
and future leaders exposure to broader views of
community leadership issues.
There are now over 100 community leadership
programs in the United States with a similar focus.
A national movement appears to be emerging.
Cities with .leadership ptograms identify leaders,
provide programs and informstion on issues and
problems, present broad perspectives, build net-

works Of leaders to expand their range of associations, and foster high levels of civic and community
concern. Classes are ideally composed of a broad
representation of city and county leaders including
men and women from all walks of life, social,
economic and vocational backgrounds and all ages.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce established Leadership Murray as a selfsustaining organization governed by a board of
directors with the following members: Pau;
Kiesow, chairman: Stuart Poston, vice chairman;
Ron Christopher, secretary; Joe Dick, treasurer;
and Walt Apperson, publicity. Others are: Peggy
Billington, Hamp W. Brooks Jr, Max Hurt, Robert
Glin Jeffrey, Loretta Jobs, David King, James
Lassiter, C.C. Lowry,. Bob Miller, Marvin Mills,
David Roos, Jack Rose, Margaret Trevathan,
George Weaks and Chuck Wynn. Board members
are eligible for the 1983-84 class.
Indivitluals are encouraged to both nominate
leaders and to apply for the class. Applications
may be obtained from Leadership Murray, Commerce Centre, by Calling 753-5171 or from any
member of the board of directors.
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Rain, nuclear power production help hold line on TVA rates
held meetings with the Peabody
company to "circumvent the requisition process" and arranged
for Peabody to provide some of
the requisitioned coal under an existing contract. The suit charges
TVA with "fraud and deceit" in its
dealings with Hoke and AlleyCassetty, and charges Peabody
with illegally interfering with the
bidders'"business relations."

KNOXVILLE, Term. tAP) Bountiful rainfall, efficient
nuclear power production and
boosted sales to other utilities
may help hold the line on the Tennessee Valley Authority's 1984
rates, officials say.
Power Manager Hugh Parris
said Tuesday his staff predicts a
$150 million surplus when the current bookkeeping year ends Sept.
30.
And that may mean the TVA

TVA officials were not available
fpr comment.

Greenpeace...

(Continued From Page 1)

Rejection of a company bid
because of non-union status was
not only contrary to the advertised
terms of the bid and to previous
TVA assurances, but violates the
TVA Act, the suit maintains. According to an informed source, the
TVA Board told Hoke its nonunion status was not a deciding
factor in the board's action, but
rather the fact that TVA no longer
needed as much coal as it had
advertised for. The board
acknowledged it discussed the
non-union issue, however, according to the source.
The suit also alleges the TVA

(Continued From Page 1)
Alaska, Tuesday he didn't want to
make any decision until the fate of
head back into Soviet territory.
the seven is known.
"But that is really not my deciThey were seized Monday on the
sion," he said. "If our folks on
opening day of the 35th annual
shore decide we're to go back,
meeting of the International Whalthen we'll go right back. But pering Commission in Brighton,
sonally, I don't want to do it."
England.
A Greenpeace spokesman in
Barreto, 28, of Los Angeles,said
Vancouver, British Columbia,
thp organization will not
the possibility of arrest was
discussed before the landing party
was chosen from volunteers. He
said everyone agreed the top
priority would be to obtain
photographic proof of Soviet whaling for purposes other than those
allowed by the commission.
Stockholders at First National
Bank, Mayfield, have received an
offer for their stock from Jackson
Financial Corp., bank vice president and cashier Frederick
There has been a case of Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever reported
Blume.
The offer reportedly is good
to local health officials in
through Aug. 11 but more informa- Calloway County. Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever is a rashtion is not yet available.
producing illness, caused by a tick
Blume said when stockholders
bite, if the tick is infected with
respond to the offer, the bank will
hold a press conference announc- Rickettsia Rickettsii. Rocky
ing the results.
Mountain Spotted Fever is fatal in
about 5 percent of patients.
Symptoms of the disease include: high fever, severe
headache, aching of bones and
muscles, chills, rash beginning on
extremities and spreading to
The Murray-Calloway County -palms, soles of feet and rest of the
Parks Board will meet at 5:30 body.
p.m. Thursday in the Robert 0.
Symptoms may appear
Miller Court Annex, 4th and Maple anywhere from 2-14 days after the
streets.
bite of an infected tick.
Members will discuss arts and
The bite of an infected tick must
crafts, hear a special committee be a prolonged bite. Usually four
report and the director's report.
to six hours.

The suit was filed by the Murray
law firm of Hurt, Haverstock and
Jones.

West Kentucky scene of film
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - A
new $6 million feature film,"Deep
River," will be filmed in western
Kentucky, the Kentucky Film
Development Foundation announced Tuesday.
The film is being produced by
Sundance Institute, which is headed by actor Robert Redford.
Filming is scheduled to begin in
the Paducah area Sept. 12 and also
will take place around Wickliffe
and possibly Hickman.
Production headquarters will be

Retirees plan
to hear Stroup
The Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will hear Dr.
Kale Stroup, president of Murray
State University, speak at the
meeting Friday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Lowell Palmer, program chairman,said the chapter was pleased
to have the opportunity to hear
Stroup. He, along with Homer
Miller, local president, and
Robert Douglas, state NARFE
president, urge all members to attend. They invite - all federal
employees planning to retire soon
also to attend the meeting.

board can avoid raising electric
rates through much of the next
year. Parris won't make a final
suggestion on rates until Aug. 24.
Even if the board doesn't raise
rates in Octobqr, consumers' bills
will rise again because the sevenstate agency's rates will revert to
their 1982 levels after more than
six months of temporary rate
cuts.
Under a 5.8 percent Aprilthrough-September decrease -

opened next week at the Executive Inn in Paducah.
Paducah native Tom Rickman
wrote the original screenplay for
Deep River and will direct the
movie, which will star Tommy
Lee Jones.
The executive producer is
Michael Apted and the producer is
Bob Larson, who recently completed filming "Gorky Park" in
Europe.
"Deep River" is described as
the dramatic chronicle of a man
who has been released from
prison after he and a friend were
involved in a robbery-murder. He
rejoins his mother and a daughter,
who live along the river, and gets
deeply re-involved in the original
crime.

TVA's first rate cut in nearly 20
years - the average monthly
residential bill for 1,000 kilowatthours has been $45.26.
That - along with a one-time
credit of 10 percent in March was made possible by 1982
surpluses totaling more than $180
million.
But if rates revert to their October 1982 levels, the average bill
will be $47.58.
"We're not growing," TVA
Director S. David Freeman said.
"We have a power demand that
is only two-thirds of what was
predicted. The decisions made
over a five-year period are having
the cumulative effect of getting
our power rates under control,"
he said.

Planning...
(Continued From Page 1)
Also, Zea presented members
with an update on the progress of
the new zoning ordinance amendment which he says he expects to
be completed and ready for
review during the August
meeting.

Mayfield bank
stockkokls recieve
offer for stocks

ABC newsman's
death blamed on
bad transfusion
WASHINGTON (AP) - Frank
Reyncticis, the ABC "World News
Tonight" anchorman depicted by
a colleague as a man who "felt
other people's pain very deeply,"
died early today of viral hepatitis
and bone cancer. He was 59.
Ted Koppel, anchorman for
ABC News'"Nightline" program,
said today the hepatitis was a
result of "a bad blood transfusion."
The immediate cause of
Reynolds' death, at 12:40 a.m. at
Sibley Memorial Hospital in
Washington, was viral hepatitis„
but the anchorman, also suffered
from multiple myetoma, a form of
bone cancer, said Elise Adde, a
network spokeswoman.
Reynolds, who had been absent
since mid-April from "World
News Tonight," was recognized
for his sturdy,sometimes stiff, appearance on the air.
But Koppel, in an interview on
ABC's "Good Morning America,"
said Reynolds "felt other people's
pain very deeply."

Rocky Mountain Fever case reported, precautions offered

County board
meets Thursday

Local Health Officias.„,stiggest
that anyone noticing any of these
symptoms 2-14 days after the
removal of a tick, should contact
their family physician immediately.
Local Health Officials warn
local residents to take the following precautions to prevent Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever.
1. Avoid tick-infested areas if
possible.
2. If you rest go into a tickinfested area, chesk your entire
body, including sairip every 3-4
hours for attached ticks. (parents
should inspect small children)
3. Wear protective clothing,
such as long sleeve shirts, and
tuck slacks into laced boots.
4. Apply insect repellent to
clothing and exposed skin.
5. Deticking of pets may

Parks board plans
to discuss crafts

The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the board office.
Items to be considered are student insurance, lease agreement,
service contract, bids, report on
test scores, athletic committee
recommendations,employment of
architect, personnel and
superintendent's report.

minimize human exposure.
(hands should be washed
thoroughly after handling ticks)
6. If you find an attached tick,
remove carefully. Ticks are best
removed by grasping the tick with
tweezer as close as possible to the
point of attachment and by pulling
slowly and steadily or by placing a
drop of oil or alcohol, directly on
the tick and waiting until it
detaches itself.
Health Officials state that
measures to reduce tick populations are generally impractical,
and that the best prevention is
avoiding ticks and early detection
of symptoms.
Though the name of the local
victim was not released, Health
Department Officials believe she
is recovering and is out of immediate danger.
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Lee® Jeans for Men

Men's Basic Levis®

16.88

Chic® Jeans for Juniors

14.88

25.99

26 88

Reg $19 99
Straight leg or boot cut in sizes 2710
12 waist and 30 to 36 inseam

Reg $16 99
Straight leg or boot cut in sizes 28 to
42 waist and 3010 36 inseam

5-pocket western style in junior sizes
4/5 to 15/16

3199
Reg $29 99 and
Three Myles of 5-pocket pans i▪ n junior
sizes 5 to 13

Lee® Jeans for Juniors

Levi's® for Juniors

Levi'.s® for Boys

Dee Cit® Stretch Jeans

Reg $24 99

19.88

Lee Riders* or Dress Blues*
loot saes 5 to 15

in

19.88

Reg $24 99
California Straights or Super Straights
in junior sizes 310 15

Levi's® for Boys

LevIs® 505 for Juniors

Lee® Jeans for Boys

14.88

Reg $1699
Straight leg in tumor boys sizes 8 to
14 regular and slim

22.88

Reg $25 99
The original 5-pocke1 pan with red tab
and 16- leg opening, now cut for
women Junior sizes 3 to 15

12.88

Reg $1599
R09 $18 99,
Straight log in students sizes 24 to 30 Basic pan for husky boys in sizes 27
waist and 28 to 36 inseam
to 36 waist and 2310 29* inseam

17.88

11.88

Reg $14 99
Boot cut or straight leg in lunior boys
sizes 810 la regular and slim

35.88
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and fashion looks Men's wan
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inseam

12.88

Reg $1599
Boot cut or straight leg in students
sizes 25 to 30 waist and 27 to 36
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no, V
5101151

Free Monograms
for the Entire Family
Ask Our Mgr.
For Details
i

SO ifille

Save 20%
Cheeno's Shirts
and Pants

Reg $21 00
ESP stretch denim pans in misses
sizes 8 to 18

inseam
Dem& Entice

15.88

Dee Cee® Fashion Jeans

Levis® for Students

Lee® Jeans for Students cevI's® for Huskies

15.88

10.88

Reg $1299
Boot cut pans tor boys in sizes 410 7
regular and slim

Save $3
Studio City'
Blouses

Junior Calvin Klein® Jeans
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Equal pay rulet

Battle continues between banks and money-marketfunds

Equal pay for equal work, once a major cause of
the feminist movement, has become an accepted
principle if not altogether a way of We in the United
, States. The ill-founded notion that men and women
should be paid different wages for the same job is
now as odious as racial or religious discrimination.
The U.S. Supreme Court recently carried the
▪ principle of employment equality one logical step
' further. In a 5-4 ruling that prohibits pension plans
from paying unequal benefits to men and women,
the court has eliminated one of the last vestiges of
sex discrimination in the work place.
Pensions and other fringe benefits are no less
compensation for work that wages and most companies already have recognized that men and
women are entitled to equal pension payments. But
the court's decision is a boon for the up to 3 million
'women whose employers' pension plans have paid
. more to men.
Defenders of discriminatory pensions have
argued that women eventually collect an equal
amount because they generally live longer than
men. But this latest ruling have properly upheld
two lower federal courts that had found the state of
Arizona pension plan guilty of discrimination
against female state workers. One of them, Natalie
Norris had sued the state after learning the pension
plan would pay her $34 a month less than the
benefits received by men in equivalent positions.
Advocates of unisex insurance hope the ruling
will convince Congress to enact legislation that
would abolish all individual insurance policy
premiums based on gender. But the court did not
, question the use of actuarial tables that enable insurers to balance price against risk and thus charge
,men and women different but equitable premiums.
, The majority opinion written by Associate Justice
'Thurgood Marshall merely concludes•that the 1964
Civil Rights Act prohibits "any fringe benefit
scheme" that discriminates on the basis of sex,
race,religion, or national origin.
This welcome determination that men and
women must receive equal pension benefits simply
reaffirms and extends the just principle of equal
pay for equal work.
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NEW YORK (AP) — In a fierce
financial battle since last winter,
banks and savings institutions have
been able to inflict some heavy, and
probably permanent, damage on
their dread competitor, moneymarket mutual funds.
But if the money funds are down,
they are not out. And as the fight continues, neither combatant appears
likely to surrender soon.
Those are the principal conclusions
that emerge from a study by Chase
Econometrics, a leading forecasting
firm, of the impact of money market
deposit accounts since their introduction last December.
MMDAs, as they are called in the
business, were authorized by legislation passed last year to give tradi-

tional financial institutions a new
competitive weapon against the
upstart money funds (MMMFs).
They are accounts paying "money
market" interest rates set by the individual institutions that offer them.
In their first half year of existence,
they attracted more than $350 billion
in deposits. Over the same period,
money funds, which have been on the
scene for about a decade, saw their
assets fall from $232 billion to about
$165 billion.
As Chase Econometrics' Bernard
M. Markstein III pointed out, growth
from zero to $200 billion — a task that
took the money funds 10 years to accomplish — came for the MMDAs in
just six weeks.
Though they are rivals for the

' • /AMP
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Extend daylight
Daylight saving time would be far more
beneficial if it were in effect during March and
April when spring takes its first deep breaths and
the lure of the outdoors after a long winter becomes
irresistible. An extra hour of daylight in the evening would allow time to get an early start in the
garden, to loosen up for the softball season, to take
kids, to. saior old-of-the'whlks, tb tin
house pleaSUres a thedays gatlonger and warmer.
'A bill in hgrest,-6606
- d for ftflô
th the
House, would advance the starting date of daylight
saving time from the last Sunday in April to the first
Sunday in March. There would be no change in
daylight saving time's end: the last Sunday in October. The bill should be enacted.
Arguments against an earlier start come mainly
from farmers who fear their schedules would be
disrupted. As a practical matter farmers have to
operate on "sun time" anyway; what the clock
says doesn't make much difference. It should not
• be any more difficult for them to adjust to daylight
.1 saving time in March and April than in subsequent
▪ months.
It also is argued that some children, principally in
rural areas, would be walking to school bus stops in
pre-dawn darkness. That would be true if daylight
- saving time were in force in January and February,
• as it was in 1974 as an emergency measure to conserve energy. By March and April the daily doses
of daylight are substantially longer than in mid• winter. After the first day of spring, March 21 or
;thereabouts,there is more daylight than darkness.
Daylight saving time would give an extra dimension of enjoyment to March and April, conserving
energy and reducing utility bills. Congress should
" act now,to light up springtime starting next year.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

REF AND INDCPENDUT STATES r'
washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Rev.
Jesse Jackson and the Democrats
are playing high stakes poker these
days and Jackson keeps raising the
ante.
The closer Jackson appears to be to
jumping into the race for the party's
1984 presidential nomination, the
more the black activist has demanded from the party on behalf of blacks.
It's all part of the complex ballet
involving the head of Operation
PUSH, other black leaders, the national party and the six announced
presidential candidates. The results
could not only reshape the 1984
presidential campaign: they could
also change the power structure of
the Democratic Party for years to
come.
A massive voter registration drive
has been Jackson's primary public
objective, and it was the topic of his
brief speech to the Democratic National Committee on Friday. But he
said a voter registration effort — one
was already planned by the DNC
might not be enough.
In a news conference after the
speech, Jackson upped the ante, saying that a $2 million drive by the DNC
might not be as useful as $200,000
spent on legal action attacking election laws in the South.
Jackson says the laws — a complex
of dual registration, runoff primaries
and other requirements — prevent
blacks from winning elective office.
But lawsuits to overturn the laws
would undoubtedly upset the white
political establishment in the South
— which is mostly Democratic.
That puts the national party in a
bind. It wants to encourage •as many
blacks as possible to vote — since
Democratic candidates can usually
count on at least nine out of 10 black
votes — but it doesn't want to
alienate the current party leadership
in the South.
Jackson also wants to make certain the state parties carefully follow
the rules that would assure blacks
about 1100 of the delegates to the party's convention in San Francisco.
Jackson, along with Gary, Ind.,
Mayor Richard Hatcher, also is talking about making sure that black
companies get their fair share of the
millions of dollars in business from
the convention in July 1964. And that
minority contractors get a share of
the work on the construction of the
arty's new headquarters ia
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Jackson says blacks should be
moving from their role as a"key part
of the Democratic Party just on Elec.

ton Day to powerful actors involved
in all the major decisions.
However, now Jackson faces an interesting quanclry.
The longer he threatens to become
a presidential candidate,the more he
can negotiate for from the party and
the presidential contenders.
But all that changes the moment he
becomes a candidate.
At that point, he will no longer be a

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I draw security
retirement and was really upset that
we won't be receiving a cost of living
increase in July, as we have in years
past. I was counting on that increase. So they are going to pay it in
January of 1984. What happens if the
Consumer Price Index is less than 3
percent? C.C.
ANSWER: Although the cost of living adjustment (COLA) due in July
1983 was postponed until January
1984, it will be paid even if the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is less that
3 percent. In subsequent years,
however, no COLA will be provided if
the CPI increase is less than 3 percent.
HEARTLINE: I draw a benefit
from Railroad Retirement. I have
heard rumors that Railroad Retirement is in serious financial difficulties and that they will run out of
money for paying benefits before the
year is out. Is this true? H.S.
ANSWER: Congress must soon
face the fiscal crisis of the Railroad
Retirement System. It sees a 40 percent cut in retiree benefits as early as
October 1 unless some solution is
found to bolster its finances. This
retirement system is federally administered. from a trust fund into
which railroad employees' contributions are deposited.
Railroad
employment has decreased about 20
in the last year,and current contribuisms cams* ampait.Owivailjatn
e

stood at 8.24 percent.
Money funds, meanwhile, have an
edge or two of their own. The
minimum requirement for opening
an MMDA is $2,500, and the yield on
the account drops to the passbook
savings rate any time the balance
falls below that. The typical money
fund has an opening ante of only
;1,000, and no penalty is required if
Th`e balance goes lower.
Broker-sponsored money funds, in
addition, seem to have retained their
appeal as a convenient parking place
for money that active investors move
in and out of bonds or stocks.
In the week ending Wednesday,
assets of money funds actually rose
$252 million — marking the first time
that has happened this year:

loOking back

Ten years ago
Dean Alexander was winner of 175
feature race, Ricky Cunningham was
winner of mini feature race, Donny
Rudolph was winner of 100 feature
race, Bobby Thomas was winner of
125 feature race and Darrell Moody
was winner of 250 feature race at the
Motorcycle Events at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
The 1923 class of New Concord
School had a 50 year reunion on July 7
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hall McCuiston.
The Rev. and Mrs. Larry Keaton
have been appointed missionaries to
Spain and the Rev. and Mrs. Gene
Phillips to France by the Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission Board. Mrs.
Keaton, the former Kitty Ray, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
Ray of Murray. Rev. Phillips is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Phillips of
Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Boaz, July 16, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Whitis, July
16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hanna, July 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mason Milby, July 16, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Marlene, July
n.
• •
'
-4%e Pew,4,Feegue 1411411ers beat
Paducah and the American Legion
All-Stars beat Paducah in basenall
games.
years ago
by evans witt A h,istoryTwenty
of South Pleasant Grove
black leader asking for changes — he.: Methodist Church,'located one mile
will be another contender seeking thciAkerth of Crossland near Hazel, is
j2aprinted today. The history was
nomination.
Every favor he asks for from thell4rought to The Ledger 4k Times by
party will be weighed in the balance - J.E. Erwin.
Donald Starks, minister of Central
of presidential politics — just like requests from the other candidates. Church of Christ, Bastrop, La.,son of
And the presidential candidates who Mr. and Mrs. Urban G. Starks of
are now courting his favor will sud- Murray, will speak at the Seventh
denly be much less willing to deal and Poplar Church of Christ for the
next two Sundays.
with him.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. Joseph Pace,July 18.
Della Sue Taylor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ruble S. Taylor, and
Mickey Boggess, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Director, points out that rail workers Elmo Boggess, were married July 12
are the only private sector at Whiteville, Tenn.
The Whiskey Ridge Muzzle
employees who are exempt from
both Social Security and normal Loading Gun Club will have its rifle
match on July 21 at Silcock Rifle
une.xiiployment insurance.
The Railroad Retirement System Range, 12 miles east of Murray off
is similar to the social Security Highway 732.
Hamburger is listed as selling for
System, and the latter's trust funds
can be transferred to bolster the trust three pounds for $1 in the ad for
fund of the Railroad Retirement Parker's Food Market.
Thirty years ago
System. The mechanism of this
The Murray Fire Department was
transfer, however, takes about 15
months and provides no immediate called yesterday morning about 11:25
to the Blue Heaven Restaurant on
solution for the problem.
North Third Street. Only minor
damage was reported from the electrical short.
John Brinn will speak at Memorial
Day services at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery on July 24.
Letricia Outland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert Clarence Outland,
and Joe Ryan Cooper, son of Mr. and
To the Editor:
Mrs. Burie H. Cooper, were married
On behalf of the Sloane family, I July 18 at the home of the bride's
would like to thank Ledger & Times parents.
for endorsing me and the many
Janet Guthrie was honored at a
thousands of Kentuckians who sup- party in celebration of her seventh
ported me in the Democratic guber- birthday by her parents, Mr. and
natorial primary election. Although Mrs. Ortis Guthrie.
our efforts fell short of victory, we
are proud of the campaign we ran
and we will Atways remember and
C
110.4.0. Or. Ma
cherish the many new friends we
•
made while traveling across Kentucky.
i
Our campaign focused on the
14•4"
1
4 ,
crucial issues facing Kentuckyeconomic development, job creation
„
and improving education. Despite
our defeat, those issues still are vital
to Kentucky and I remain committed
to do whatever I can to help the Commonwealth.
Kentucky has tremendous
1 a
resources, the most important of
••••14
which is its hard-working people,and
I am confident that our future is
.""
t•"•• •
arI* and that we can itchier* wef
t.".;
greafpotential.
-stk.
Sincerely,
Harvey I. Sloane

flARRY, bEt.OVER HERE,'lie:compumzsgiox 7Usivec

WALTER L. APPEFtSON, President &
Publisher
MATTHEW S.SANDERS,Managing Editor
TED DELANEY, Ctreulatioh & 'Production
Manager
RICK ORR,Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR,Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE,Business Office Manager

I

saver's dollar, Markstein said, the
success of the money funds actually
helped pave the way for the dramatic
debut of the MMDAs.
Similar as they may be, there are
notable differences between the two
types of accounts. As banks are
always ready to point out, MMDAs
are covered by federal deposit insurance, while money funds are not.
At the outset, MMDAs offered promotional interest rates that were
well above prevailing yields on
money funds. By now, however, the
gap has all but disappeared. At last
word, the average rate on MMDAs,
as reported by the Bank Rate
Monitor, was 8.4 percent; the
average money fund, said
Donoghue's Money Fund Report,

"FINCELVE5-

letter to the editor
Sloane family
expresses thanks

GIRAFFIIIrr

addition, unefnefoffrieni
have drained even more from the
trust fund. David Stockman, Budget
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Anniversary reception scheduled

DAILY
BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri 8, Cin'e
All Seats '1.00
See Ads For Times

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49
With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

tree Rel:Ils On Ortnkt

99 Special For Kids

Wednesday 11AM 1 OPM

Now Showing
I

Inn.. Marten)knows t he old days aft' overBut nnbodt.. gonna till hint tw can't feel that good again

Mr. and Mrs. Velbert
D. (Pete) Burkeen of
Murray will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception on Sunday, July 31.
The event will be from 2
to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank. ,
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Burkeen
were married Aug. 1,
1933, in Metropolis, Ill.
Mrs. Burkeen, the
former Odie Lee, is the
daughter of the late Tom
Lee'and Lucy Jones Lee.
She is retired from S.S.
Kresge Co., Detroit,
Mich.
Mr. Burkeen is the son
of the late Clell Burkeen
and Cora Nelson
Burkeen. He is retired
from Frank Bancroft Co.,
Detroit.
They have one
daughter, Mrs. Willie
(Lenda) Massa, of New
Lennox, Ill.; three grandchildren, Mrs. Herbert
(Susan) Young, Gregory
Massa and Brian Massa,
and three greatgrandchildren, Rebecca,
Rachel and Sarah Young,
all of New Lennox,Ill.
One son, Joe Thomas
Burkeen,is deceased.

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
INFORMAL SUPPER
Grilled Franks and
Relish, Potato Salad,
Carrot Curls, Fruit Compote and Cookies
Potato Salad
It's the old-time warm
version.
6 medium (214 pounds)
potatoes
6 slices (thin) bacon,
diced
(½ inch)
control contor 753.3314
1 large egg, beaten only
until foamy
/
1
4 cup cider vinegar
11
/
2teaspoons salt
/
1
4 teaspoon pepper
3 medium scallions,
thinly sliced (1-3rd cup)
Scrub potatoes; do not
peel; steam until tender
when pierced with a fork
—40 minutes. Drain and
let stand only until cool
enough to handle;
remove skins; slice
crosswise about /
1
4-inch
thick.
In a 10-inch skillet over
moderately
low heat,stirStaying
ring often, cook bacon unAlive(PG)
til crisp, with a slotted
spoon remove bacon and
chestnut st. 753-3314 add to potatoes. Remove
skillet from heat; to the
MURRAY
hot drippings — there
DRIVE-IN
should be about 3 tablespoons — vigorously stir in
bui Thee Open1100Start
egg, then vinegar, salt
and pepper until creamy;
pour over potatoes and
—PLUS—
BOWLING GREEN —
bacon; add scalliop; toss
TRIP WITH THE TEACIIER
well. Makes 6 to t serv- "Just keep going," were
the words of encourage1011V/AY 121 SOUTH ings.
ment program facilitator
of teacher education at
Western Kentucky
University Dr. Julia
Roberts gave the 12- and
13-year-olds in the audience.

CHERI

1:35, 3:25@$2.00
(7:15, 9:15)
No Passes

cEck. ys
REC/pE
sox

3

' Mr. and Mrs. Velbert D. Burkeen
to celebrate on Sunday, July 31

Local students honored at awards ceremony

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

T

ou

SUPER
SPECIAL

-

-

From this area,
scholars were Matthew
Cohen, Anisha L.
Frizzell, Deborah A.
Rutledge and Neil Sharp,
all of Murray.
The 178 seventh grade
or seventh grade aged
students and their
parents were attending

an awards ceremony and
reception hosted by
Western honoring Kentucky students being
recognized by Duke
University's Talent Identification Program.
The students had all
taken the Scholastic Aptitude Test, which is in-

EARLY P.N.HIRSCH* CO..
FALL
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU AUG. 12
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

2-PiresPW'sre CE-

Free Trip To Our
35 Item Salad Bar

Cl3FX

AM-FM Stereo

CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER/PLAYER
*mews* AM FM snwsio boodyasis ploys and
records cosset,* lopes ploys records on sem•
6...ornate lull•sta• turnteb4 Cube speokiws

arirx.0
44,0i t

With Any Of The Below

99
REG.
99.95

•se

8 Oz. Ribeye

Levi's

Catfish Dinner

WESTERN JEANS

10 oz. N.Y. Strip Chicken Strip
Shrimp Dinner

MEWS SIZES
28-42
REG. 18.50

1488

Men's Short Sleeve

11
8211"Weriff OEN

t

KNIT SHIRTS
Poly cotton blond Snits •n solid color pnyv•
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BOYS' SUB Si
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Net SIZES 10-14
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753-0003
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14-0z. Cotton Walt
Western 1,4,4 leans in pro washed 14 ounce
I.cotton denim Groot fitting duroble
losbonoble Indigo blue color

988

LADIES' SIZES
3-15, 11-18
REG. $27

Olympic Plaza
Murray. Ky.

Jell 22-23

TENN. RIVER BAND
Fri., Sat.
Cover $5.00
Happy Neer '
Open 4p...

Ladies' Short Sleeve

GINGHAM PLAID SHIRTS
I Styles In WOVINN eked,id polyester cotton
tebres Assorted colter tfftlItlyetti end ewes
All hems *bort stestwel Mochews ivestiebl•

LA045' sus
S-1114,10.15
RM. 116

788

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
01,
1

Wed., Mars.
Men $3.00
Lmikts Free
Op..7 p.m.

LEE RIDER.JEANS

TUBE SOCKS

SUN.-THURS
11 AM-10 PM
506 N. 12th St..
MURRAY, KY

•

JOEL GREY
Joel Grey played the
nightclub emcee in the
Broadway stage version
and the film of the
musical "Cabaret," winning both the Tony and
Oscar awards for his portrayal.
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Grand Prix Nand 11•Id

Large Pizza
Everyday - All Day
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tended for high school
seniors. "They all did exceptionally well on the
test," said WKU President Dr. Donald
Zacharias.
More than 17,000
students in 16 states participated irt the 1983
Talent Search sponsored
by Duke University by
taking the SAT' in
December 1982, January
or March 1983.
To be invited to attend
the awards ceremony,
students had to obtain a
score on the math and
verbal sections of the
SAT better than 50 percent of the college-bound
high school seniors who
took the test, and/or a
score better than 75 percent of college-bound
high school seniors on the
Test of Standard Written
English.
On hand to present certificates of merit to the
students were Dr. Raymond Barber, Kentucky
superintendent of public
instruction; Susan Leib,
director of gifted education for the Kentucky
Department of Education; and Thomas R. Curtin, talent search coordinator for TIP.

14-0z. Cotton Denim
Levi s• the eons with the lomous Si Specel
top weight oil cotton indigo blue denim m
your lowarms leg silhouettes So..rtgs priced)

All Dinners Include Choice
Of Potato And Texas Toast

tie
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Wedding vows to be said on Aug. 27
Announcement has
been made of the engagement and approaching
marriage of Miss Dana
Lynne Robertson to
Charles Howard Bazzell.
Miss Robertson is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry W. Joseph of
Brownsville, Tenn,, and
the late James Eugene
Robertson of Kirksey.
Mr. Bazzell is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bazzell, Rt. 2, Murray.
Grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mrs.
Reubene Robertson of
Kirksey and the late
James H. Robertson,
Mrs. Florence Houston of
Murray and the late
Elton B. Houston, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie W.
Joseph of Kirksey and
Mrs. Dorothy Houston of
Independence, Mo.
Miss Robertson
graduated in 1981 from
Clements High School in
Athens, Ala. She is a student at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson,
Tenn., where she is majoring in accounting.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Marine of
Kirksey and Mr. and Mrs.
O.J. Bazzell of
Backusburg.
He graduated from
Murray High School in
1977 and from FreedHardeman College,

By Rainey Apperson

Women's hair styles, like the
fashion scene, show a little bit of
everything — have you noticed?
The slogan, "bigger is better,"
seems to be sweeping the hair
shows.
The important trend in hair is a
larger. head. One hair dresser
said, "People are getting a permanent more to achieve a fuller
look, but the tightly curled perm is
out.
Also for fall, the authorities on
hair say we should see a continuation of the feminine look with
styles that are shorter and fuller
in the back with more curls on top.
• • •
The Charity Ball is about to
begin. The event will be held
Saturday from 8 till midnight at
the Curris Center. Kelly Doran
and Rita McKeel, co-chairmen,
and their various committees,
have made many many preparations.
The music should be super
because the "Brethren" from
Mayfield will be playing, and they

Dana Lynne Robertson
to marry Charles Howard Bazzell
Henderson, in May of this
year with a B.A. in Bible.
He presently is the
minister for the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ in
Calloway County.

Misty D. Hall
feted at party
on birthday

The wedding will be
solemnized on Sunday,
Aug. 21, at 3 p.m. at the
University Church of
Christ, Murray.
A reception will follow

in the fellowship hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
Misty Dawn Hall was
reception.
honored at a party in
celebration of her second
birthday on Tuesday, Junor , and Peter Hart, a political research and pollly 5, by her parents, Mr.
ing specialist whose clients have included two U.S.
and Mrs. Richard James
senators, Ted Kennedy and John Glenn. Wattier has
Hall of Murray.
been a member of the faculty at Murray State since
The party was held at
1980.
the home of her grandparent, Mr. and Mrs.
Marlin Cochrum of Murray.
This was a cookout. The
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
birthday cake was in the
Without Partners will meet Friday, July 22, at 8
theme of"Smurf."
p.m. for bingo until 9 p.m. and then socializing,
Also present were Mrs.
refreshments and dancing until midnight at the
Bobby Hodges and
American Legion Building, Legion Drive,Paducah.
children, Tammy and
All single parents have a special invitation to be a
Robert, greatpart of this activity. The only qualification to
grandparents, Mr. and
become a member of PWP is to be a single parent
Mrs. Nathan Cochrum,
by reason of divorce, separation, death or never
and other friends.
married. For more information call 753-4951.

are really the best band in the
state of Kentucky.
Tickets are $25.00 and are still
available, with the proceeds going
to the Comprehensive Care
Center.
• • •
This seems to be the summer for
weddings and receptions and all of
the people who have been involved
have had a good time.
Last week-end when Ann
Gregory married Lt. David Mills
a new dimension was Aided.
David's family all love to sing and
do so with vigor, especially his
father, Mr. Mills. During the
reception many of the guests
gathered around the piano and
sang all of the wonderful old
favorites, including many show
tunes. It was one of those
moments in time that you
remember.
• • •
Peaches are here at last. I
thought you might enjoy this fresh
peach pie recipe.
One graham cracker crust
Fill the crust with the following
filling: Mix it stick butter,

QUITTING BUSINESS

SAVE

DATEBO9K
Done/son family home
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Donelson and daughter, Salena
Jean, of Murray have returned home after a vacation in Galveston, Texas,and Cancun, Mexico.

Christopher D. Thorn born
Mr. and Mrs. David Thorn, Rt. 2, are the parents
of a son, Christopher David, weighing seven pounds
15','2 ounces, born Sunday, July 10, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another son,
Paul, 7. The mother, the former Carolyn Penney, is
on leave from the local hospital. The father
employed at Rick's Vinyl Tops, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William Thorn,
Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Edwards,
Paducah. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Eva Howie
and Elvis Overby of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Thorn of Almo.

Abuse paper presented
Dr. Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten and Dr. Bill
Allbritten presented a paper entitled "The Hidden
Victims: Premarital Abuse Among College
Students" at the recent annual meeting of the National Women's Studies Agsociation at Ohio State
University. She is an associate professor in the
Division of Social Work and he is the director of the
Counseling and Testing Center at Murray State
University.
Their paper summarized the results of a national
survey of directors of university counseling
centers, directors of residence hall systems and
students as to the incidence of, severity of and
university reaction to the occurrence of violence
and abuse between dating couples.

Donna G. Herndon, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State University.,is attending a Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
alumni administration institute in Snow Mass,Colo.
The five-day intensive training program to run
through Friday, July 22, is designed for new alumni
professionals. Mrs. Herndon earlier was awarded
the single scholarship given nationally to attend the
institute.

NAACP chapter will meet
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The Local Chapter of the National Association of
the Advancement of Colored People will meet
Thursday, July 21, at 7 p.m. at the Masonic Hall on
Walnut Street. All interested persons are invited to
attend,said L.P. Miller, president.

Wattier attends institute
Dr. Mark J. Wattier, an assistant professor in the
Department
Political Science and Legal Studies
at Murray State University, attended the Political
Campaign Management Institute July 7 to 9 at Kent
(Ohio) State University. He was among about 100
people who attended workshops and speeches
presented by nationally recognized campaign consultants.
Among those making presentations were John
Deardourff, a media specialist whose clients have
included President Gerald Ford and several gover-

up to

PWP chapter will meet

Donna Herndon at institute

cups powdered sugar, *1 beaten
egg.
On top of this filling slice fresh
peaches and top with whipped
cream.
Your family will love you for
this delight.
• • •
Are you already thinking about
your fall wardrobe, even though
the temperatures are in the 90s.
When you are planning, don't
forget that "nothing is better than
a sweater." Plan to include either
a sweater vest over heavy
pullovers, trim sweaters beneath
loose cardigans and my favorite,
the matching sweater sets.
• • •
Sally ( Mrs. A.B.( Crass, Allison
Sears and my daughter, Emily,
had a wonderful trip to the F.H.A.
Convention in Washington, D.C.,
recently. The sightseeing was fantastic, including stops at the Kennedy Center and the Smithsonian.
Thanks to a well-placed telephone
call by Bill Fandrich, the trio was
allowed the privilege of visiting
the Oval Office at The White
House.
• • •
The trip to Spain and Portugal
proved to be as a delight as Lois
Keller thought it would be. Lois,
Don and their daughter, Donna,
have returned home after six
weeks of touring which also included Morocco.
Donna is already back at work
in Houston, Texas.

Cash or Credit Cards Please
MI Sales Final - No refunds or exchanges

$

08 Hour Capacity
0 OFF

Movie Club
Lifetime Membership
With This
COUPON,
Good Through July 31st

.._.

...c.

•Fully Remote
Control
024 Hour
Programming
•Freeze Framc
Stop Action
"We Service What
- We Sell"
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Lynn and Puckett vows solemnized at church
Miss Lisa Jane Lynn granddaughter of Mrs.
and Gerry Joe Puckett I.F. Sitze of Cape
were married on Satur- Girardeau, Mo.
day, May 14, at the
The groom is the son of
Broadway United Mr. and Mrs. Billy J.
Methodist Church, Puckett of Murray. He is
Paducah.
the grandson of Mr. and
The Rev. Barry Sins of- Mrs. 011ie Puckett of
ficiated.
Mayfield and of Mr. and
A program of music Mrs. Sylvan Clark of
was presented by Carl Marion.
Averitt, organist, and
The bride
Shea Nickell, soloist.
The bride wore a gown
The bride is the of white slipper satin
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. fashioned by her mother.
Kenneth Lynn of
Re-embroidered AlenPaducah.' She is the con lace formed the

overlay for the bodice
that featured a ruffled
Queen Anne neckline and
a contoured high
waistline that dipped in
back. The long straight
sleeves were of point
d'esprit.
A slightly gathered
back skirt flowed to a full
chapel train encircled
with lace. Her fingertip
veil of point d'esprit trimmed with lace fell from a
Camelot cap of satin
overlaid with French
Alencon lace.

408 N.
12th

753-8214
Mon-Wed. 9-6
Thurs-Sat 9-8

9-fillbilly 'Barn

Closed
Sunday

SWEET TREE RIPENED PEACHES,
PICKED IN OUR OWN ORCHARDS RED HAVEN FREESTONE VARIETY
June Apples 40` lb. $500 /
1
2 bushel
Lettuce 49` head

I

Cauliflowerucount$1 15 head

Broccoli 75` bunch
Yellow Onions 20' lb. 3 lb. bag 55`
White Onions 25` lb.

Red Onions 45` lb.

I

Red or White Potatoes $1" 10 lb. bag
Baking Potatoes 40` lb.

Red or White Seedless

I

the Igert Fellowship Hall.
Serving were Mary
Sitze of Cape Girardeau,
Sharron Smith of Marion,
Taney Eller of Paducah,
Mrs. Anita Lynn of
Philadelphia and Mrs.
Libby Vasseur of
Paducah.
Holly Taylor of
Paducah kept the guest
register.
The bride is a 1981
graduate of Murray State
University. The groom, a
member of Sigma Pi
fraternity, is a 1979
graduate of Murray
State.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Puckett are 'residing in
Murray.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Billy J.
Puckett, parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held at
the Pines Restaurant,
Paducah.
Luncheon
Mrs. Dove Anna
McNabb entertained with
a luncheon in honor of the
bride at the Ninth Street
House, Paducah.

Mrs. Gerry Joe Puckett

Coming events for the community

Home Grown Tomatoes
Bell Peppers 3for 60`

Her jewelry was a
pearl necklace,belonging
to her mother and an antique ring belonging to her
grandmother.
She carried a bouquet
of white roses, carnations, pixies, stephanotis
and baby's breath.
Miss Laura Lynn of
Paducah served as maid
of honor for her sister.
Bridesmaids were Ms.
Sarah Lynn of Lexington
and Ms. Dana McAfee of
Nashville, Tenn.
The attendants wore
gowns of purple, mauve
and pink with shaped empire waistlines and fulllength bishop sleeves.
Each carried a bouquet of
daisies, pixies and baby's
breath.
The groom
Brett Puckett of
Phoenix, Ariz., served as
best man for his brother.
Groomsmen were Brad
Smith of Marion and John
Lynn of Paducah, who
also served as ushers
along with Bob Lynn of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Reception
A reception followed in

Grapes 99` lb

Lemons 10` each I

Watermelons, Canteloupes
Eason's Country Hams I Case of Quart Jars $350

Wednesday,July 20
Methodist Men of First
United Methodist Church
will have its annual summer picnic and cookout at
6 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Bazaar Workshop will
be at 7 p.m in Educational Building, First
Christian Church.
Session meeting will'be
at 7:30 P.M. at First
Presbyterian Church. ,
Council meeting of
Baptist Women of First
Baptist Church will be at
5:45 p.m. in conference
room of church.

Thursday,July 21
Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Golden Corral
Steakhouse.
Physicals for persons
planning to play football
at Calloway County Middle School will start at 5
p.m. at the school.
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant at Draffenville.

"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
Make Today Count will
will be presented by MSU meet at 10 a.m. at First
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Christian Church.
Kenlake State Park.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Thursday,July 21
Murray Civitan Club Good Shepherd United
will meet at 7 p.m. at Methodist Church.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

SAVEMo E
IN A MINIM

Thursday,July 21
Swim party and picnic
for preschool members of
Murray Cquntry Club will
be from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at club with
Pat Seiber and Vickie
Travis as hostesses.

Local Chapter of National Association of Advancement of Colored
People will meet at 7 p.m.
at Masonic Hall on
Junior Golf will be at 9 Walnut Street.
a.m. at Murray Country
Friday,July 22
Club.
Kentucky Lake
Couples Tennis will be Chapter of National
at6 p.m. at Murray Coun- Association of Retired
try Club.
Federal Employees will
Men's Stag Night will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
be at 6 p.m. with Gary Calloway Public Library.
Haverstock, Chuck
Hazel and Douglas
Foster, Van Haverstock Centers will be open from
and Martin Mattis in 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for accharge.
tivities by senior citizens.
Murray Women of the
Mothers Morning Out
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. will be at 9 a.m. at First
at lodge hall.
Christian Church.
Greater Paducah Area
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU Chapter of Parents
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
American Legion
Singles Group will meet Building. For informaat6 p.m. at Westside Bap- tion call 753-4951.
tist Church.
Twilight Golf with Rick
Mothers Day Out will and Nancy Orr as
chairmen will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray Country
Club.

Gospel Meeting

8-16 Oz. Returnables

*Coke *Tab
•Sprite *Mello Yello

Friendship Church
of Christ
July 22-24
Will T. Winchester

Plus Deposit

1.5

SPEAKER
7:30 Nightly
Singing 2:30 p.m.Sunday(24th).4(

4 Roll Pack

Kraft
Barbecue
Sauce

Charmin
Bathroom
Tissue

18 Oz. bottle

.79' $11.09

Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include
games at 8 p.m. and
music by Craig Hargrove
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Lake
Barkley State Park.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Soil Testing and
Garden Fetility at 10 a.m.
and 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm and Moonlight
Discovery Walk at 8:30

THE 1983 WEST KY LECTURES What
"Restoration
It Is and

Saturday, July 23rd — Sunday, July 24th
Theme: "Restoring The New Testament Church"

Is!: Valid"

Seeley 2:00 p.m.
Saturday 1:00-2:15 OPEN HMI "Restoring New Testenseitt ivaiteekire"
Joseph A. Ruiz
PAM: Gary Colley, Garland Mins
2:45 p.a.
NW Jackie*, Weed*. Winkler
"Reiter., Canoodles For tke Faith"
Aledeteter: J. Neel Ahridetk
ia Matcher

"Restoring New Testament "Restoring New Testament
Preaching"
Living"

Friday, July 22
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Memorial Baptist
Church Puppets will present a program at
Hillman Ferry Campground, Land Between
the Lakes.

Dismissals listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
July 16, was 108 adults
and six in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows: ,
John Jr. Owings, 94
Shady Oaks; Mrs. Anna
M. Free, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton;
Mrs. Kathy L Petrie and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Miss Jennifer M. Bratton, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; James H.
Jenkins, Rt. 1, Hickory;
Mrs. Ruth E. Earley,
Lakeway Trailer Court;
John Roberts, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Brittany Shemwell, Rt. 8,
Benton; Michael L. Reed,
Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs.
Delores Jean Rudolph,
Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Kimberly A. Curtisinger, Rt. 2, Fancy
Farm; William Boyd
Hobbs, Rt. 8; Mrs. Mary
Mitchuson, Rt. 3, Cadiz;
Miss Belinda K. Reed,
1311 Main St.; Mrs.
Debra A. Gray, D4 Coach
Estates; Paul E.
Jackson, Rt. 5;
Elvin Lee Compton, 202
Lankford Rd., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Elizabeth J.
Ham, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs.
Louina D. Humes, 612
Broadway Ext.; Mrs.
Bradie E. White, Hazel;
Walter L. Mills, Hazel.

'Restoring New Testament
Worship"

Irt

NNW
• •E 4 1
A
Memphis, Tenn.
8:30 a.m.
"Restoring the
Erring"

411k*
_ -JO
BILL JACKSON
Austin, Texas
9:15 a.m.
"Restoring
Church Discipline"

Field's
Wieners
Power House
Candy Bars

39
•

Lb. Pkg.$1

Prices good thru July 31.

WENDELL WIN
R
Fort Worth, Texas
10:00 a.m.
,
Restoring New Testament
Giving"

THOMAS EVAES
Cookeville, Tenn.
10:45 a.m.

•

AGARY
, COLLEY

J. NOEL M RID. H
Lawrenceburg, TInn.
"Restoring the Spirit of
Dickson, Tenn.
3:00 p.m.
New Testament Christianity"
2:15 p.m.
"Restoring
New Testament
"Restoring New Testament
Evangelism"
Leadership"

9

ROBERT TAYLOR,Jr.
Ripley, Tenn.
3:45 p.m.
MAKE PLANS TO*MHO.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
55424%.53433117

MAX R. MILLER
Trenton, Tenn.
7:00 p.m.

BILL
Dallas, Texas
7:45 p.m.

TAPES OF LECTURESHIP WILL 1111 AVAILAIILE
LOCATION
SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST

dr,
R00% 5 Old MerffisId Rood
Paducah Konlucky 42001

NO.
•
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NEPTUNE, N.J. (AP) food he eats will pass problem. We have tried think the overeating for situation, so I thought prayed to God and decid- •
•
•
— At 6, William Richard- through his system everything," said Judge, him is a life-and-death about it some more and ed to go ahead,"she
•
said.
•
son Jr. Upped the scales without being absorbed, who said the boy's pro•

Teen weighing 312 pounds resorts to special surgery to shed weight

at 100 pourvis. His mother
tried locking the
refrigerator door, and
William wore a tag
around his neck that read
"Please do not feed." But
the 13-year-old now
weighs 312 pounds, and
doctors resorted to
special surgery Tuesday
to help him shed some of
the unwanted fat — an
operation to staple shut
part of his stomach.
The family agreed to
the surgery because yloet
tors said the problem
pounds eventually could
be life-threatening for
Richie, as he is nicknamed.
"I need it," the boy said
just before the operation,
which took nearly two
hours.
But he said he expects
to miss some of his
favorite foods — meatball
submarine sandwiches,
ribs and, most of all, the
fried chicken made by his
sister, Valerie Johnson.
During the gastric
bypass operation at
Jersey Shore Medical
Center, doctors partitioned Richie's stomach with
two rows of stainlesssteel staples so that most
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hospital officials said.
"It's the only thing
medicine has to offer,"
said Dr. Walter F. Judge,
the hospital's director of
endocrinology, who has
been treating Richie for
seven years.
The stomach-stapling
surgery is fairly low-risk
because it does not involve opening the intestinal tract, which
could cause infection,
Judge said.
Richie was reported
awake and in stable condition today in the
hospital's intensive care
unit.
Judge said that
because the surgery
reduced the size of
Richie's stomach,the boy
will be able to eat only
soft and semi-soft food for
the rest of his life and will
have to.take vitamin Bcomplex tablets every
day.

Constant eating, rather
than large individual
meals, is to blame for
Richie's obesity, according to his mother,
Pearl, and doctors.
"At the clinic we have
failed him in his eating

Shark pulled into water after
beaching on Pensacola Beach
PENSACOLA, Fla.
Workers using rope and
(AP) — A 3,500-pound a boat finally were able to
whale shark grounded on'tpull the shark into water
a sandbar on Pensacola 30 feet deep, allowing it to
Beach was pulled back to swim away. The Marine
deep water after a four- Patrol, Coast Guard and
hour struggle, an official a members of a marine
says.
group took part in the
"It's very unusual to rescue, LaLander said.
have a whale shark up in
Officials don't know
here," said Marine why the shark beached
Patrol Lt. John itself about four miles
LaLander.
east of Pensacola Beach
Swimmers called the in the Gulf of Mexico, ,e
Marine Patrol on Tuet- said.
day to report the 30-fwt
Whale sharks can grow
shark had beached Itself up to 65 feet and generalin knee-deep water and ly roam deep waters for
was struggling for their diet of plankton. The
freedom because of the fish generally are.docile
low tide.
and do not endanger
"All he could move was swimmers, LaLander
his tail," said LaLander. said.

blem has been diagnosed
as morbid and genetic
obesity. "He's 13 years
old. If something isn't
done, it will shorten his
life span."
The doctor said he
hopes Richie will be able
to lose 100 pounds during
the next year and 50
pounds the year after.
"We would be thrilled if
he gets down to 150
pounds by the time he is
15," Judge said.
Richie, who will start
eighth grade in the fall,
said he would be able to
cope with the surgery and
the changes in his habits.
When doctors placed
the "Please do not feed"
tag around 6-yw-old
Richie's neck, "We were
attempting to get others
to cooperate. It didn't
make a dent in his
eating," Judge said.
Mrs. Richardson initially opposed the
surgery, but the threat to
her son's health finally
persuaded her to allow
the operation.
"It was frightening to

with the Verona seizure
but no arrests have been
made. The Verona
farmland was being leased, he said.
The department also
has seized marijuana
plants in three other
areas of the county and
plans to present evidence
to the Boone County
grand jury in connection
with some of the marijuana seizures, Wright
said.
He said the depai-tment
was told by an informant
that some marijuana
recently was destroyed
by the grower, who
feared police would find
it. "I think we have a lot
of people scared," he
said.

Business suit discarded
in favor of nursing uniform
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Covington
Finance Director Bill
Stenger is turning in his
business suit for a nursing uniform.
Stenger finishes his city
job Aug. 24. The next day
he will become a nursing
student at Northern Kentucky University.
"I kind of burnt out on
the accounting profession. I've never had a
great love for it," he said.
Stenger, 31, said he
became an accountant
when he couldn't afford
his college. tuition. He
asked what scholarships
were available and was
told there were workstudy scholarships in accounting.
"I signed up for accounting with no concept
of what accounting was
all about," he said.
Stenger should have
some concept of the
medical world. His wife,
Jenny, is a nurse and
several relatives also
work in health care professions.
"This year I worked on
my ninth city budget and
It's always the game
thing — there's never
enough money to go

around," Stenger said.
"I've got an opportunity
to make a change so I'm
going to do it."
Stenger has worked in
the city's finance department since 1974 and
became its director in
1978.

County adopts
law against
toxic waste
BURLINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — It will soon be illegal to store, recycle or
destroy toxic waste in
Boone County.
Boone Fiscal Court
adopted an ordinance
Tuesday that will control
toxic wastes transported
into the county. The new
law takes effect July 28.
It will not prohibit
transporting wastes
through the county, but
vehicles hauling toxic
waste cannot legally remain in the county for
more than 12 hours.
The penalty for
violating the ordinance
will be MO to 8500, which
the County may assess
violators for each day the
violat)on goes uncorrected.

•
4

Delicious Homestyle

BREAKFAST

•

MEN'S
Slacks
Sport Shirts
S.S. Dress
Suits
Sportcoats

/
1
2

DAILY PLATE LUNCH & DINNER

1/2

Specials Featuring
HOME COOKING —

1/
2

Try Our Original

/
1
2
1/2

HAM SHANKS!
Cooked in Our
Special _Sguce

LADIES
Shorts
Slacks
Skirts

Famous Ky. Lake Catfish Steak,
Fiddlers & Ocean Boneless!

/
1
2
/
1
2

•
tilrea-v••••••••..6.—

/
1
2

Also
$5 Racks

$10 Racks

iUucktngain iltau iQth
Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dixieland Center

Hazel Pit-h
492-8195 op

•

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL GRAND OPENING
WITH THESE

GREAT VALUES
AT MICHELSON JEWELERS
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY,KENTUCKY

1/8 Carat Total Weight

1/4 Carat Total Weight

TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS
COMPARE AT

GREAT MODERN
DESIGNS!
COMPARE AT $300

$500
YOUR CHOICE
TRIANGLE STYLE
WITH DIAMONDS

NOW ONLY

277

YOUR CHOICE
9 DIAMOND
MARQUISE SWIRL
STYLE

CHARGE T

9 DIAMOND ROPE STYLE

12 DIAMOND FLOWER

1 Carat
TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

Irk

I Carat
Solitaire

The Kentucky
Miss

$1,900

1/2 Carat
TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS
YOUR CHOICE
AN AMAZING

NOW ONLY

1/2 CARAT REG $1500
ONLY

$899

7 DIAMONDS

WHITE OR YELLOV,
10K GOLD

$7
YOUR CHOICE

13 DIAMOND
MODERN DESIGN

VALUES TO

$850 10 DIAMONDS

8 DIAMOND
TWIN CLUSTER

13 BLAZING
DIAMONDS
•

Entire Stock

MORE ALL NEW
DESIGNS
FROM MICHELSON'S

15 DIAMOND DESIGNER STYLE

Earring Jackets - Charms

The Classic
Wide Gold Band

Gents Diamond
Clusters

Keepsake

REG $600

30% OFF

REG $300

Our entire stock of sets
PERFECT

KelTsake SOLITAIRES
VS Carat .11 poiats1/4 Carat .22 points

,$199

•

With Homemade Biscuits & Gravy

WE'RE CELEBRATING OUR

VALUES TO

•
•

Serving

8`

On Men's & Ladies
Starts Thursday

Boone officials say marijuana
is'growing problem'in county
BURLINGTON, Ky.
(AP) -- The Boone County Sheriff's Department
has uprooted 746 marijuana plants in the county
during the past two
weeks.
"It's a growing problem. People are coming
forward and giving us information on it. At least
we're taking a lot of it off
the streets," Sheriff
Elmer Wright said Tuesday.
The department found
220 marijuana plants
growing amid corn and
tobacco on a Verona:Ky.,
farm Monday, Wright
said.
Several suspects were
questioned in connection

The Feed Bag
Restaurant

•
•

FINAL MARKDOWN

%N.NWINVWN%•‘\\ANIM4

$149
1/2 Carat
Gem Weight
DIAMONDS Et RUBIES

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY,KY

•

JEWELERS

•FIANKCARDS • AMERICAN EXPRESS * CREDIT TERMS

•90 DAYS SAME AS CASH •UP TO 2 YEARS TO PAY
USE YOUR MICHELSON'S GOLD CHARGE CARD

,111111110111 /OHO 001
4010 COM.CYO

YOUR CHOICE

DIAMONDS Et
SAPPHIRES

12

•

7410110Millieema
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Where Low Pr cl

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPEC!

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

CHILLED FIVE ALIVE

DELTA PAPER.f

FRUIT DRINK •
1 39
640Z.

SUPER INF, TION FIG

TOWEL

5

I PT

TOWELS

JUMBO ROLL

-COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE SUPER INFLATION FIGHTERS
SWEET IL LOW SOFT

BUSH'S BAKED

DRINKS ..120Z.6/$1 39 BEANS

16 OZ.

NE1FETZ HAMBURGER

2/99

SLICES

GLAD TRASH
32 OZ.

Ocultspitirtif"'"

JUKE
DONKEY KONG

CEREAL

LEA

09 SAUCE

KIBLER FUDGE

STRIPES

$
11 OZ.

CHARMIN BATHROOM

1

TISSUE

SNACKS

10 OZ. $ I
"

1 19

4 ROLL$

lo a.

$1119

BUGLES CORN

PERKINS STEAK

17 OZ. $2

320z.

$1 09 BAGS

701.

79‘

HUNT'S TOMATO

SAUCE.... 15 OZ.

2

FAYGO SOFT

OIL

24 OZ.

$1 19 DRINKS

2uni 794
•VEMINIMMI

1111.111

PLUS MANY, MANY MORE!!

CANNING
SUPPLIES
WE HAVE IN STOCK EVERYTHING YOU'LL
NEED THIS CANNING SEASON. WE HAVE:
JARS, LIDS, CAPS, RINGS, SPICES,
PICKLING MIX, TOMATO MIX, PARAFIN,
PECTIN, ACID, LIME, SALT, BAGS, BOXES &
YOU NAME IT.
SHOP NOW & AVOID
SEASONAL SHORTAGES!

I
1

WbiPPOil

M
Good Only At Store

PRODUCE

•••••••••
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cesOriginate

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI
or MOUNTAIN DEW

26TH
JULY
RU
TUES.
F
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

Krml
16gri

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

PLUS DEPOSIT

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8 DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

FAMILY
GROUND
11 19
LB. I

I /4 LOIN

PORK CHOPS
1 28

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK CUBE

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
SIRLOIN TIP

FIELD SLICED

BOLOGNA
49

STEAK

$249

I

12.

LB.

'
•

FAMILY PACK GROUND

CASH POT
19

111

1 09

THIS WEEK WIN

00

$ 10
0

CHUCK•..•

LOIN END PORK

LB•
BONE—LtiS

SIRLOIN TIP

$159 ROAST

CTWTER CUT POU

Last Week's Name:
Eugene Scott
Murray
Winner S400.00

LB. $129

PORK

$239 CUTLETS

ROAST

BUTT PORTION

HAM

LB

99

CENTER SLICED
$16
LB. •

HAM

LB. $ 11

79
4°A

FAMILY PACK CUT-UP

,CHOPS

Le,$1 69

FRYERS

LB.

49

COUNTRY-STYLE BACKBONE OR

BONUS PACK SPLIT

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

RIBS

BROILERS

BACON

LB. $ 1 29

LB. $

29

94

PRODUCE
GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
•••

•

9

DELI SPECIALS
$299
BAKED HAM
TUNA WAD
POTATO SALAD

-t4440044*

•••••,..-.•••••••••••••••••

•
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.
•
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•••
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Uncle Jeff's
Health And
Beauty Aids

. .
al 0

,..,

in

I

di

• ....

I

Ill

$279

I
.

Crest
Toothpaste
Reg., Mint, or
Gel. 6.4 oz. Tube

Sale

Cepacol
cep i
*

Prices Good Thru July 24th

IN

III II 0

Disposable
Razors

Box of 12 Sale

P

[us. r •*

Ts, Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

sok

BIG LEA
CHEW
sem,

Sale

$ 39

Sale

ergens
Lotion-Mild

Soap
Bath Size

Discount Prices

s.g. 2 for 49
Lysol
Disinfectant Spray

Ihmtproof, Ditproof,
With
Wipes C
A Dump Cloth.
Size 141
4"a1
/
4"115
/
Almost Chocolate, GOid,
Sinner Greeo. Me. 2345

Giant 1$ oz. Can

..$229

Presto Pressure
Cooker-Canner

Regular, Super, Unscented,
Ultimate, Soper Unscented

kik $3999

'I 1 9
9 oz. Aerosol Sole

36

Dexatrim

Pius Vitamins 16 Capsules
Appetite Central Capsules
Regular 20 Cilimiss
Sale Tear Choice $269
Caffeine Free 20 Capveles

Tinactin Cream
Tronsesat for
Athinos his had
Joeft lib

Mirro 4-Quart
Pressure Cooker
Speed Cooks Nod To
Fork Teaderness. Polished Aluminum
With Instrection-Recipe Book
We. A10534

,...$1888

NIA os. las ins 88'

Neavy Duty Cleaner
15 oz. Bettie Sale

544

Mayfair 601
Automatic Bilge Pump
Switch Coverts Your
Regular Bilge Pump To
An Automatic Pump
0.1 t

Boat
60 Trailer
01
00

Rule
400 Gallon
per hour
Bilge Pump

Tire &
Rim

01 Tubeless
4 Ply Trailer
0141 The Mewled On
01 4 Leg Rim 4.8018"
01

16'

34"

vvis-wwi-vlswie
Altwood 400 G.P.H.
c-1111Fa, Automatic. Bilge Pump
Peal Activates
Aetematically Even
When Soot Is
unattended

378$

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
Men's Denim
Jeans
By City Lights

988
Men's

Shorts
088
Sale

Sizes 30-38

Boy's Tank Tops
and Print Front
T-Shirts
Sale Price

Reg. 1 1 99
788
Sale/
Waist Size 27-28
to 37-38
Knits S-M-L-XL

Rle
Sa
eg
6
.989;

Ladies Summer Shoes
Dress or Casual
100 & 300
1 Group
1 Group
1 Gro

6°°
69° & 790
600

1 99
Table Cloths
52x52 only

1
299 4
399

52x70 only
52x90 only

499

60 Rd. only

499

Round About
Baby Walkers

Reg. 7"Sale

800
Reg. 15"Sale

Deluxe
Photo Albtua
Magic Mapetic Sheets With Geld Edge, Needs
N. Blue Or Corners. 101 Paps, Capacity Over
511 Asserted She Pictures. Refilleide.

$797
No. 3151 Sale

Buy Now And Save

By Graco
Only

Ladies Winter Jackets
Pre-Season Sale

L)%

off S-M-L

Il
e

II:
.--

7

Beach Towels

39

Modumans Stone
Grimed Mustard
With Horseradish

Lestoil

101

MirTO Saute Pon
With Silverstone Interior
Durable Aluminum 8" Pon
No. W0785-34

•M•

021.111040
• •• 6 •

late
vol

a

$397
Sale

Extra Strength

$9

#1,

Reg. 13"

'!•••••-ja.,,d

1f2oz Saki$

All Type.& Sizes Available
2 Gallon & 10 Gallon
/
Also 61
Industrial Water Jugs

Also A Large Selection Of:
Ski Ropes
Binders
Ski Gloves
Ski Vests
Tow Harness's
•
Trainer
4,,f'r
Ski's
For
Children
r Islaa VVV3
4
/

13 inn, polished simians, saattone register, reoidasorsel sad rodosipood for easy coalition canning. No.
011ie

ftirg-7̀.1pap

a

Sale

plothri9n

•

As Low As

Only

Polident Denture
Cleanser Tablets
4u Plus $ Free
48 Tablets

5997

Coolers & Water Jugs

she

Miss Breck
Hair Spray

485:590

Sale

Rubbermaid Wastebasket

Disinfects and Deedoriles

„

88

We Carry A Complete
Line Of Kerr
Canning Jars, Lids
and Caps.
Buy Now While
Supply Is Good

so

9995

Sale Your Choice

ba.,Soper, sok $248

6

Reg. 69.97

Dick Pope Jr.
Water Skis

444

MW Root Beer or
Sunkist Orange

Box of 28

77

Bob Skeds

World's Most Popular
Combination Pair
Selected Hardwoods
With Solid, Edge-Glued
Construction Provide
Durability As Well
As Beauty

6 Peck 12 oz. Cons

Playtex
Deodorant
Tampons

•

01
01

Beg of 50 No. 27-50

100 Tablets Sale $249

...11•11010
MOM

01
01

Nevco Wooden
Spring Type
Clothes Pins

Pain Tablets

PP'

Starting At Only

Grape or Original

Bufferin

!WW1

Protect Your Investment
Assorted Sizes

Big League Chew
Shredded Bubble Gum

7 oz. Sale

AIL

Boat Fenders

••1°1°4's

5 for $100

• army=
• 1,0...1 SIP

Helps Control Dandnrff
Regular or Conditioning

.,
II

Great Novelty For Kids

r, „IBM

$ 1 29

10

Bubble Gum

BLL11,1313CE
4,54

Package of 7 Sale

58

Flier "Shake A Blow" Powder

,.

6 Plus 1 Free

09
.9

Freeze & Eat
Lemonade or Assorted

Gillette Good News
['palette
Good
[iNews!1-1

Vias-VitWiCialaWiarit
so

78

Lusk Fresh Pak
Freezer Sticks

Mouth Wash
and Gargle

$1 29
12 oz. Bottle Sole

STD11

—

Playtex Hand
Saver Gloves
sizes Small, Medium, large

Sale

•

me

.
p

Bey 2 Get One FREE

..s.m•
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e
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Kentucky rights commission seeking to show that busing works

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights has decided to
make another effort to
show President Reagan
what it considers to be
evidence that busing has
worked in the Jefferson
County school system.. ,
In its regularly
scheduled monthly
meeting, the commission
also announced settlements awarded recently in alleged discrimination cases.
An invitation for
Reagan to tour the county
school system was turned
claim by an aide shortly
before the president's
visit to Louisville June 28,
said Galen Martin, the
commission's executive
director.

But bouyed by a report
Tuesday that Jefferson
County's third, fifth,
seventh and 10th graders
outperformed national
norm groups and their
Kentucky peers on basic
skill tests, the commission decided to try again
to get Reagan to reconsider a statement he
made almost three years
ago.
On Nov. 18, 1980,
Reagan, then presidentelect, told reporters during a visit to the nation's
Capitol that while he
believed "heart and soul"
in civil rights, he felt busing had been a failure and

that he supported efforts
to end it.
The president is
scheduled to return to
Louisville Oct. 8 to address a convention of
Republican women and
that is when the commission wants him to tour the
schools.
The decision to draft
another invitation for
Reagan was not an easy
matter for the commission. Members considered asking
Republicaq gubernatorial candidate Jim
Bunning to invite the
president to inspect the
schools, but decided to
keep the issue out of the
gubernatorial race.
"We want to ask the
school people and other
community groups to ask
the president to make the
tour," Martin said. The
commission began working on the project at the
conclusion of Tuesday's
meeting.
In other commission
business Tuesday, the
largest compensatory
damage settlement ever
made for embarassment
and humiliation in a Kentucky race discrimination case, $5,000, went to
Sunnie Holts of Somerset.
The order was approved by the commission
after a hearing earlier in
Somerset concerning a
complaint against C.K.
Cundiff, owner of Town
Center ApartmeRts of

Somerset.
Ms. Holts claimed she
was told on the telephone
that there was a vacancy
in an apartment complex
run by Cundiff, but when
she went to the complex
she was told there was
nothing available. Ms.
Holts is black.
The apartment complex must provide detailed information on vacancies in the future and
must file regular reports
with the commission.
In a sex discrimination

case, the commission
issued a final order for
Phyllis Gilliland, Bonnie
Blair, Emily Layne,
Helen Jarrell and Martha
Hicks, former employees
of the Big Sandy Juvenile
Detention Center at
Prestonsburg. Ms. Hicks
was a juvenile counselor
and the others juvenile
treatment officers.
When female residents
at the center were moved
to another facility, the
five women were laid off
by the state Cabinet for

Human Resources.
The state concluded
that the women could not
work with young boys,
Martin said, and the male
employees remained at
the center.
"The key thing is they
( the women) were trained and certified to work
with both young men and
young women," Martin
said. The gross settlement in the case totalled
$20,105.40.
'Tom Becker of
Louisville was awarded

$6,000 in "back wages he
would have earned had he
been employed" in a case
involving sex discrimination. Becker contended he
was not hired at Plasma
Alliance because he is
male.
Although the Louisville
blood bank did not admit
violating the Kentucky
Civil Rights Act, it
agreed to pay the amount
and to maintain an equal
employment opportunity
policy in the future.
Sharon Percent of

Frankfort won a $500
judgement in a case involving the Frankfort
Country Club.
Ms. Parrent contended
that she was prohibited
from serving as a parttime waitress at the country club when her
employer determined
that she lived with a
black man and that the
couple have bi-racial
children.
The award was paid for
"money she might have
earned," a commission

spokesman said,
although the country club
did not admit violation of
the Kentucky Civil Rights
Act.
In another case, Lindsay Court Apartments in
Louisville agreed to comply with the Kentucky
Civil Rights Act, although
not admitting any violation of the act in the past.
A complaint had claimed
the apartment complex
was telling blacks that
housing was not avilable
when it was.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
or Drinks on Special

Illustrated Children's Bible
Stories Are Now Available
At Parker's Super Market
Duncan Hines

Video arcade business
showing sharp decline
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The video arcade
business, which just a
year ago seemed one of
the best get-rich-quick
opportunities of the '80s,
is on a Donkey Kong
slide, with entrepreneurs
dropping out like Space
Invaders from a video
sky„.
„ "People thought you
could put a Pac-Man on
every corner and turn into the Bank of America,"
said Ira Bettleman, vice
president of C.R. Robinson Co., one of the nation's largest arcade
game distributors.
"We've had more
bankruptcies (among
clients) in the past year
than in the previous
five," Bettleman added.
On Friday, Robinson's
was the scene of a courtordered auction of dozens
of repossessed video arcade games — the third
since January. Robinson
had never held an auction
before this year, Bettleman said.
Wall Street also appears to be turning
bearish on video games.
A report published this
spring by Sanford C.
Bernstein Co. says arcade income is down 25
percent to 50 percent
from last year, and
predicts arcades
worldwide will take in
$5.3 billion this year compared with $7 billion in
1982.
"When we were experiencing the boom, we
were called night and
day. We didn't need a
marketing strategy,"
said Pamela Whishaw,
marketing consultant to
Games Unlimited, which
puts video games in chain
retaurants and other
locations.
"Now we're consolidating," she said.
"We can't afford to keep
any game in a location
that isn't earning at least
$40a week."
The bust does not ap-

pear to be affecting the
home video market,
which accounts for half of
all computer software
disk sales. But the Bernstein report predicted that
one of every four arcades
operating at the time of
the study would close by
year's end.
The losers appear to
fall into two categgries
the small operator who
bought one or two games
at the height of the craze,
and the full-time entrepreneur who failed to
follow what Bettleman
described as "good
business practices and
principles."
"Some didn't know the
overhead and costs involved. Some would go into a bad location. A lot of
our customers who went
bankrupt didn't own an
arcade but placed the
game in so-called street
locations, liquor stores
and the like," he said.
Part of the problem is
the apparent saturation
of the arcade market
following last year's influx of newcomers who
bought huge numbers of
games and placed them
in every conceivable
location.
Another aspect is the
all-important novelty factor. A new video game,
which can cost up to
$3,000, typically remains
popular with its mostly
youthful players for only
two months. If it hasn't
earned its cost by then,
the operator is usually
out of luck.
In addition, repairs are
often necessary, and can
be costly — especially for
small operators.
Not everyone is
pessimistic about the
future. Sandy Bettleman,
another Robinson vice
president, said he
believes the video game
business is due for an upsurge as newly developed
games using laser
technology hit the
market.
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• Tennis World magazine
• says 95 percent involved

Payoffs
NEW YORK AP —
Nearly every tennis tournament not held in the
United States is breaking
the sport's rules and paying guarantees to attract
top professional players,
according to a world-wide
tennis publication.
The August issue of the
World Tennis magazine
said that 95 percent of
those Grand Prix events
have doled out •''millions
of dollars annually ... in
appearance fees to the
top four or five players in
the world, and an additional 15 to 25 'special interest' players.
Last month, Guillermo
Vilas of Argentina — one
of the world's top players
— was fined and suspended for a year by the Men's
International Profes-

sional Tennis Council for
allegedly taking $100,000
to appear in a tournament in Rotterdam,
Holland. Tournament officials also were
disciplined.
Grand Prix rules prohibit.payment directly or
indirectly to influence or
guarantee a player's appearance at a tournament.
The story, a product of
a six-month investigation, cites specific examples of six-figure
guarantees paid to top
tennis pros to ensure
their participation in
specified tournaments.
"Payola has become
endemic in tennis, as
much a part of the sport
as rackets and balls," the
story said.

"The fine line between
legitimate product endorsements and actual
player 'inducements' to
influence the appearance
of players at tournaments
has become muddied."
Agent Mark McCormick told the magazine,
"Under the rules,
guarantees are not acceptable. But I think they're
kidding themselves a little bit."
M. Marshall Happer
III, Pro Council administrator, told the
magazine, "It's perfectly
OK to maximize your income if such is incidental
to playing in the event,"
but he felt players and
agents have misused the
privilege.
Happer claimed that
guarantees -reduce a

HAVE WE GOT s
THE CONCRETE!
Check Our Prices Before You Pour
No Job Is Too Small
We serve Calloway County and the surrounding area

Off 641 N.
Toward Benton
By the new waste-water
treatment plant

"The Customer Is
Our No. 1
Business"

753-3355

player's incentive to win"
and said he has put five to
10 Grand Prix tournaments under scrutiny.
John Harris, cochairman of the $200,000
D.C. National Bank
Classic, said Monday that
it was "interesting" that
Eliot Teltscher, Guillermo Vilas and Jose
Higueras were skipping
his tournament.
"I'm not accusing
anybody of taking any
guarantee money," Harris said, "that would be a
difficult thing to prove.
But why does a player go
back to Europe to play in
a small tournament?"
Teltscher, ranked 17th
in the world, said that he
"forgot" during his vacation to withdraw from the
$75,000 International
Championships of
Netherlands in Hilvesum
this week. He said he had
intended to play in Stuttgart, West Germany,
last week, but changed
his mind.
"I think it's terrible for
a guy to insinuate that I
took guarantee money,"
Teltscher said. "He
doesn't have any idea of
what he's saying. He
never contacted me about
playing there (in
Washington)."
Like Teltscher,
Higueras is playing in
Hilversum. The director
of that tournament, Peter
Van Eijsden, said, "I did
not give either player any
money. I'm probably the
only tournament director
in Europe who doesn't
pay under the table.
We're just a poor, small
tournament."

IITTLE LEAGUE — Murray's DeVanti's squad is one of the three local teams playing in the Mayfield
Tournament this week. Tuesday DeVanti's was defeated in an opening round game. Members of the Murray
squad include (front row,from left) Jon Burkeen, Mike Brock, Darren Jones, Jon Wilson, Alan Miller, Greg
Lassiter, Ryan Malone, (standing) Coach Ronnie Hutson, Chad Bazzell, Clint Hutson, Joey Baust, Bryan
Hale, Robbie Danner,Coach Bobby Malone,not pictured Todd Keller and Coach Ken Miller.

Summer Baseball Tournaments
LITTLE LEAGUE
Of Murray's three little
league teams competing
in the Mayfield Little
League Tournamefit this
week, one is in the winner's bracket, one's in the
loser's bracket and one
was eliminated after last
night's game.
The winner's bracket
team, Flav-O-Rich, won
its first game Monday
and is still in the running
for the title.
The loser's bracket
squad is Murray DeVantis who lost 10-0 Tuesday
night to Mayfield RC
Cola.
DeVanti's only managed four hits — one each by
Ryan Malone, Bryan
Hale, Greg Lassiter and
Darren Jones. Hale and
Jon Wilson were tagged
with the loss.
Tonight the Murrayans
play Lyon County at 6 for

11111167 Roomed:7th
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Your Discount Parts Supermail

1.00 off

3.00 off

Fan clutches
Quality replacements.
Easy to install. Do
it yourself and save.

Radiator
hoses

Receiver
dryers

18.99

1.00 oft any radiator
hose. Auto Shack can
save you money.

*GI

OEM replacement for
cars. Beat the heat
wah Auto Shack.

ASK6920C

#SP308

survival rights in the double elimination tourney.
The eliminated squad,
Murray Hutson
Chemical, was knocked
off 11-6 by Hopkinsville
Tuesday.
Hutson led 4-1 and 6-4
but Hopkinsville rallied
each time to stay within
striking distance. Hoptown's five runs in the top
of the fifth put the game
away.
Hutson managed only
five hits including a home
run by Patrick Orr, a dou-

ble by Chris Dill and a
pair of singles by Joey
Waller. Four Hutson pitchers gave up 10 hits
altogether.
DISTRICT TOURNEY
Marshall County won
its third come-humbehind victoty in
postseason play, Tuesday, to gain the edge over
Deer Creek in the twoteam district playoff in
Murray.
Marshall County
eliminated the Murray
All-Stars in two games

Equalizer
Tailor sound to your taste
With LED output meters,
5 frequency controls

Deer Creek took a 7-6
lead, but Marshall County came back to tie the
game 7-7 at the end of six
innings. After retiring
Deer Creek in the top of
the first extra inning,
Marshall County's Kirk
Ives scored the winning
run from third on a Tommy Sedlock double.

NCAA tv rights in jeopardy
WASHINGTON )AP) —
The 'Justice Department
says a court order should
be allowed to stand that
would break up the
NCAA's exclusive control
of college football
telecasts.
The department on
Tuesday urged Supreme
Court Justice Byron
White not to stay a lower
court order which
nullified the NCAA's existing television contracts
and opened the way for
colleges to make their
own TV deals.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association has
been granted a temporary stay of the ruling
that invalidated $281
million in television contracts with ABC,CBS and
Turner Broadcasting
System and is seeking
one that will hold until the

Supreme Court can
decide whether to hear
thilk case.
The University of
Oklahoma and the
University of Georgia
Athletic Association won
the ruling in ij.S. District
Court in Oklahoma in
their suit charging that
the contracts violate
federal antitrust law. The
10th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Denver upheld
the lower court and rejected the NCAA's bid for
a stay.
In a friend-of-the-coW
brief filed at White's Invitation, Solicitor
General Rex E. Lee said
the department thinks it
unlikely that the full
Supreme Court would
decide to review the ruling, and declined to give
an opinion on whether
anybody would be per-

manently hurt if a stay
were not granted.
"Although many of the
justifications offered by
the NCAA merited
careful consideration by
the (lower) court," Lee
wrote, "on balance, the
NCAA failed to justify the
restriction that it has
placed on the ability of its
member schools to arrange for the telecast of
their own football
games."
Lee said that the
NCAA's conduct violated
the Sherman Act, an an-,,
titrust law, although he
said that the justice
department disagrees
with some aspects of the
court of appeals ruling.
White over the weekend
issued a temporary,order
postponing the effect of
the appeals court ruling
against the NCAA.

ItSK400

EQI
LOWpEQUIPMENT
PRICES

AM/FM stereo cassette

4495

and now holds a onegame edge over Deer
Creek in the best-of-three
series which continues
here tonight at 7:30 p.m.

45 watts with noise
reduction, dig/tat readout
seek .4 scan, auto-reverse,
separate bass & treble controls

28.95_, 15.95
Door speakers

Rear speakers

169.95

pair

USED EQUIPMENT SALE
One Group Used

40 watt door mount speakers
with '. depth

50 watt coaxial speakers
with 2(-oz magnets

Riding Mowers

50 to$250°°

Hot prices on Sparkomatic stereo!
#1099

One Group Used

Weed Eaters
$7500
$4995 to
John Deere

I

.59 tolVer
nalloctio
1.81
tkivolitte 10W40 oil
Auto Shack S price
5/445 less 1,50 maitin

rebate Limit6 qts.

Armor all
Protects a/most every
surface 8.oz Limit 2

12894:act$2495"
)iits;0$595"
lorritr $525"

Tractor 16 H.P.
Gilson Tractor
Murray Tractor 10 H.P.
John Deere Rider s H.P
John Deere Rider 6 H.P
John Deere Rider 7 H.P
Yardman Rider s H.P

9.99

.66

Carpatad mat sot
Snap gas troatmont
4-pc front and rear set
12-oz. C/eans carburetor
• intake manifold Limit 2 Save with Auto Shack.

Tune up and save big bucks!

"
$695

$59500
$495"
$595"

Lawn & Gordon

1.00 OW
Standardizil tunas* kite
FonrIgn or domestic
Limit2

1.91 IU 1499
Ian bons
Keep a spare on /nano'
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SO-ft. cord mot
Put power where you
mied
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Radiator apocdatty
brake fluid
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brakes 12-oz

Open every Sunday

Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. til 9 p.m.
Ad

.88
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Kaat calling it quits
after career spanning
898 games,24 seasons

-6
n-

•

ST. LOUIS(API -Jim
Kaat, whose major
league career spanned a
longer period than any
other pitcher, says he's
resigned to having appeared a final time on the
mound.
"I've turned the page
on my playing days," the
44-year-old Kaat said this
week from his home in
Glen Mills, Pa."I have no
complaints. I had a 25year vacation, but it happened so fast."
Kaat, before released
two weeks ago by the St.
Louis Cardinals, appeared in 898 games, the
fifth-highest number in
major league history,
during a career which
started with the
Washington Senators in
1959.
He was one of only
seven players in the
history of the game to
play in parts of four
decades. The others were
Willie McCovey, Mickey
Vernon, Ted Williams,
Early Wynn, Minnie
Minoso and Tim McCarver. He was acquired
by St. Louis in 1980 from
the New York Yankees.
Kaat made baseball
history in April 1982 when
he appeared in the Cards'
opening game, thereby
becoming the first pitcher to perform in 24 major league seasons. The
mark surpassed the
record of 23 he had
shared with Wynn.
When released by St.
Louis, the native of
Zeeland, Mich., ranked
19th on the all-time list
for pitching triumphs
with his 283-237 career
record and 18th in
strikeouts with 2,461.
Kaat had a 5-3 record
for the Cards in 1982,
compiling two saves. He
had no record this year
and a 3.97 earned run
average in 24 appearances. He was the
major leagues' secondoldest player, .with his
birthdate 53 days after
that of Gaylord Perry of
the Kansas City Royals.
Following his release,
Kaat attempted to hook
on with clubs short of lefthanders, but struck out
with the management of

the Milwaukee Brewers,
Chicago White Sox and
Pittsburgh Pirates.
"They have younger
pitchers in the farm
system they want to bring
up," said Kaat. "I've
forgotten about playing."
Kaat, who started 625
games to rank fifth place
in that category during
his career, which also included stints with the
Minnesota Twins, White
Sox and Philadelphia
Phillies, said he has adjusted to his role on the
sidelines and is looking
forward to a new career.
"It was a shock for the
first few days, but I'll
look elsewhere - either
broadcasting or breeding
horses," he said by
telephone from his farm.

Power picks'em young, teaches road to majors
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
One day in 1975, as 12year-old Jose Oquendo
trotted off a Little League
field in Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico, a middleaged man came up to
him. "You're something
special," the man' told
young Jose, "and I'm going to teach you how to
play and act like a big
leaguer.
"Sure, I knew who he
was. Everyone in Puerto
Rico knows Vic Power,"
says Oquendo, 20-yearold rookie shortstop for
the New York Mets. oFle
said he would help me get
to the big leagues. And he
said he would show me
how to act when I got
there."
Rio Piedras, a San
Juan neighborhood

Kickbusch, 20, is participating in 15-hour
training days in the rifle
shooting discipline.
The athletes participating in this camp
are trained by nationallyrecognized shooting

All are disciples of Vic
Power, who knows what
life in the big leagues are
about.

city of 100,000 that currently has 13 rivn on major league rosters, including Pedro Guerrero,
Joaquin Andujar, Rafael
Ramirez and Julio FranCo.

But no one man has
been as productive as
Power, who compiled a
.284 batting average in 12
big league seasons in
Philadelphia, Kansas City, Cleveland and Minnesota. A part-time scout
for the California Angels,
he's also a full-time guru
to young ballplayers like
Oquendo and Juan
Nieves, an 18-year-old
pitcher with unlimited
promise who just signed
out of prep school with
the Milwaukee Brewers.

runs a clinic for teenagers; on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, the younger
kids get their shot. The
clinics, free of charge,
are tightly disciplined,
akin to a major league
spring training camp
with graduates like DeJesus, Milian and Montanez often acting as instructors.
Power - born Victor
Pellot 51 years ago in the
rural town of Arecibo knows about such things.
In the early 50s, he was a
showpiece of the New
York Yankees' organization, slated to become the

There may be more fertile areas for baseball
talent-for example,San
Pedro de Macoris in the
Every Wednesday,
Dominican Republic, a from 2 p.m. until 7, Power

Too hot to handle ...

ST. LOUIS(AP)-St. Louis right-hander Neil
Allen says Tuesday night's game against the San
Diego Padres reminded him of his school days in
Kansas City, Kan.
"I haven't pitched in temperatures like these
since I was in high school," said Allen, as he cooled down after hurling a three-hitter and shutting
out the Padres 4--0. "I was just dying during the
last three innings."
The temperature at game time was a sweltering 97 degrees, according to the National
Weather Service. But Allen (6-8) seemed to be
unaffected by the heat as he went the distance
walking only one Padre batter and striking out
three.
"It was really hard to keep cool," said Allen,
who came to St. Louis June 15 in a trade with the
New York •Mets for first baseman Keith Hernandez. "I had to change jerseys and sit in the
(clubhouse)tunnel between innings.
"But the quick innings helped a lot. I felt I had

ANTWERP, Belgium
(AP) - Tim Belcher
struck out 15 and yielded four hits in the United
States' 5-1 victory over
Sottth Korea in the Intercontinental Cup
series. It was the the
Americans' third victory against one loss.

coaches, many of whom
are Olympic medalists.
Firing, on-line
coaching, guest lectures,
and visual aids are incorporated into this two
week program which
ends Thursday.
The National Junior
Olympic Shooting Camp
Program, currently in its
fifth year, is co-sponsored
by the National Rifle
Association and the
United States Olympic
Committee(OSOC).
This program offers instruction in the five
Olympic shooting
disciplines of pistol, rifle,
running game target,
skeet, and trap.

a good fastball and I didn't have to go to my
breaking stuff until the fourth or fifth inning."
Allen, who is 4-1 since coming to the Cardinals,
scattered three San Diego singles on his way to
pitching his first complete game for St. Louis
and second of the season. The former Met walked one and struck out three.
Allen's opponent, left-hander Tim Lollar (4-7)
also went the distance and allowed three hits.
But the San Diego hurler walked seven and gave
up a two-run homer by shortstop Ozzie Smith in
the fifth.
The Cardinals scored in the first after Lonnie
Smith led off with a single to center and stole second. Willie McGee grounded to Lollar and Lonnie Smith was caught in a rundown, but McGee
took second on the play. The fleet-footed center
fielder stole third and scored on a groundout by
David Green.
Floyd Rayford knocked in the final run in the
sixth with an RBI single after McGee and Green
walked.

Seabury, Brigance & Kupper, P.S.C.
JAMES C. SEABURY,JR., M.D., F.A.C.S.
WILLIAM H. BRIGANCE, M.D.
RONALD M. KUPPER, M.D.

Briefly

ANNOUNCE THE ASSOCIATION OF

CHARLES W. RANSLER III, M.D.
FOR THE PRACTICE OF

UROLOGY,ADULT AND PEDIATRIC
AT

220 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY 42001-4496
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE: 442-3539

membership gives you
opportunity to help recognize
outstanding citizens in your
community.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE
INSURANCE SOCIETY
aiOnit Of Kt OMAHA, solaillaSX
A

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
Oif Dr Genf-a Auto Repoir•Tune ups•Brokes•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Oakland
40 52
435 7k
EAST DIVISION
Minnesota
37 56
398 11
W L Pet GB Seattle
36 57
387 12
St. Louis
46 44
511
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh
44 44
Milwaukee 4-5, Texas 3.4
920
Toronto 8, Kansas City 2
Philadelptua
43 44
494 I',
Montreal
43 45
Chicago 5, Cleveland 3
489 2
Chicago
41 50
New York 4, Minnesota 2
451
New York
33 58
Boston 7, California 2
.363 13k
WEST DIVISION
Detroit 4, Oakland 2
Atlanta
58 35
Baltimore 9, Seattle 4
624 Los Angeles
53 37
589 3",
Tuesday's Games
49 42
Kansas City 6, Toronto 2
.538 8
Houston
San Diego
45 45
Cleveland 5. Chicago 4
.500 Ilk
New York 4. Minnesota 0
San Francisco
_495 12
45 46
Cincinnati
41 51
California 6, Boston 1
.446 16k
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 8. Seattle 1
Texas 3. Milwaukee 1
San Francisco 4, Chicago 3, 10 innings
Detroit 4, Oakland 3
Atlanta 11, New York 7
St. Louis 4,San Diego°
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota / Viola 4-7 at New York
Houston?. Philadelphia 3
Pittsburgh 4-2, Los Angeles 1-3, 2nd
game 11 innings
Cincinnati 5, Montreal 2
Wednesday's Games.
4
San Francisco I Krakow 5-5 ) at
Chicago I Trout 7.8)
WASHINGTON ( API
New York I Lynch 6-4) at Atlanta / P
Niekro 5-6 It-n)
Eddie Dibbs
Cincinnati i Soto 104) at Montreal
outlasted Jimmy Brown
Lea 8-6 ), n
Houston
M. Scott 5-3I at
3-6, 6-2, 6-1 and Diego
Philadelphia Hudson 2-31, ) n,
Perez edged Juan AvenLos Angeles Hooton 921 at Pittsburgh Rhoden 6.8-, I n
dano
1-6, 6-4, 7-5 in the
San Diego / Dravecky 12-6 t at St
opening round of the
Louis LaPoint 7-61, 1.n I
Thursday's Games
D.C. National Bank TenSan Francisco at Chicago
nis Classic.
New York at Cincinnati. n
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, , ni•
In other first-round
Houston at Montreal, I al
matches, Bruce FoxPhiladelphia at Atlanta, In I
San Diego at Si. Louis, n
worth smashed

Righetti 11-3 ,
Texas , Smithson 641 at Milwoukec
Caldwell 77i
Detroit / Bererotuer 4-2 , at Oakland
McCatty 3-41
Baltimore , Boddicker 6-4 , at Seattle
M Young 11-9
Kansas City I SplittOrff 7-3 ) at Toronto
,Stieb
Chicago . Dotson 1-6, at Cleveland
Heaton 5-2 n
Boston Hurst 6-8, at California John
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Cleveland, , n
Kansas City at New York. n
Chicago at Milwaukee. n
Toronto at Texas, n
Detroit at California, n
Baltimore at Oakland n
Etoston at Seattle. / n

Pro Tennis

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pet GB
52 36
Toronto
Baltimore
51 37
568 2
50 38
Detroit
557 3
49 39
New York
Milwaukee
545 1
48 40
494 8k
44 45
Boston
43315
38 52
Cleveland
WEST DIVISION
.517 Chicago
44 43
516 47 44
Texas
LZ
California
46 44 ' 511
.494 2
Kansas City
42 43

200 N 4th

Eric
Fromm 7-5, 6-3; Carlos
Castellan whipped Drew
Gitlin 3-6, 6-0, 6-4; Pablo
Arraya creamed Alejandro Ganzabal 6-1, 64; John Mattke disposed
of Bernard Fritz, 6-1,7-6
(7-2) and Juan Aguilera
crushed Giannia Ocleppo 6-2,6-2.

ZURICH, Switzerland
1AP ) - The United
States opened the
defense of its Federation Cup tennis trophy at
the Albisguetli sports
complex with a 3-0 firstround victory over Norway.
In other matches,
China stunned the
Netherlands, 2-1:
Hungary routed Zimbabwe, 3-0; Argentina
edged France, 2-1;
Czechoslovakia
walloped Peru, 3-0;
Yugoslavia outfought
Korea, 2-1; Sweden
eliminated Belgium, 30; and Italy rolled over
Austria,2-1.

Hendon's Service Station
753-192 1

Murray

TRUCKS ARE WHET WIVE AU.ABOUT

NEW GMC TRADE-IN

means

Am O. Crick
Rt. 2 lex 144A
&ferny
Office 753-4377
Nome 489-2322 For your family, we have a NO EXTRA COST youth program. We
have recently bought the Murray Tennis Center, as
our Youth Camp, ond we're planning a week long youth
comp for the 1984 season.
Ask your Woodmen representative about our low-cost
insurance plus fraternal and social features. Join the
Society that cores!

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition''

GMC

MORE THAN LIFE INSURANCE

In addition to providing low-cost
life insurance for individuals, the
Society provides local lodges with
awards to present to safe school
bus drivers, conservationists,
outstanding citizens, and those
who save other's lives at the risk
of their own.

Hendon's Service Station

66

Cards' Allen fires 4-0 shutout

team's first black. But in flourishing sweep of the
1954, a AAA sensation, he glove. Numerous
was traded to the managers tried to change
Philadelphia A's and him, he ,says, until Jimcame to the majors with my 'Dykes told him:
"Don't argue with sucthem.
He retired in 1965 and cess."
returned home. "I felt
These days, he laughs
that I was obliged to give about that. "I tell players
Puerto Rican kids my ex- to keep their own style,
perience," he says. felt but I tell them: "Don't
I represented Puerto Showboat!
Rico in the major leagues
Jose Oquendo talks
and they must do the about that, pausing to
reach for the right
same."
There is one other thing English phrase.
"He taught me ..."
to know. about Vic Power,
a showboating first Oquendo says.
"He taught me not to be
baseman who caught the
ball one-handed with a a Hot Dog."

SCOREBOARD
<P)
1ii -11 p s

Murray's Kickbusch
attends rifle camp
WASHINGTON,D.C.Ann Kickbusch of Murray
was selected by the National Training Team
Directors as one of the
nation's most aspiring
young shooters and is attending the National Rifle
Association's 1983 National Junior Olympic
shooting Camp Program,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

located in the shadow of
Roberto Clemente
Stadium, is Shortstop City, home to three National League starting
shortstops - Oquendo,
Ivan DeJesus of the
Philadelphia Phillies and
Dickie Thon of the
Houston Astros. Not to
mention Ed Romero of
the Milwaukee Brewers,
Sixto Lezcano of the San
Diego Padres and such
former big leaguers as
Felix Millen and Willie
Montanez.

Introducing Something NewA Big, Big Buttermilk Biscuit Served Open
Faced, Smothered With Delicious Southern
Style Sausage, Gravy.

Only

79

1981 Olds Oates Supreme, steering, broke:, sir.
lergemly top & interior. less thee 40,000 ecteel miles.
56,789.
1983 Ford Ranger
1980 Jeep Wogoneer
Pickup. Like New! Red,
4x4, automatic, air, tilt,
automatic, air. Only 3,765
AM/FM, 6 cyl., remote
miles. Traded for new GMC
mirrors. Local I own%
full size pickup. $7750.
New General radial
Grabbers.
$5,500.
Nice '81 AMC Concord
owner.
DL Wagon. 1
1979 Chev. K-5 Blazer
29,168 miles with
4x4, 34,405 mie‘
Black,
'
transferable warranty.
red interiorpV, extras.
AM/FM, air, automatic,
Air, el,S\J locks &
roof rock, remote mirrors.
windows„tit AM/FM/tape,
$5,250.
sliding side windows,
power rear glass,
1981 Chevy C10 short
aluminum running boards.
ed with 0. $5,500.
bed. 6, cyl., 3
Drive..A_V loor.
AM/FA. C,Sii'71e. Goodrich
1978 Chevrolet 20 series
T.A. 1,!.,ctials. Power
4/4 ton pickup. Automatic,
steering. 33,000 miles.
8 cyl. 40,713 miles. $3,500.
$6,000.
19Th
'rt
." istom F250
4x4,:SOUSA-peed. Red.
$2,50L.
"Geld Medal Specisi" eptim prime FREE witk '84 mmiel
enders fir limited time.

ReVoRaldima
Skoa.

107 N. 12th Murray

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
3 miles South on U.S. 641
Murray, Kontocky
753-1372
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gun low prompted by Morton Grove gun control

Illinois to

•

GOREVILLE, Ill. (AP)
— A black leather holster
strapped to her side, Sandy Lively stood on the firing range. On command,
she lifted a pistol, locked
her arms tight in front,
squinted and squeezed
the trigger.
It was the first time in
her 35 years that she had
fired a gun. But in
Goreville, a southern Illinois town too small for
even one stoplight, guns
are a must.
Goreville is one of only
eight towns in the United
States with an ordinance
requiring residents to
own firearms, according
to the Second Amendment Foundation, an
anti -gun -control

organization based in
Bellevue, Wash. As in the
other towns, Goreville's
law was prompted by the
nation's strictest gun control law, passed almost
two years ago in the
Chicago suburb of Morton
Grove.
And, as in the other
towns, the ordinance isn't
scrupulously enforced.
But residents say that's
not the point.
"The whole town of
Goreville is showing
everybody else we don't
want to be a Morton
Grove. We want to have
our guns," said Rebecca
Dorsey, who helped teach
Mrs. Lively and other
residents how to use a
gun after the ordinance

was passed.
Says Mrs. Lively, "In
Morton Grove, they took
away their rights."
The law hasn't made
much difference in
Goreville, a quiet town of
1,200 where folks hunt
rabbits as often as their
big-city counerparts hunt
parking spaces. No one
has been arrested for not
owning a gun, said Mayor
Gary Vaughn. In fact, he
said, most people owned
guns before the law was
passed.
"They're used to
guns," said Mrs. Lively,
recalling that members
of her family often went
hunting when she was a
child.
Eight women and four

men signed up for the
firearms class sponsored
by the village earlier this
year. There wasn't much
crime before the law was
approved in December
and hasn't been much in
the seven months the ordinance has been on the
books, but the proximity
of two prisons makes
residents a bit uneasy.
The town sits a few miles
south of the maximumsecurity federal prison at
Marion and 'a few miles
north of the state prison
at Vienna.
"When they passed the
gun law (the prisoners
knew we had guns," she
said. "Now with the
teaching, they'll know we
know how to use one."

coasttoCoast

,
f r.fir

•

TOTAL HARDWAR

GONE FISHIN'
SALE
fTHE BOSS IS GONE FISHIN' AND WE WANT TO
LURE YOU IN WITH SOME GREAT BUYS AND
THATS NO FISH TALE!

But gun control opponents readily
acknowledge that the ordinances are more than a
response to fear.
"What they are is symbolic of the people's deadserious intent not to allow
somebody ... to deprive
them of what they see as
their God-given constitu-

T.

members have several
things in common.
The nation's corporate
elite are elderly individuals who are
unknown to the public
and who enjoy their
privacy.
Last year Wozniak and
Cardwell wrote to the 13
corporations for funding
for their study and to the
32 common directors for
interviews.
All 13 refused the funding request. Only half
the directors replied, and
of those 16, two agreed to
be interviewed.
However, the pro-

.(2,
11.cci.'5. c.S'ammEt 9Estivar!

cFargasticSatz&
the original Family Haircutters
No Appointment Necessary!

Lawn Mower

\

is a director for AT&T,
Citicorp and General
Motors.
The two men represent
the nation's interlocking
directorates — 32 people
who serve as board
members to more than
one of the 13 largest
American corporations.
And their actions are
under scrutiny by Dr.
Paul Wozniak and Dr.
Jerry Cardwell.
The two teachers have
examined the top banking, insurance, utility and
industrial corporations
and have found their
overlapping board

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.(AP) — Two Western
Kentucky University
sociology professors are
intrigued by people such
as Alan Greenspan and
James H. Evans.
Greenspan is a fairly
well-known public figure
who serves on the boards
of both Mobil Oil and J.P.
Morgan.
Evans is hardly a
household name,
although he shares
Greenspan's distinction
of serving on several corporate boards. The chairman of the Union Pacific
Corp. board, Evans also

Sale
119
"
3-HP 20"
• Baffled deck has 4 cutting
heights.
• With E.R.S.(Extended Rolm
Start).
•7- poly wheels roll easily
over your lawn.
•411-0016(Z)

•

IN CTN.

etti

BRING THIS AD
Take advantage of the specials shown below

YOUR
CHOICE

499

Sale

Helene Curtis Ptt-In6

Wyler's Lemonade
• Just add water.
or Punch
•8-quarts
• 170-4006(Z). 4014(Z)

(pccial

This Coast to Coast Lawn Mower
Meets Mandatory 1933 C.P.S.C.
Safety Standards.

Helene Curtis perm,a beautifully
manageable perm, is designed
to make straight or lifeless hair
come alive with new body and
bounce, Get a perm with cut,
shampoo and styling.

Sale
999
GAL.

Personal Pride
Exterior Latex

••••• Ion
•Yaps p•-••••••••
••••••••••••
•Iowa.
4441.m•••
V.••••••=.-

11•••• tt

lEL
CHILD'S STYLE CUT

11100

99

3

20-LBS.

• Easy "Tap-N-Go" line
advance.
• 2-amp motor,
10" culling path.
• 11409; 40040211(2)

‘J•

•For quick start,
long tasting tires.
•204b. bag.
•2724364(Z)

LADY'S STYLE CUT

.00

Reg
S1000 $9

Get your haircutfamilystyle.
Families all over America are getting their hair cut at Fantastic Sams.
We give a high fashion cut. shampoo and style for a single price that
won't curl your hair. In a clean, fun. friendly atmosphere. And we do
everything with flair, featuring Helene Curtis MQ products. From coloring to cuts, high styling to perms. And you never need an appointment.
So bring your whole family to the original family haircutters. It shows
you're really using your head when it comes to cutting your family:s hair.

PADUCAH
2619 N.C. MARIS MITE - - MOM 442-4386
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

mffir

MURRAY

Royal Oak
Charcoal

t•

MAN'S STYLE CUT

$91 00

Sale

Wood Eater
Electric
Trimmer

l
i
10,I

taos4.00

• Collapsible legs for easy portability.
•Compact 141
/
2" diameter is large
enough for small roasts, chickens.
• 272-2999(2)

COAST TO COAST HARDWARE
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604

11

''. ir;•;.a

Smokey_Joe
Weber Kettle

• 12-oz aerosol
• 490-2219(Z)

With This Ad
Orig. $27.50
(Si yk cut included)

''•.-

Sale
2499

▪

19.50

•ALL SPECI*LS SHOWN GOOD THRU JULY 30

• Warrenteed one coat
exterior house paint.
•3-year durability.
• Mildew and blister
resistant.
• Assorted colors. 5326210(Z) thru 6319(Z)

Sale
SD"
99
som
Strike
spiv-itcc. 4
Flea Ender

MOININI141111W.1.

OLYMPIC PLAZA - PNOM 753-0S42
(OPEN MONDAY TIM SATURDAY)

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSAR Y!!!
14

#A4,10—c0-17
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

Son.12to6
Mon.-Sat.8:30-9:00

"It's just a public relations gimmick.... I
always feel a sense of
resentment that these are
treated with any
seriousness."
The laws allow a
number of exemptions,
Including one for people
who oppose owning a gun
because of "moral,
ethical or religious doctrine or belief." And even
staunch gun control foes
say the laws aren't intended to force people to
own guns.
"What they are doing is
stating their position and
stating it very strongly,
and at the same time it
makes a point," Zinunqr
said. "It makes it veiy
clear to the powers that
be how the people of the
area feel about gun control."

WKU teachers profile corporate elite

20% OFF FISHING
SUPPLIES THRU SUN!
Fishing
Supplies
20%
off

about 600.
The first town to pass
such a law was Kennesaw, Ga., north of
Atlanta. Since that ordinance was approved in
March 1982, seven other
towns — the three in Illinois; Hollister, Mo.;
Franklintovrn, Pa.; Chiloquin, Ore.; and Oak
Zimmer says opposiPark, Colo. — have
tion to the Morton Grove adopted
virtually idenordinance — in the form tical laws,
Zimmer said.
of mandatory gun ownership laws — is a growing
Paul Lavrakas, field
national trend. "There director of the National
are more towns getting Coalition to Ban Haninvolved all the time," he dguns, doesn't take ,the
said.
laws seriously. They are
so broad they can't be enaptowns
Of the eight
proving such laws, three forced and don't mean
are in Illinois — anything, he said.
"They turned out to be
Goreville; Palmer, a central Illinois village of 200; baloney laws," Lavrakas
and Pittsburg, a southern said in a telephone interIllinois community of view from Washington.

tional rights," said Doug
Zimmer, spokesman for
the Second Amendment
Foundation.
The Morton Grove ordinance bans the sale and
possession of handguns,
exempting only police officers and licensed antique gun collectors.

Another student, 66year-old Ray Stearns,
says he's owned guns all
his life but took the class
as a refresher course. He
approves of his town's ordinance, he says,
"Because I think the day
has come when people
are going'to have to be
able to protect
themselves.... It's got to
where anymore a person
isn't even safe in his own
home."

TIE & YVONNE IV

"1,1111,1,
41(

VISIT MOM

The oalginal family kaircutters.

fessors have continued
their identification of the
nation's power elite.
"They really do constitute this inner group of
top corporate executives
and do have extensive
communication and interaction," Wozniak said.
Although the study only
examined the top 13 corporations, many on those
boards also represent
other companies not in
the top group.
"There are many pee
plc who sit on More than
one board of directors,"
Wozniak said. "You can
see how extensive it is
and this is just the top
13."
The corporations in the
study, representing 35.1
percent of the total assets
of the top 200 corporations in America, include
American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., Citicorp,
BankAmerica, Chase
Manhattan, Manufacturers Hanover, J.P.
Morgan & Co., Exxon,
General Motors, Mobil,
Texaco, Ford, Prudential
and Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
The average age of the
directors is close to 64 or
65, Wozniak said. "(You
are) not dealing with too
many young (people) and
very few women," he
said.
There is nothing illegal
about interlocking directorates, but they are interesting for other
reasons, Wozniak said.
While' competitors, such
as Ford and GM, are
legally barred from sitting on each other's
boards, representives
from the two often meet
on other boards.
Both automakers have
representives on the J.P.
Morgan & Co. and Chase
Manhattan Bank boards,
for example.
Wozniak said one
economist has said these
directorates explain why
there is little competition
between companies now.
He has said that the companies know what the
others are doing and
seldom risk being different.
"It is kind of naive to
assume they don't (talk
to each other)," Wozniak
said.
Representives of AT&T
have been the most
helpful, Wozniak said.
They have said they
believe this inner group
of elite does exist. A few
others in the group have
even suggested other individuals who should be
included in the group.
The professors plan to include IBM when they update their lists of contacts.
Wozniak said this inner
elite is probably broken
Into those who have
significant board power
and those who are on
boards as representives
of interest groups such as
women or minorities.
"We are not saying
there is anything evil or
bad in this," Wozniak
said. They are ... facts of
connection. What we
want to do is find out what
it really means."
Wozniak and Cardwell
now are seeking more
money for their study.
They also await
corporate respon
riireTillfr
before starting their interviews.
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Twenty Kentuckians nabbed in wildlife poaching investigation
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Twenty Kentuckians allegedly involved in one of the nation's
largest deer poaching
rings were targets of a
roundup by state and
federal wildlife officials.
Those arrested eventually would be arraigned
on about 100 counts of
violating the Lacey Act, a
federal law that bans the
interstate transportation
of poached wildlife, the
officials said.
The arrests were part
of an 18-month undercover investigation of
"what is believed to be
one of the nation's largest
known deer poaching
rings," said state Fish
and Wildlife Commissioner Carl Kays.
He announced the impending arrests Monday
at a news conference.
Federal Fish and Wildlife
agent Jeff Blakemore of
Atlanta, state Director of

Wildlife Bill Graves and
Steve Yontz, director of
law enforcement for the
state agency, also were
present.
"It would be considered
a sting operation," said
Blakemore, who added
that more arrests could
follow.
The alleged poaching
occurred in Green and
Taylor counties but many
of the alleged sales of
deer meat, hides and
trophies took ,place in
Tennessee, the officials
said.
A federal undercover
agent bought 40 slain
deer, including does and
fawns, during the investigation, Yontz said.
"That many more (carcasses) probably were
available but we didn't
have the resources or
space to handle them,"
he said.
Some deer were slain
on consignment and in

Nursing home sale approved
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Covington commissioners have approved the sale of the
Ridgeview Nursing Home
to Chicago nursing home
operator Morris
Esforrnes.
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The city has been hoping a buyer would take
over the troubled nursing
home since it opened in
1974. Construction of the
390-bed facility was funded by city-backed, taxexempt ..industrial

an
an
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np

revenue bonds. It was
then leased to a quasipublic corporation that
operated it.
"The city never wanted
to be ip the nursing home
business," Covington
Solicitor Joseph Condit
said Tuesday.
Esformes has agreed to
put up enough money to
retire the $35 million in
outstanding city construction bonds and to
reimburse the city
$150,000 in legal and other
expenses, Condit said.

other cases "the poacher
waited for a buyer,"
Yontz said. "Some were
taken in daylight hours
and some at night."
The selling, buying or
bartering of wildlife is illegal, Yontz said. Deer
hunting at night also is illegal.
Prosecution of those arrested Tuesday would be
based solely on the 40
deer bought by the agent,
Yontz said, adding that
he could not estimate the
scope of the slaughter
since its inception.
The alleged poachers
used no extraordinary
equipment, except
spotlights, Yontz said.
The fact that they hunted
year-round and at night
accounted for their
volume. Kentucky's legal
deer hunting season lasts
from seven to 14 days.
"The illegal kill we
have documented in these
two counties exceeds the
legal kill," Yontz said.
As outlined by the four
officials, the investigation began with a tip at a
time When reports by
state biologists showed
that the deer populations
of Green and Taylor
counties were not growing.
Ordinarily, deer herds
could be expected to increase by 30 percent a
year after legal hunting,
Graves said.
"Our biologists tell us
that poaching is the No. 1
limiting factor on our
deer population," Yontz

said.
He described the alleged ring as a "fairly loosely associated group of
people who knew each
other or had some dealings with each other. Contact with one led to contact with others."
Just a handful of the 25
were full-time poachers,
Yontz said.
Some of the people also
were involved in illegal
trapping, "primarily
muskrat and raccoon,"
and illegal commercial
fishing with nets, Yontz
said.
The deer hides were not
especially valuable and
most buyers would want
the venison or the heads,
which are stuffed and
mounted as trophies, he
said.
The true cost of
poaching, however, is
measured in cost to the
local economy, the officials said. In Green and
Taylor counties, the hunting of a single deer could
mean $1,600 for the
economy, based on what
sportsmen pay for food,
lodging and equipment,
Graves said.
U.S. Attrfrney Ron
Meredith of Kentucky's
Western District, who is

handling the prosecution
of the case, said 20 people, 19 of whom reside at
Summersville in Green
County, were named on
72 counts of illegal deer
poaching.

The offense is a misdemeanor punishable by a
$1,000 fine, one-year imprisonment or both.
Meredith identified the
20 as Pete Baugh, Winchester; Leon Jewell,

Leslie Jewell,
Brown, Mrs.
Brown, Jerry
Robert Adams,
Brown, Barry
Phillip Dobson,
Downing, Mark

Arnold
Arnold
Adams,
Stanley
Dobson,
Tommy
Fields,

Gary Jackson, Joe Jones,
C.R. Mears, Damon
Milby, David Moran,
Marty Stillwell, Mark
Thompson and Terry
Wooldridge, all of Summersville.

Ron &
Joyce's

Every
Wednesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Tips $129
with Soup 8, Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll to
Every Soup & Salad Bar Only s 1 99
Thursday Special
8 oz.Chopped Steak And Mushrooms$029
with Soup & Salad Bar, choice of potato or roli
Soup & Salad Bar Only s 1 99
753 0440
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PET OF THE WEEK -"Friendly," a young female daschund-terrier mix, is
given a little tender loving care by Nathan Boltz, a Humane Society Youth
Volunteer."Frisky," and her identical twin brother are available for adoption at
the Animal Shelter. Both dogs will be perfect house dogs, as they are smart,loving and lively, but not large, a spokesman said. Operated by the Humane Society, the shelter is located Just east of South Fourth Street at 105 East Sycamore
Extended. The shelter is open to the public from 10 a.m.to 5 p.m., Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,from 10 a.m. to noon, Thursday,from 10 a.m.145 4
p.m., Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m. Sunday Animals which are not adopted are
put to sleep. Shelter phone number is 759-4141.
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"SUPER VALUES"
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
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Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
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Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B.M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield
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SAVE $126

Gas grill outfit
• 4400rSCIK,cooking area
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Starts Thursday
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Slacks „Sport Shirts
Suits
Coats
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1
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1
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• Why rent?
• Steam-type cleaner
• Injects a pressurized
Jet spray deep Into carpet
• Includes upholstery nozzle

Now 1/12
Now/
1
2or leas

0.

••• 41in
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"
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• 8 cu. ft. microwave oven with
electronic touch controls
(PRICE ICLuDES SHIPPING CHARGES; *8-,

18 cu.ft.
Refrigerator-Freezer
ALL FROSTLESS
WITH AUTOMATIC
ICE-MAKER

ONLY
59995
•

0,̀•••••4'
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Sears
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IPRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING & NORMAL NISTALLATIONI

• 110TH THE SALE PRICES AND REGULAR PRICES ABOVE 1NCLUCRE SO4PPIRIG CHARGES
Shay Catalog
by
753-2310
11•I Air Coster 1:00-5:30

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CEN1VR
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•
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DOWNTOWN MUFtkAY
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POWER SPRAY CARPET CLEANER
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19-In. Color T.V.
• Quartz tuner

FINAL MARKDOWN

ILS

SAVE $125

*4220

'29999

I

12 In. Black/White T.V.
•I00% solid-state chassis
Regular Price 580 95 including shipping

#63711

*23601
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• Easy Loader
door
• Automatk
termination
• Helps prevent
wrinkles

• 2 speeds
• 3 cycles
• Self-cleaning
lint filter
• [Dual action
agitator
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Money distributed to help unemployed miners

Joel Blackford Fay Roberts
dies; memorial dies; funeral
rites Thursday to be Friday
Joel
Blackford died
Tuesday at 12:56 p.m. at
the Community HosIntal,
Mayfield. He was a resident of 314 East College
St., Mayfield.
He was a retired
salesman and a graduate
of Arkansas State University. His father, John A.
Blackford, was one of the
founders of the universit.
Mr Blackford is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Gladys Blackford, owner
of Blackford House
Gallery. Murray.
Three daughters sur‘it't.• who are Mrs. Connie
Bergeron. Atlanta, Ga.,
Ms Jayne Blackford,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Mrs. Jan Talley,
Houston, Texas.
Joel Blackford, Jr., a
siin. of Atlanta, Ga., survives along with one
,,ister. Mrs. Lillian Whituker of California.
Memorial services will
be Thursday at 12:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home. Mayfield.
The Rev. Don Farmer
%l ill officiate.
Burial will be in Pine
Hill Cemetery in
Jonesboro, Ark.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Duke
University Medical
Research ADAR,
Development Office,
Duke Medical Center,
Box 3541, Durham, N.C.
27710.

Miss 011ie Fay Roberts,
Rt. 3, died today at 9 a.m.
at her home.
Her death was attributed to natural
causes, according to
Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker.
The Murray woman
was a desk clerk at the
Holiday Inn, Murray. She
previously had worked at
Triangle Inn and as
cashier at the former
Varsity Theatre here.
Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Richard
Roberts and Bertie
Parker Roberts. She was
a member of
Baptist
church.
Miss Roberts is survived by one brother, Lubie
Roberts and his wife,
Mayme Lee, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Thursday.

'Nelson jail
needs repairs

BARDSTOWN, Ky.
AP) — The state Department of Corrections has
given local officials until
Oct.' 1 to make interior
improvements ta the
Nelson County Jail
The jail had been
ordered to close its doors
one week ago because it
did not meet state regulations in three basic
areas: fire alarm system,
emergency power and
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. AP — One of the lighted exit signs.
Judge Executive Mike
charges against John
Abell said plans on the
Robert Carroll. charged
with murder in the death fire alarm system
already are being
of his 5-month -old
prepared.
daughter. was dismissed
Monday in a pretrial
hearing before Warren
Circuit Judge J. David
Francis.
Francis sustained a
FRANKFORT, . Ky.
motion by Carroll's
AP
— Kentucky
lawyer. Brad Coffman, to
dismiss a first-degree driver's licenses issued
criminal abuse charge after Aug. 1 will change
relating to the injuries from the license Of the
Amanda Carroll received past, the Division of
April 18 just Prior tolier Drivers Licensing announced Tuesday.
death.
A driver's Social
Francis said the abuse
charge and the murder Security number will
charge stem from the become the license
number instead of the 12
same incident.
The judge overruled a or 13 digit number now
motion requesting used.
Any drivers license in
separate trials on each
count of the indictment an individual's possession that contains the
against Carroll.
Coffman argued, that longer number will be
two of the three charges valid until the expiration
of first-degree criminal date as listed on the
abuse do not directly license.
relate to Amanda's death
and should therefore be
tried before the murder
charge to determine if
those events are admissible evidence in the
murder trial.
But Francis s%d
because of the "proxi
ty in time and nature of
the offenses, they are
joinable and can be tried
together in a court of
law."
Carroll was arrested in
Bowling Green after a
preliminary autopsy
report indicated his
daughter died of Shaken
Child Syndrome.

Charge taken
off in hearing
•

Drivers will
use number

MORGAN
WN,
W.Va.(AP) —Officials of
the United Mine Workers
union say they're about
one quarter of the way to
their goal for distributing
money to help
unemployed members of
the union.
The UMW International Relief Fund,
through which working
miners can contribute
part of their paychecks to
help their unemployed
union brothers, was
devised during the IEB's
April meeting in Morgantown.
A spokesman for the
union, Marty Hudson,

said once the fund
reaches about 8100,000,
money will be sent out to
the Union's distriets for
distribution. So far, about
$25,000 has been contributed to the fund, Hudson said.
"It's miner helping
miner. We want to take
care of our people," Hudson said.
"The checks from the
miners themselves, from
the different locals, just
are starting to.come in. I
would say we're around
$25,000, probably much
more than that by the end
of the week," he said.
The money raised

through payroll checkoff
will be used to help pay
unemployed miners'
mortgage and utility
bills, Hudson said.
Miners who have been
laid off and who have exhausted their unemployment benefits will be the
first to receive checks,
followed by those who are
working partial work
weeks, he said.
Since the fund was
started donations have
been received from
throughout the nation's
coalfields, even from
miners who themselves
might qualify for the

Crane apologizes to House
WASHINGTON (AP) —
In turn, Crane received
A tearful Rep. Daniel a brief, near-unanimous
Crane, his voice shaking, standing ovation from the
apologized to the House of crowded House floor.
Representatives today
Crane, an Illinois
for having sex with a Republican, spoke just
before Rep. Louis Stokes,
teen-age page.

Studies proposed
to strengthen adult
entertainment laws
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
1AP) — Jefferson County
Judge Mitch McConnell
proposed several amendments to Fiscal Court
Tuesday in hopes of
strengthening adultentertainment laws.
-Our five years of experience with this ordinance have
demonstrated that there
are still loopholes...that
need to be strengthened,"
he said.
The county doesn't ban
topless and bottomless
dancing but requires
establishments that offer
such entertainment to
abide by strict licensing

procedures.
Under his amendments, the judge said,
nightspots wouldn't be
able to avoid the licensing
requirement by cladding
their dancers in seethrough outfits.
His amendments also
would require adultentertainment operators
to provide complete information about who
owns the business and to
inform county officials
about any change in activities or ownership.
McConnell proposed
similar changes last fall
but they failed when
Fiscal Court split 2-2.

GM QUAL"
, ISI
SERVICE PARTS

A
A0

relief, Hudson said.
"We have a lot of
miners who are really
amazing, miners who are
working two and three
days a week and are giving a dollar a week," he
said. "In District 31, they
are really working on the

program. They went so
far as to sign the
secretaries up for a dollar
a week."
Hudson said the UMW
hopes to continue the fund
even after the recession
ends and the number of
unemployed miners

CORN-AUSTIN'S

0
°.

D-Ohio, chairman of the
ethics committee, introduced resolutions to
reprimand Crane and
Rep. Gerry Studds, DMass. for sexual misconduct.
Crane noted that he
already has "asked
forgiveness" of his wife
and family.
But he added, "I have
not yet apologized to my
colleagues for the shame
I brought to this institution. Im sorry and I
apologize to one and all."
Several of Crane's
House colleagues have
said that reprimand
wasn't enough of a
punishment for congressmen who have sex
with teen-age pages.
A member of the IIlinoic GOP delegation
says the ethics committee "dealt too leniently"
with Crane and when it
recommended the
reprimands.
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1979 Chevette
4 door, white, red vinyl, automatic, air
conditioning.

Fly
with the
Eagle ST
$5900
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! 753-2617

'195 FIT No ”oder...1

641 S. Murray

• Competition style
raised white letters •
Road-gripping tread
design helps channel
road water out from
under the tire • Double
belted, gas-saving
radial construction •
Sizes to fit street machines, vans, and RVS
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This Big 52" Fan
with reversoble
variable speed
starts at ONLY

I

TIEMPO...The Original A11
Season Radial
Over 10,000 biting edges give
the tread of this radial plenty of
traction rain or shine. You'll also
appreciate the strength of
double steel belts, built-in sidewall scuff rib, the fuel economy
of radial construction.

Whitewall

Whitewall

Whitewall

60'
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We Also Have Light
Kits For Any Ceiling Fan!
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SALE
PRICE

P195/70R14
$7905
$7970
— P215/70R14
P225/70R14
$81 80
P225'70R15
$84 70
$6475
_ P205/80R13
P235/60R14
$83 70
—P255/60R15
$9280
Eagles(ITS Eagle NCT
00 8•1• Tool

CUSTOM POLYSTEEL
...Keeps Its Feet Even
In The Rain.
A sure-footed wet traction tread
muscled by double belts of
dependable steel cord. A great
choice for long wear and smooth
ride, thanks to radial construction
and a body of resilient polyester
cord. A great value at regular
prices, an even greater value now.

MASHED SRASS
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Huddleston
will speak

Hog market
reder.,,,...
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WE NOW HAVE OVER 25 STYLES
OF CEILING FANS ON
DISPLAY IN OUR SHOWROOM
INCLUDING:

MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP) — Sen. Walter Huddleston, D-Ky., will
deliver the keynote address July 23 at an-open
house at Morehead State
University's Derrickson
Agricultural Complex.
Huddleston will discuss
the burley tobacco price
support program.

drops.
"Hopefully some day
this program is going to
be another arm of the
union. It's going to be a
social program that we
can say we can provide
'X'amount of services for
our people," he said.
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Gallons of mol ses flood backyard
MUSKOGEE, Okla.
(AP) — A ruptured
storage tank left Jack
Sweden with one sticky
problem: 150,000 gallons
of gooey molasses that
poured ankle-deep into
his bacleyard, drew
swarms of flies and left
him "praying for rain."
The tar-like syrup has
covered everything in its
path, seeping into a
storage shed and destroying an electric piano and
an $800 set of drums. The
stench is starting to get to
his wife and five children,
Sweden said Sunday.
"I don't know what we
are going to do. It's even
got under the house,"
Sweden said. "I'm thinking maybe I should run an
ad in the paper —
'Anyone wanting tree
syrup, it's free, just bring
your own cup.'"
Molasses began accumulating in Sweden's
yard in this eastern
Oklahoma community
Friday night when a
200,000-gallon storage
tank ruptured along a
nearby Missouri-Pacific
Railroad line.
Tracks leading to a
loading dock were
dislodged 50 feet when the
tank ruptured. Service
along the line was expected to be disrupted for
about four days, officials
said.
David Quada, MissouriPacific trairunaster, said
the cause of the spill was
undetermined.
"It could have been
lightning or some kind of
an act of God," said E.C.
Pepper, who leases the
tank from the railroad. "I
was around the tank
earlier this week and it
didn't show any signs of
leakage."
Whatever the cause,
the gallons of the sweet
substance have attracted
lots of insects to Sweden's

3246SD

when you bLiy, ONE 6 or 8
pack of cans or bottles
or ONE 2-liter bottle of

,000, T
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

0•11-1 f

L 187500
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savjrai
e

356 7P13

Pa

backyard.
"The flies are getting
pretty bad around here
now," he said Sunday.
"We've got three dogs,
and they won't'touch it.
But my next-door
neighbor, he's got a mule,
and you should see him
run over and get some of
it. He really likes it."
Some of the liquid has
flowed into a drainage
ditch near Sweden's
home — but not enough.
Sweden said his yard will
have to be dug up with a

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
If you're over 65, you
probably know about
Medicare, the federal
health insurance program for the elderly.
But unless you know exactly how Medicare
works, you may be paying more than you have to
for health care.
Does your doctor accept "assignment," for
example? What is an approved charge? How
much will Medicare actually pay?
There are two parts of
Medicare, one for doctors' bills and one for
hospital charges.
When it comes to doctors' bills, Medicare
generally will pay 80 percent of the approved
charges for covered services above a fixed annual deductible, currently $75.
The approved charge —
sometimes referred to as
the reasonable charge —
is not necessarily the
same amount your doctor
charges you. It is based
on a formula involving all
the fees charged by all
the doctors in your area
for a particular service.
The Health Care Financ-

Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy
At Our New Location On

Glendale Si Whitnell
Same Phone Numbers
Complete

Barbecue

GAS $11800
GRILLS w
MURRAY
SUPPLY CO. smoprisc.

,L) IT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

187500
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when you buy Pert
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208 E. Main 753-3361

CENTER

ing Administration of the bills for all covered serDepartment of Health vices for the first 60 days
and Human Services says except for the first $384.
that "because of the way (That's about equal to the
approved charges are cost of one day's stay.)
determined and because For the next 30 days,
of the high rates of infla- Medicare will pay all bills
tion in medical care beyond the first $76 a day.
prices, the approved
If you need more than
charges are often less 90 days of hospitalization,
than doctors' and sup- you can use what are
pliers' actual charges."
known as "reserve
You are protected days." Each beneficiary
against the difference has 60 reserve days in his
between approved and or her lifetime. During
actual charges if your reserve days, Medicare
doctor agrees to accept pays for covered services
assignment. When a doc- beyond the first $152 a
tor agrees to accept day.
assignment, he or she
agrees to accept the
FLUFF BOW
amount approved by
If a bow you want to use
Medicare as payment in on a present is crushed,
full — even if he normally Family Circle magazine
charges more.
says you can fluff it up by
Suppose you go to your merely holding it over a
doctor for a cardiogram. steaming pot of water.
The regular charge is $50.
The approved charge, according to Medicare, is
$35.
Assume you've already
paid the $75 deductible
BOBBY WOLFF
for this year.
41 prejudice is a vagrant
Medicare will pay 80
percent of the approved opinion without visible
of support
$35 charge for your car- means
Ambrose G. Bierce.
diogram or $28. If your
doctor agrees to accept
assignment, all you must
pay is the remaining $7. If
If South knows he is runhe or she does not, you ning into a bad trump stack,
must pay $22 — 20 per- it's no big deal to make his
minor suit game. It will
cent of the approvedCTikeTrEue
a different ball.
charge, plus the dif- game if West forces South to
ference between the ap- commit himself before he
proved charge and the ac- knows about trumps_
North's double is known
tual one.
Hospital coverage is as a negative double and
a hand with valdifferent. There is an in- describes
ues to make a constructive
itial deductible and there bid but with no convenient
are different payment bid available ia direct bid of
schedules, depending on two hearts would require a
how long you stay in the stronger hand).
West leads the spade king
hospital.
and when East plays the
Here's how it works:
deuce, the future of the
When you are game depends upon West's
hospitalized, Medicare next play If he leads anothwill pay 100 percent of the er spade, life is easy for

ACES®
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agent to contact him to
see about damages.
There's no immediate
danger, since molasses
"has no toxic properties," said Basil Myers,
Oklahoma State University extension agent. The
only problem is, "it's going to be a mess to clean
up," he said.
"It's really nasty
stuff," Sweden said,
laughing. "Once you get
it on you, you can't get it
off. It's just like real good
glue."

Medicare policies explained

Don't Confuse The Doctor
Ask Him to Call

when you buy ONE
any size LIQUID
or CONCENTRATE

bulldozer to rid it of the
molasses. A contract
already has been signed
to begin the cleanup, and
his family plans to move
elsewhere "for at least a
week."
"They're gonna have to
dig up about 10 inches,
because the stuff is seeping real slow," Sweden
said. "They'll have to put
in new dirt and reseed.
It's going to be expensive."
Sweden said he was
waiting for his insurance

South. South ruffs, plays a
high trump to discover the
break and then overtakes
his heart queen in dummy.
He discards his low club on
a heart and follows with the
marked trump finesse to
take 11 tricks.
After East's spade deuce
tells West that a second
spade will not survive
(South's bidding could hardly be based on three spades),
West should find a heart
shift. South is forced to win
his hearts early, taking a
club discard while still in
dummy. However, unless he
finds the inspired play of a
first round trump finesse.
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East gets a trump trick and
the game goes one down.
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Here are a few examples of the savings you'll enjoy everyday at
SAVE-A-LOT...These are NOT weekly specials but ARE EVERYDAY LOW PRICES...We invite you to compare these everyday low
SAVE-A-LOT prices to the prices marked on comparable items in
your kitchen cabinet and add up the savings for yourself...

Everyday Low Price

Banquet
Frozen

Cream
Pies
Chocolate or
Banana

69c

..

L.

You bag your own
groceries in your own
bag and carry them out
yourself ... we don't pay
someone to do this work
so neither do you.

We carry many name
brands but if we find a
product of equal quality
but at o lower price we
buy it. We don't pay for
fancy labels and neither
do you.

We don't have to promote weekly specials,
our prices are low every
day of every week. We
don't have to pay for excessive advertising and
neither do you.

MINIMUM
PRICE CHANGES
We don't change
prices every day or every week, only when the
market changes. We
don't pay someone to
make price changes every day so neither do
you.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

BEST SELLING
ITEMS ONLY
We carry only the best
selling items and sizes.
This eliminates extra inventory and wasted
space. We don't pay interest on the cost of excessive inventory so
neither do you.

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
We reserve the right to limit quantities
1962 Savo-A-Lot Ltd.
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Walt Mart Sells for Less •
Wal Mart Sells tor Less • al
Wel Mart Sells for Less •
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What Counts is the
TOTAL at the
Bottom of the Tape!
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 21, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) frA
You must deal with extra
home responsibilities. Serious
talks with loved ones are fruitful. Save time for meditation.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20 )
A work worry needn't lead
to lethargy. Take definite
steps to solve problems and
you will be successful. Be
determined!
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20 )
Close ties have the answers
and you'd do well to listen. Let
others help you. Don't let your
pride be a stumbling block.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 ) e
Hard work becomes easy
once you apply yourself.
You'll be pleased with today's
results and may decide to
work overtime.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug,22) 41244CZ
Don't let a subconscious
fear of failure hold you back.
Creative work goes well and
you reach an understanding
with a loved one.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
You'll be spending money on
home improvements today.
You'll brighten up a dark corner or make better use of existing space.

nor-

TrP

LIBRA
1
.
JL1
)Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I —
Inspiration and self
discipline
combine
fo
creative success. You're abl
to come to grips with pr
blems. Solutions are at hand.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 I
It's best not to take othe
into your confidence regar
ding Financial moves. Wor
quietly behind the scenes fo
success.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It's a time when you giv
more than you receive
Friends are appreciative
the help you offer them. Grou
activities are favored.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Collaborative efforts aren
favored. You work best
your own. Quiet surrounding
abet efficiency. Make plans.
AQUARIUS
( Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Include a friend you haven
seen in a while on your soc
agenda. You need an impar
tial viewpoint regarding a pr
blem.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Career strivings pay of
now. You're a goo
spokesman for your own in
terests. The personal touc
does wonders!

nt,V
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YOU BORN TODAY ar
more independent than
typical member of vow sign

'Rent a Husband'advertised

BUY WITH
FILL YOUR FREEZER
NOW WITH
CONFIDENCE I
U.S.D.A. CORN
• ALL CHOICE & PRIME
BEEF FULLY
FED-CHOICE
GUARANTEED
MEAT PRICES GOING UP 20% —
BUY NOW & SAVE BEAT THE MEAT COST INFLATION

BEEFIf

PHONE TODAY 753-1711 or 753-1710
20 Ribeye Steaks (5 lbs.)
GRAND OPENING
To First 25 Customers
Ve

BEEF SALES

v
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

•

•Wail Mart

Jennings, 23, is mar
ried and has a youn
child.
"Eighty percent of th
people who called told m
the ad caught their eye,'
Jennings said. "I'll d
anything from sweepin
your front porch to fixin
your roof. Whateve
you've got for me to do.
I'll do anything peopl
are willing to pay me fo
that's legal and moral."
Jennings took construc
tion classes at Madison'
La Follette High Schoo
and started working as
handyman upon gradua
tion.
"I can afford to wor
for less because I hay
lower overhead," he said.
"People are really wisin
up to that."

•iNauots

1,7 U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LOIN & RIB

•

A Mr.)/
ROAST
•CHUCK
ROA ST

•CLUB
STEAKS
•RIB STE•KS
•RIB EYE
STEAKS
•SWISS
STEAKS
•FAMILY
STEAKS
•STANDTNG
RIB ROAST

$12.58 per week for 13 week
Some as Cash
Avg. Wts 150 lbs. and up

•ING4JSH
CUT ROAST
•IS 11-0 RIBS
•GROUND
BEEF AND
MORE

1635°

E. 150 LBS.

*Watch
Your Beef
Cut & Wrapped
While You Wait.
Call Now For
Appointment

- IC.2G 2F

Sec I

Rah

LB.
"
•
$13.73 per week

•B-4-0

.US fl•
0404CE
INCLUDES
•T•BONE
STEAKS
•SiRLOIN
STEAKS
•FILET
STEAKS
•TIP ROAST
•CLUB
STEAKS

RIBS
•RUMP
ROAST
•RIB STEAKS
•RIB EYE
STEAKS
•PORTERHOUSE
STEAKS
•GROUND
MU AND
MORE

for 13 week.

Some as Cash
Avg. wts. 150 to 250 lbs
Sec. 19 - 1C - 2E - 2F

Ex. 150 lbs. for $1.19 only

1785°

1 Bea

STEAKS
2 FREE
When You Come In To Order

Just For You
Your Quarter Or More of Beef

2 Big 8 Oz. Choice New
York Strip Steaks

•SIRLOIN
STEAKS
•SaLOIN
TIP ROAST
•RUMP
ROAST
•FILET
STEAK
•GROUND
BEEF
A' ME Ai
.1 •
404.1.10
STKS

FREE BONUS
You receive all 3 with advertised beef side. Choose 1 with any quarter or more.

No. 1 FREE 20 LBS. FRYER
:RVIrs
P
No.2 FREE 12-LBS.BREAKFAST
BACOli
SAUSAGE
OR
0.
pi9 FREE 12
-** ** *** ********************* ***************

1

1LB.

•BOTTOM
ROUND
511(5
•(TROT
ROUND
ROAST
•PORTERHOUSE
STEAKS
•T-BONE
STEAKS
ANO MORE

Weekly Payments of
$73.73 per week foi13 weeks.
Same as Cash
Avg. wts. 150 to 250 lbs.
150Ibrs. at 51.19

only U.S.D.A. CHOICE

-Sec. IA- 18 2G - 2F

178"

fillith
kw

•

JUST SAY:
4

*
25 100% PURE GROUND
BEEF CHOPPED STEAK PATTIE1

CHARGE
IT!
k

$39.95

•
-h

10x13
With Free 1983 Mat

7

2
•
-a

a
UI

* **************** ************************•

PLUS

3 ECONOMY ORDERS

1-8x10
2-5x7s
10 wallets

100 Lbs. *Total Only

WIWI!I
NON

•

UI

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

STEAK LOIN

$125.50
Wal-Mart
Exclusive!

6

it
UI
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• 86c deposit plus $1 sitting fee for
additional subjects.
• We'll select two traditional poses for
your package.
• Additional poses and sizes available
at reasonable prices.

•

UI
UI

•

•

Cube Steak
Swiss Steak
Chuck Steak
Beef Roost

Example SO Lbs. 1.59 lb.

BEEF SIDES

B. F, cud G

PLUS ROAST SECTION

79"

*Sirloin Steaks
•Porterhouse Steaks
.T-Bone Steaks
50 Lbs. Free Bonus *Ground Beef

5 lb. Bacon
3 lb. Pork Chops
5 lb. Pork Ribs
5 lb. Picnic Ham
4 lb. Pork Sausage
2 lb. Hot Dogs
1 lb. Bologna
5 lb. Chicken Liver
5 lb.teef Livers
15 lb. Whole Chicken USDA

I

•

•

GUARANTEE. GUARANTEED 7011

Sides Avg. 250 to 450 lb . riNotuass a FLAVOR. IF YOU AM
Varying on supply. All cu"5. NOT COMPLETRY SATISina•
FUTUNA AND TOW PtIRCNASES WILL
on cy.
St IILPLACID.

6.12
A Week For 13 Weeks

CASH AND CARR7

SINS WEIGH 250 LBS. & UP
HINDS WEIGH 150 LBS. & UP
BUNDLES WEIGH 100 LBS. & UP
SAMPLE ORDERS WEIGH 35 LBS. & UP
\

*

IS.D.A VINCE I PRIM"

BEEF ORDERS *

Sirloins, NY Ships, Het
Mignon., and Ribey• Steaks

149.
389 *

INCLUDES THESE
CUTS & MORE

•Ws moires the right to limit mod ageowiter Mies.
•All meet said arson/imp to weights irsoilishie
40 dims seem es cosh to geolitied cosilemen et estooded terms
evoilelth.
•All Beef is U.S.D.A. respected
•A choice meets Roomoteed
••11 heel prism hosed so Nosirog weight-subjectPp Mon
•Trim loss grwelor 110.4 chemise cuts sod depoodirri to twosome
cronies mehereme

*********************************** ********•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
PRE-TRIMMED

EXECUTIVE SPECIAL!

PRICED FOR
VOLUME BUYING

*

*
15'
Processing
lb

Charge
On
All
Orders

*

FREE
SUCKERS
AND
BALLOONS
FOR
THE
KIDS!

******************* ***********************************

•Wel Mart Sell, for

•

641 S.:21 2

Miles

S. Of Murray, 3 Miles N. of Hazel

7 s • .1.....6.777sweyp7oPyl*•41.,...
f

,•)1, -1E.
4400

0N
.
73
So
."
'''
'
'

AU MEAT SOLD
GROSS HANGING
WEIGHT SUBJECT
TO CUTTING TRIM
LOSS. ALL ORDERS
SOLD ACCORDING
TO WEIGHTS
AVAILABLE

**.***************************•

HOURS.
MON.-THURS. 9-6

•WA' Marl Sells for I

II OUR 1,1EZER WcAz .
FULLY GUARANTEE
PROTECT YOUR MEM
PURCHASE AGA!AIS
FREEZER BURN.

ATTENTION

That's About

***** ***********************************

UI

BEEF
CHART

99,

-/

(11

04551k riAiS
/Usk iIUi
LII Till
(ITEM till

ONLY

Avg. Wts.
50-100 lbs.

Short Ribs
Beef Stew
Ground Chuck
Rib-Eye Steaks

11

Example 250 lbs. at 99.
Per lb - $247.50 Or
$19.03 per week for
13 weeks

(Mostly Stooks)

Look What You Get!
• U.S.D.A. Choice Chuck
Cut & Wrapped To
Your Specifications
Avg. Wt.50 Lbs.

iI

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Ge Chart

7

•

4115
'
CASH
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
MASTER CARD AND NO PAYMENT
TILL AUGUST 20
VISA ACCEPTED

•

Bonus Included Cash & Cony

2

90 DAYS
SAME AS

NO BONUS CASH lit CARRY
Lr

For

9

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
HINDQUARTER

•

* 16 RIB-EYE STEAKS
* 12 N.Y. STRIP STEAKS
*

Wall Portrait

$ 00:

3 BUNDLES
For Medium Freezers & Medium Families

**..**.....**.*****
...******************
**
*
1
No.
DEAL
STEAK
.
*
**
.
.
**
**
For
53
Steaks
*
.
.
*

Sells for Erss 0 W.ol Mart Sells for LP, •

cn

UI

909

RIB & CHUCK
ROAST

MADISON, Wis. (AP) son they can trust."

— A good man may be
hard to find, but a good
man who does windows?
Check the classifieds.
When Anthony Jennings began advertising a
Rent a Husband service
— indicating he does winhis business
dows, too
picked up dramatically.
"Anthony's Rent a Husband. Painting, repairs,
cleaning. I do windows,"
reads the ad in Madison's
two daily newspa,pers,
the Wisconsin State Journal and The Capital
Times.
"I'm not making a killing, but I am making a
living," Jennings said
recently. "A lot of people
are starting to hire handymen or people who can
perform more than one
specialized task; one per-

Setting Appointment Today With
Purchase Of Quarter Or Half Beef
753-1710— Keep Calling If Lines Are Bu

FRIDAY 9-7
SATURDAY 9-3
CALL 753-1711 NOW
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ROUND STEAK

m;•44ABires
John Morrell

CHEESE FRANKS
rittEFICEIlir
Toanoosoo Prido

PORN PATTIES
Eeltrich

SLICED BOLOGNA
Reitho

SUCED BACON
Wiz hoorlod

LUNCH MEATS
Armour

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
Bleo Boll Rope

POUSH SAUSAGE

PLUMS
Red
lbw

EOM NAY LOW PRICES
COLONIA 5,

BREAD
160,

BIG JOHN LOW FAT

79ROYAL CROWN 1 79

MILK GAL. JUG

COLA 8160Z.
1

bowie

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

1990

SUGAR 5 LB.

Ise kr.

DOG
FOOD2511

Plus Des

•••••
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Not.

20 ON Label
Ultion

3 oz.

Lipton

Illikaas Mod Cheek-Out
Bliss &Mb*

PORK
BEANS

164

•
N

••i•-••• •

4,1
-1
•
••‘- ••ve
.•

t

"Men Swish"

Deep Woods Off

HAM eutis
COOKIES
Fresh
ROSEBUDS
CAKE

99'
$129
5/$100

INSECT KILLER
Was
FROZEN irN
Viid

$149
12 Pk. •

L Dishwasher Delerlint

7r CASCADE

SO oz. $259

Nigh liner

PERCH FILLETS

16 oz

Dish liquid

JOY
Me Perk

Den spews

22a.

$449 ALUMINUM FOIL

$199 CAT LITTER
Purina
CHOW
i

$149

25 Ft.

5 1.11.

'
69

5L8. $219

Chef's Pride

59'PAPER PLATES

100 Ct. )
4 9

Mask

Eekrieh

$229 KOSHER PICKLES
La. go
Nein 57

BORED NMI
h.

99'

POND SMAD
VALUABLE COUPON W

t 1

7 oz. $279;Am cows

.Q[13

24 oz.$129

VirikDRESSING

32 oz.
24oz

Dow

$169 e
NeliOCOLATE SYRUP
10 az
Pringle: Twin Pack

BATHROOM CLEANER

17 oz.

139 POTATO CHIPS

9 oz.

STEAK SAUCE

89'

$159
$139

11:119 13]a WM
• DEU
8-PIECE FRIED CHICKEN- L-1

1.7 •Map

SUPER FOOD STORE! Jet 20 litre Jet 26

'449,41
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observations

by lochie hart

Calloway's Pest House ground houses Vanderbilt Chemicals and Fisher-Price

10. E

000

I learned something
about Calloway's health
program recently when I
called upon Vanderbilt
Chemical manager E.M.

column, and enjoys the
history revealed in it. I
learned from him that
our county has taken care
of her people, in a way,

Shinners to solicit for the
Girl Scout Council fund.
Talking with him was a
delight — what a personality! He reads this

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2 Aroma
3 Obvious
1 Policeman
4 Part of face
slang
5 Collection
4 Final
of facts
8 Intertwine
6 Brook
12 Girl's name
7 Suet
13 Preposition
8 Calculate
14 Lamb's pen
dimensions
name
9 Cloth
15 Negative
measure
16 Not totally
10 Yellow ocher
18 Woody plants 11 Grass cured
20 Consumes
for fodder
21 A continent
17 Pronoun
abbr
19 Babylonian
22 Pigeon pea
deity
23 Mountains of 22 Speck
Europe
24 Sun god
27 Encountered 25 Imitated
29 Male turkey 26 Grant use of
30 Juicy berry
27 Philippine
31 Conjunction
Moslem
32 Posed for
28 Emerald isle
portrait
29 Chinese
33 Born
pagoda
34 Printer's
30 Precious
measure
stone
35 Lasso
37 Everybody s
uncle
38 Sum up
39 Preposition
40 Priests
vestment
41 Article
42 Corn cake
44 Ardent
47 Able
51 Period of
time
52 Arrow poison
53 Smooth
54 Edge
55 Dispatch
56 Bristle
57 Weaken

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Aim A
IIIMI
'EMU ODOIN
ANNICU
LOCUS
EOM BODE
HUL:1 UDALIC ONO
Ni
L CI
OG
ppm

Los

ULLIC

121012

GOO (MOM) ONO
ONUM MACE
LIU H 112
Fl ECU
COD I 4 i
DU POOLI
T 012 N Emmi cum s
A IR E
BCC DUBS
32 Halted
33 Catch
colloq
36 Near
37 Part of jacket
38 Provokes
40 Poker stakes
41 Cooled lava
N43 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

44 Sicilian
volcano
45 Silkworm
46 Inclined
roadway
47 Prefix: this
side
48 Number
49 Males
50 Seine

NM MINN
• UMEM MN=
WOW UMMEMMIIIMM

DOWN

WIM MEM MUM
•WEE WEE=
WM WEE MO ME
WNW= WIWI
WININ WIME ME
NM= WIMMINIM
WWWIIIMMONIM
MOM WM= WEE
'NNE
WEN

1 Jargon

HEY LOOK HERE! I
60T A LETTER FROM
CHUCK! HOW ABOUT THAT?!

OKAY,NANCy, You
WIN...

IT SURE HAS A LOT OF
SMUDGES,THOUGH,DOESN'T
IT? OC CHUCK'S NOT MUCH
FOR WRITING WITH INK...

from way back. I knew
about the county poor
farm where uncared for
people were housed. I
shudder when I recall
visits there.
Mr. Shinner asked
about another health care
project that he had heard
about through Atty.
James Overbey. He
remembered that it was
called the "Pest House
Woods" and was located
about where his plant is.
Attorney Overbey
remembers hearing his
folks tell about the time
when small pox became
an epidemic here and a
frame house in the woods
west of the railroad was
used to isolate the victims. Overbey
remembers the remnants
of the wooden frame Pest
House. The Poor Farm
was near.
We may remember
these two places for
history sake, but we are
proud of the contrast in
our medical history now
and then. We are looked
upon by the state as a
leader in the health program. We have a modern
Health Center, a mental
Health Center and a
modern hospital staffed
with superior doctors —
many of them home
grown.
49 Gathered at
the Cole Reunion
At the Cole reunion
Sunday, 43 registered.
Ten were the grandchildren of John H. Cole
whose birthday was the
same day of the reunion.
He was born July, 17, 1826
— 157 years ago.
The 10 included Kate

I GOTTA wkirE

AN TELL HIM I'M NOT
MAD ANYMORE
Neer

Gaylord Rawles, Sharon,
Tenn.; Grace Cole Slade,
Lexington; Catherine
Cole Silvers, Indiana;
and Hal and Ted Cole,
Paducah; Clayton Cole,
Mayfield; and locally
Lowell and Nellie
Gingles, Jewel Melugin
and me.
Four grandchildren
were absent — Olvin
Cole, Mayfield; Daisy
Cole Funka, Michigan;
Fred Cole, and Nell Cole
Fields, Paducah.
Promoting the event
were James D. Clopton,
his sister, Janice Patterson, and aunt, Grace Cole
Slade.
This was the first reunion in 50 years and the
time was spent in "You
look just like you used
to," or "I never would
have known you," looking
at photographs of years
past, making new pictures and eating.
There was one high
point in the occasion. Hal
Cole accompanied
himself on the guitar and
sang several gospel
songs. The last one,"How
Great Thou Art," was
sung by all — quite
touching. It was the
thread that tied the emotional pattern together.
Amy Carter on
David Letterman Show
Former president Jimmy Carter's daughter,
teen-age Amy, held her
own gracefully when she
appeared on the David
Letterman show. She was
asked how long secret
service people would accompany her,."Until I'm
16," she answered.
That started me to

I 7 HOW
MAYBE )
ABOUT
SHOULD CALL
HIM Si' A
DEAR
CUTE
SMUDGY"?
NICKNAME..

JULY 20

GIRLS ARE SMARTER
THAN BOYS

thinking about a report in
The Murray Ledger &
Times recently which
stated that the American
people spent $12,074,720 to
support their ex presidents,spends $70,000
annually on each, maintains office expenses,
phone bills and in addition $14 million was spent
to maintain their
libraries.
All that, and one of the
last three had to resign.
Protestant Churches
losing members
Membership in
religious institutions in
the United States declined last year by more than
half a million, according
to the 1982 "Yearbook of
American Canadian
Churches," and The
Washington Post
reporter, Marjorie Hyer.
Statistics compiled by
the National Council of
Churches indicates that
mainline Protestant
churches suffered the
largest 'losses. Roman
CatholLs, Jews and conservative evangelicals
showed gains.
In another report made
by Dr. Wade Clark Rool
of the University of
Amherst and Dr. William
McKinney of the United
Church of Christ, they
found in a study of 26

WASHINGTON(AP)—
Male college students
who are seeking federal
education grants or loans
have been given until
Sept. 1 to sign forms certifying they have
registered for the draft,
the Education Department says.
Under a law passed last
year, the nation's 2.5
million male recipients of
federal student aid must
sign the compliance
forms. The law took effect July 1 after the
Supreme Court lifted a
lower court's injunction.
While the issue was still
before the high court last
month, the Education
Department set an Aug. 1
deadline. On Monday, the
grace period was extended to Sept. 1.

LIN GAV45

720

POSSIBLY

THIS MUST BE ONE OF THE
THINGS CATS DO WHEN
THEY THINK THERE
ARE NO HUMANS
WHERE'S
AROUND
MY CANE?
WHERE'S
MY CANE?

0 1961 United Feature Syndicate inc

GENI
MALFTRACK

KNOW

I KNOW,BUT AT
LEAST I'LL FEEL
LIKE I OVERSLEPT
SOMEWHERE

DETROIT (AP) —
Although no accidents
have been blamed on improperly closing doors,
Ford Motor Co. is recalling 675,000 of its 1981, 1982
and 1983 Ford Escort and
EXP and Mercury Lynx
and LN7 subcompacts.
The large recall comes
after reports that highmileage vehicles — all
two-door models — could
develop cracks in the
door latch striker mountings, a company statement said Monday.
•
"The problem is
durability over the long
term," said spokesman
Mike Davis. "It's metal
fatigue that comes under
operating conditions that
were unforeseen."
Owners can receive free
reinforcement of the door
latch striker mountings
at dealerships.

Dark windows
prohibited
in New York
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
If your car or truck has
darkly tinted or reflectorized windows, don't
plan to take it on a trip to
New York.
In 1982, New York passed a law prohibiting use
of the dark tint or reflectorized materials on vehicle windows.
Kentucky motorists in
New York whose cars or
trucks have tinted glass
are subject to a fine. The
charges will be dismissed
only after the tinting or
reflectorized material.is
removed and the windows conform to New.
York state standards.
Persons with a sunrelated disability can get
an exemption to the law.
•

Church of Christ; and 56
percent for Christian
Scientists.
Highest incidence of
divorce was found in the
three black groups
studied: black
Methodists and black
Baptists in the North and
South. Mormons,
Catholics and members
of the United Church of
Christ and Disciples of
Christ had the lowest
divorce rate.
Arrested
In Hatlunandu, Nepal,
a preacher was arrested
for converting people to
Christianity. Nepalese
law prohibits proselyting.
A year's imprisonment is
the maximum punishment.
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Economically

Priced Autos

Male college
students must
show draft proof

Ford recalling
Escort, Lynx
subcompacts
IF I WERE
OLP ANP
UGLY, WOOLP
YOU LIKE
ME ?

American religious
groups that women are a
majority in all except the
Reformed Church and
some evangelical and
fundamentalists churches.
More than 60 percent of
the membership of Christian Scientists,
Episcopal, Jehovah's
Witnesses, Unitarian,
Mormon, black Southern
Baptist and Adventist
churches are women.
Members of the Protestant churches tend to be
older. Members 55 or
over make up 45 percent
of the Disciples of Christ;
43 percent of Methodists;
12 percent of Northern
Presbyterians; and 40
percent of the United

Check Our
Classified
Section

Mirrray
Ledger
& Times
We have a large•
selection of quality le
frames.
In

CARTER STUDIO

SS Joe MAIN
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WEEKLY
PAYCHECKS. National
Company. Start immediately. Your weekly
paycheck mailed every
Friday for the work you
have done that week. No
experience. All ages.
Paychecks fully
guaranteed. Complete
details, pay scale, and
application form sent on
request. Write to: RLO;
Rt 9 Box 467; Benton,
KY. 42025.
Mature responsiblO
lady to work 5 days a
week in a helping
agency. Some background in social work
helpful but not necessary. Send inquires and
resumes to PO Box 1040
I Murray, Ky. 42071.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: in this
area: Part time home
workers. $40 daily
possible. Preparing
envelopes, no experience necesatjy.
Write: U.H.G. R'12
B-18), Bowling Green,
Kentucky. 42101.

Have your birthday
party at 1890's. We'll
make you an ice cream
cake and clean up the
mess. Dixieland Center
753-3604.

Jim Salter & Jerry
Hwy will be in me
showroom from 6:308:00 Mee., Ties.,
Then., id.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Peat.-Ced.-Bekit
Inside-Outside sale.
Due to health Murray
Hobby and Craft are
closing out of everything left. Lots of items:
glassware, stoneware,
cookie jars, some furniture, upholstery
material, remnant and
scrapes, clothing, also
junk sale will run Wed.,
July 20th thru Fri., July
22 or until everything is
sold. 512 S. 1 lth St.

EMBERS CAPE
CODDER
Now Open in
Pedocab serving
the best seafood
in Noe area. Reservation 443-5500
Ext. 35.
Need a Job? We have 5
openings now! You
could qualify if: (1.)
between 16 and 21, (2.)
No high school diploma.
Call C.E.T.A. out of
school 7539378.
•
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Have 5 initiates?
Coil 759-4444 for

an inspirational
message t
brighten you day.
Children's tap
759-4445.

Sur
Jeri

HELP
WANTED
Captain D's will be
accepting opplications for part time

counter girls for
both the day and
evening shift.
Apply in person
between 2 and 4
PM. No phone
calls.

PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
immediately. Details
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box
31/9, Stuart, Fl. 33495.
Responsible person to
work 12 noon to 5:30
p.m. Apply in person
Wed., Thurs., or Fri.
between 10a.m. to
12a.m. only. Dixie
Cream Donut. No phone
calls please.
We are taking Avon
applications for the lake
area, University area,
all of Murray City and
Calloway County area.
Call 753-0232 anytime.

SALES HELP
We are leek* for
Pert Times sales help
for ear Puy less Sees
Soiree. Mast be able
te wait seme Malts
and wmeheemis. If yea
bars a high esorgy
level sad enjoy workIna with maple then
apply with Payless
She.Sane,628 Central Shopping Ctr Merry,KT.

OVERSEAS, Cruise
Jobs. S20,000-S60,000/yr.
possible. Call 805-6876000,.Ext..1-8155.
Secretary: typist,
bookkeeping, payroll
receptionist. Good at
math. Send resume
including description of
lob experience, etc. to:
Resume PO Box 573
Murray, Ky. 42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Would like to do
babysitting in my home.
Day or night. $1. an
hour or $S. daily. 7594143.
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10. Business Opportunity
3106 Per week part time
it home. Webster,
merica's favorite dic
lionary company needs
-tome workers to update
ocal mailing lists. Easy
fork. Can be done while
watching T.V All ages,
?xperience unneces3ary. Call 1 716 842 6000,
ncluding Sunday, Ext.
3768.

r•

19. Farm Equipment
Pittsburgh 4 -row
cultivator. Call 753-1001
Tobacco scaffle
wagons. Place orders
now for '83 crop Call
886 6029 in Hookinsville.

O. Sports Equipment
Pool table regulation
size. $400. 753 8056.

14. Want to Buy

22. Musical

Five to ten acres partially wooded no more
than 8 miles from
Murray in north or
southwest school district. Prefer black top
road. Call 489-2788 after
6p.m.
Small Ashley fireplace
Insert. Call 759 4609

Ampeg Amplifier.
437-4945 after 5p.nt

15. Articles for Sale
2 5hp garden tillers
$150. each, 1 8hp riding
mower $125 , 1 Minolta
super 23 press camera
$400. 474 8040.
5000BTU G.E. carry cool air conditioner.
Like new. $125. 753-0247.
Camouflage army pants
and shirts, Herman
Survivors Wholesale.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th and Walnut,
Mayfield, Ky. 247 4704.

24. Miscellaneous

Call

Oregon bars for chainsaws. 20in. for Homelite, McCullough, Poulen
and Echo $20.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Oregon saw chains 4.6
in. pitch or 16 in. bar
$7.99, 20in. $8.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338.
Slabs and Sawdust. Also
tobacco sticks. 224-2342.

24. Miscellaneous
Almost new car radio.
Call 47-4704.
Car batteries 24 series
36 month guarantee
$29.99 exchange, 60
month guarantee $39.99.
Wallen Hardware
Paris.

27. Mobile Home Sales

Computers Commodore
Vic 20 $89. Texas Instruments in stock with
new software and Atari
800 now available. Coast
to Coast Hardware 7538604.

FOR SALE

name and address to: AMFICO, Hiring
Dept. 77, 1040 Lone Star Dr., New

AN ICE CREAM SUPPER
PLUS
COUNTRY MUSIC BY
"THE COUNTRY BEAT"

•
••••-•••••oa.••,..ob•••••••••••

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
12.00
Opened Today 12.16
Up
.16

•-•

•-•

Beagle Hound puppies
for sale. Puryear, 2475611.
Registered English
Springer Spaniel puppies. Bill Bucy Puryear,
Tenn. 901-217-5452.
Two male Beagles 1 1 2
yeti% old. $100. a piece
492-8352 or 492-8526.

40. Produce
Cooking apples and
tame plums for sale
Call 753-4725 Floyd
McKenzie.
Sweet Corn for Sale
489-2308 or 489-2101.

41. Public Sale

•

mow
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Set., July 23
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43, Real Estate
hilver.•• C t.t.00•r
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304 N. 12tIo, Murray,
Ky.
Sales Associates,
Evening Phones
Prattles Dum - 753-5725.
leen Bird - 753-3514.
Bobby Raley - 419-2266.
ley Reeves • 753-2437.

Our interest in you
pays off.
A &Uwe of C A I low•rises.

ST ITT
REALTY
Lee Awl nape 753-6843
753-51116
Ways* Wises
436-5676
lee I. Keene
1912 Coldwater Reed
Warm, koniecky 42071
(502)73-0116
Ailyttare
JOSh.[BOON
Broiler
Lassoed & Seeded

•••

Appointments Nadia
for year coavenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
Ames McCarty.... 7531249
Theresa hied . 753-7721
Nyco ktsworte.. 753-9380
753-2517
gsY Sim
Ana laiearte
753-1477
buss Baker.
753-1409
Jr greet
7534391

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

52. Boats-Motors

2400sq. ft. under roof. 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths,
formal entrydining,
large denfireplace, out 1
mile. 753-5482.
By Owner - Neat 2
bedroom home, garage,
3 blocks from university. $33,900. 759-4005.
Charming cabin near
the Lake in Marshall
Co. Great room with
woodstove, 2 BR, bath,
utility, 13x18 deck, fenced in backyard, central heat and air,
$37,500. Call 362-8570
after 5p.m.
NAUTICAL
NEIGHBORHOOD
Water, view, three bedrooms, two baths Make for a national
rustic beauty. Be
autifully designed
home, abounding with
unique features. The
balcony overlooks the
two story fireplaced
living room. This home
is offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
at 753-1492.
POSSIBLE OWNER
FINANCING!!! Mini
farm in country. 2 1/2
acres partially fenced
with barn. 1978 24x36 3
BR home with dining
room. Extra nice with
porch, aluminum siding
and house type roof.
Central air and heat.
Ideal for retired or
newlyweds. Beautiful
wooded front in quite
rural area. $15,500. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

1970 El Camino. Tilt
wheel, power steering
and brakes, re built
engine, new paint job,
new vinyl top, mag
wheels with new tires
Also 1965 El Camino
New re-built 400 engine,
new paint and mag
wheels. Call 437 4826
anytime.

1974 18ft fiberglass
Chrysler Buckaneer
sailboat. Located on Ky.
Lake. $2400 weekdays'
314-334 2915, weekends
502.362 8586.
1976 Bass Rig fully
equipped. $4200 759
4515 from 56 p.m

HOUSE
FOR SALE
1800 Sq. Ft. floor
space, 2 big RR, 2
baths, large family
room whit fireplace,
formal DR. Large kitchen with Dinette,
New Pills windows, 2
car carport, Mock top
drive, new carpet Him
oat.
753-1389 or 7533966.

98 Acres located only
yards from Kentucky
Lake, has olden log
home, beautiful building sites, pine trees and
only $55,000 with owner
finance. 753-0186 Strout
Realty.
Extra nice lot in Crappie Hollow Subdivision
at Kentucky Lake. Only
160 feet from water.
Priced to sell at $2,500.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

•

FOR SALE

3-PARTY
YARD SALE

-' •

Located less than 3
miles from town, this I
bedroom home has
everything for the
growing family to enjoy, A large great room
with fireplace, sun deck
over the carport, large
outside shop with
floored attic, energy
efficient heat pump and
located on an extra
large tree shaded lot
Priced in the low $60's.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment

44. Lots for Sale

2-PARTY
YARD SALE

•

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Reel Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

••••

Sale July 21 thru 24
9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Call 436-5590
Add yours to ours
t.

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10 8 Doily,
12 S Sunday

•••••

11 week old AKC Registered Basset puppies. Call Mayfield 2476116 or 247-0963.
AKC Golden Retreiver
puppies, 7 weeks old
had shots. Make great
hunting dogs or pets $85.
Call Paris 901-644-1301
or 901-642-8478.

Horses, tack, fishing and camping equipment. Handcrafted new
items, 17' camper, 32"
Houseboat, odds and ends.
Take 94 East to Hwy. 280,
follow to 614, go 1 mile first
house after church on right.

DAILY GOLD & SILVfR PRICES

a•

38. Pets-Supplies

SUPER
YARD SALE

AT THE
HAZEL COMMUNITY CENTER
SATURDAY, JULY 23rd 6:00- 9:00 P.M.
OME, BRING YOUR FRIENDS, YOUR
WN CHAIRS, AND ENJOY

VI a a•

36. For Rent or Lease

2 BR house, 1 1/2 miles
from town. $175. 7530692 after 5p.m.
Small attractive 2 bedroom furnished home. 1
block from MSU. $150.
per month. $100. deoosit. Call 753-2532.

HAZEL LIONS CLUB
PRESENTS

GOLD 8, SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Attractively landscaped
lot with large trees
surrounds this 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath brick
home. Den and game
room provide space and
privacy for the larger
family. 28 x 17
greenhouse for the
gardener. Priced at
$55,000. Give us a call 753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY.

34. Houses for Rent

Braunfels TX. 78130.

Cotrpli.•-nt5 of

43. Real Estate

Lovely country home
for lease. 6 miles south
of Murray. $325 a
SATELLITE TELEVI- month, $250 deposit
SlOti. 11 ft. system, 759-9691 before 3 p.m.
polarotor, 125 ft. wiring
and all materials, 37. Livestock-Supplies
taxes, and labor included. INSTALLED 15 Feeder pigs for sale
$1,825. Wood T. V ., 300 Call 435-4377.
Walnut, Fulton., Ky. Two polled hereford
bulls 15 months old for
Phone 502-472-3704.
sale. 436-5377.

1963 10x56 unfurnished,
$2000. Call after 5 p.m.
435-4378.
1979 14)00 Mobile Home
all electric, 2 bedroom
2 full baths, dishwasher
in very good condition.
FREE Formica Coun- 753-0861,759-9543.
tertops at FREELS 1980 2 BR mobile home,
WHOLESALE during furnished with central
July. Your choice of 10 air and heat. 753-7232.
patterns of 25" post
Near Murray, comformed Formica coun- pletely furnished 2 BR
tertops when you buy with washer and dryer.
beautiful Georgian Oak Call 759-1305.
Chestnut Kitchen Two
BR 8x40 all electric
Cabinets from FREELS mobile home.
Air conWHOLESALE. Your ditioned, priced
to sell.
July cash & carry Call 753-1778.
discount is 40 percent
off mfgrs. list prices. So 28. Mobile Home Rentals
when you put the above
GIFT SHOP
specials together, you 2 BR mobile home, 1 V2
THE TREASURE HOUSE
will have a beautiful miles from town. $150.
kitchen and a very 753-0692 after 5p.m.
attractive saving. 3 BR mobile home.
Good one person
FREELS WHOLES- Keniana Subdivision.
business. Good locaALE, 4060 Olivet No pets, security detion. Great potential, Church' Rd. Paducah, posit, $110. monthly.
Ky. 42001. West of 436-5364.
owner moving. 753Interstate 24 Highway Rental mobile homes
3454 or 753-5402.
at Exit 3; 2 minutes and apartments as low
from new' Kentucky as $95 up. Call 753-3280.
Oaks Mall.'We are open
FOR SALE
New 800-5:00 Monday thru Two bedroom trai-ler
shipment of desks, Friday or call 502-442- east of Murray. Call
chairs, and file 7065 for appointment. 753-2850 or 435-4278.
cabinets Folding tables Save this ad for a $10 Two bedroom trailer 4
and chairs. ROSS & steak dinner refund miles south. $90. a
SONS SALVAGE, Mar- when you buy and save month plus deposit and
tin, TN 38237, phone atFREELS references. 753-6753.
901 587 2420.
Two or three bedroom
WHOLESALE.
Wheat straw for sale.
with central air, new
Fiberglass
tubs and carpet and furniture.
753 8156 or 753 6401
shower comb., $159. Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Marble top vanity, $65.
Two trailers for rent on
16. Home Furnishings
Particle Board, $3.99. 121
South. Furnished or
Couch for sale in good Celotex, $3.99. Shingles, unfurnished. 753-6607
condition, floral. Call $17.95 sq. Roll Roofing, anytime.
$9.95. Check our prices
753,2358.
on Dented lumber. 29. Heating-Cooling
For sale: bed spring,
Wynn Discount Building
mattress, dining table
Supplies, 601 Poplar, Used Air Conditioners
and six chairs, china
- 110 to 220 volt. 4000 to
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.
cabinet, glider thest.
20,000 BTU. Hodge &
Food
dehydrators
5
753 5060.
models to choose from. Son, 2055. 5th 753-4669.
MOVING SALE $99.99 to $179.99. Wallen
Large size tv stand,
X. Business Rentals
maple console tv b&w, Hardware Paris.
massive antique pine Good used plain paper Office space for rent.
table and chairs, game copy machine. Quality Phone 753-4389.
table and 4 swivel Copy Products. Call
chairs, whiskey barrel collect 442-9158.
Mini
style
Phone 753-3456 Good used 8 ft. flouresWarehouse
days, 753.5402 evenings.
cent lights. White, 60
One queen size mattress watt, 15 each in a box
Storage Space
for sale. Call before 10' $10 delivered. 753-8019.
For Rent
a.m. 759 4838.
Horses, ponies,
chickens,
kerosene
753-4758
inSofa, like new, green. 2
matching floral chairs, cubator. Excellent
platform rocker and 2 condition. 192-8813.
lamps. 753-7481.
Jane Fonda work-out 32. Apts. For Rent
Used electric stove book and tapes. 2 BR apt., no children or
white. $50. Call 753-7217 753-6699
pets, all utilities paid
after 5p.m.
Tool box for any stan- except electricity $175
dard size truck $50. or month plus 1 month
best offer. 753-0227.
deposit required. ExMachines
Sewing
18.
Victoria 200 tomato cellent location to
Used Singer Machine juicer complete with shopping or downtown.
Touch and Sew,-- only new splash guard. Call 753-8355 before
$66.75 (head only). Sin- $29.99. Wallen 5p.m. 137-4839 after
6p.m.
Hardware Paris.
ger Shop, 753-5323.
Clean 2 bedroom apartment S. 8th St. Lady
. 250.00 to $500.00 WEEKLY preferred. 753-358.4.
Efficiency apartments
• AYCHECKS (FULLY GUARANTEED) work- at
Five-Points. Rent
ng part or full time at home. Weekly plus deposit. 759-9531.
eaychecks mailed directly to you from One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
ome Office every Wednesday. Start im- Murray. 753-409,
762mediately. No experience necessary. No- 6650 or 436-2844.
bedroom aparttional company. Do your work right in the Two
ment, appliances furcomfort and security of your own home. nished, adults only. No
Deposit required
Details and application mailed. Send your pets.
Call 436-5401.

Gold
Closed
Yesterday
422.00
Opened Today 424.00
Up
2.00

34. Houses for Rent
Three bedroom. 1 bath,
large living area,
located on 12th St. $150.
per month. Available
Immediately. Call 7594/43.
Two bedroom, country
kitchen, newly redecorated. Highest heat
bill $34. $185. plus
deposit. 753-8198 before
6p.m.

26. TV -Radio

11
:
0

31E
nE 31E
.

‘

7 acres of land
with tobacco barn,
shop, well and
Septic tank. 31
/
2
miles North of Coldwater on Hwy
1836 $14,500.
502-489-2242 after
5 p.m.
For sale - 7400sq. ft.
commercial building
and lot. Excellent location. 753-4389.
For sale - Reasonable
large lot in Hazel.
Water, electric sewers.
Foundation for double
wide trailer, 0.183 acre.
Call after 5 p.m. 502-43626110.
Large wooded lot
Oakwood Subd. 4 miles
from Murray. City water available. 753-7551.
Lots for sale. Bagwell
Manor,753-4389.

45. Farmsfor Sale
Good Cattle Farm - 40
acres, a5 pasture, 5
wooded, 2 ponds, large
barn, 4 other out
buildings. New well and
pump, 12x60 mobile
home with furniture
plus second mobile for
storage. Only $14,900.
Call 753-0186 Strout
Realty.
MAXI FUN OR MINI
FARM - Your family
will really enjoy all the
outdoor living possible
in this two acre mini
farm. Immaculate
three bedroom, two
bath home with many
built ins and three walk
in • closets... Breakfast
bar in kitchen... Can be
heated with wood but
also includes central
electric heat and air. In
addition, a large garage, workshop, and
18x18 extra storage
building, fruit trees
larje garden area and a
pond for your animals.
Come see with us at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. Dial 753-1492
to see this for only
$34,500.

MINI FARM
3-4 bedrooms, old
store binding and
several
outbuildings. 8
miles S.W. of
Murray. Asking
18,500, will
consider any
offer. Call 7536098 offer 4:30
p.m.

a

Stained glass windows,
electric garage door,
security lights, lovely
interior, 3 bedrooms, 2
full baths, massage
shower heads, dressing
room, large closets,
built in vaccuum, large
kitchen, lots of gustom
built cabinets, trash
compactor, microwave,
Jerm-air, stove includes barbeque grill
and griddle. Dining
room, built in ironing
board, nice sun porch
with growing tropical
plants. Priced in the
70's. If interested call
753-6123.
This large and luxurious beauty is newly
constructed by one of
Murray's finest
builders. Copplete in
every respect. 4 bed room s, 3 baths,
wooded lot, and brick
and wood backyard
fence. Must see tp
appreciate. KOPPERUD REALTY. 7531222.

41, Motorcycles

1973 Plymouth Scamp 8
cylinder. Air condition,
power brakes and
steering, 2 door, good
runner. Call 753-8161.
1974 /door Mercury
Comet. Bucket, seats,
radio, new vinyl top,
Michelin tires. 753-5202.
1974 Datsun 260Z, 1967
Camero. Call 753-0851,
753-1367.
1974 VW Super Beetle.
New paint, completely
rebuilt engine, $1850
Paris, Tenn. 901-644
9489 after 6p.m.
1975 AMC Gremlin good
condition, 3 speed, air
condition. $350. Call
between 5-8 p.m. 7533259.
1975 Cutlass. Air con•
ditioned, automatic,
power steering. Call
after 5 p.m., 489-2570 or
489-2656.
1976 Cutlass burgandy
Tilt, pioneer stereo,
good shape. $3000. 753.
6160.
1977 Dodge Charger
loaded, new tires, ex
cellent condition. $2500.
Call 753-8452 after 5:00
p.m.
1977 Toyota Corolla
Hatchback 5 speed. Call
762-6293.
1978 Camaro, white with
black interior, V-8,
automatic, p.s., p.b.,Air
Spoiler, $3,650. 753-1480.
1979 Dodge Omni. 4
door, automatic, air and
power, Michelin tires.
753-0114.
1979 Fairmont Futura.
AM-FM 8-track. Call
753-4921. One owner.
1979 Grand Prix. AM FM, CB, velour interior,
new tires, 37,800 miles.
55200. 753-54-12, 753-3/80.
1980 Chevette 4 door, air
conditioned, 38,000
miles. $3150. 753-8056.
1980 Z28 Camero. Black
with red interior. Excellent condition and
extra sharp. Must sell.
901-644-9455, 644-9526.
Dune Buggy and trailer
with re-built VW engine
and custom wheels and
tires.. 45-4353.
Reduce - 1975 Olds
Cutlass, I dobr, 1 owner,
automatic, AM -FM
stereo, cruise, vinyl top,
new radial tires, very
clean. Call 753-9487
after 4 p.m.
Triumph convertible
Restored both tops,
wire wheels, sharp
$2,295. trade. 759-1801.

50. Used Trucks
1955 Ford 1 ton truck,
Ford 400 engine and
transmission, Chevy 6
cylinder engine and 3
speed transmission,
Olds 400 turbo transmission, 1967 Datsun
wagon needs motor.
Call 759-4805 or 753-8430.
1977 Chevy 4x4 6in. lift
kit, 5in, body lift, 17x40
tires, newly reworked.
$4500. Call 658-3587 after
5:30.
1979 Chevrolet
Silverado pickup. Lots
of extras. Priced to sell
753-6308.
1979 Datsun King Cab 4
speed with bucket seats.
$3500. will accept trade.
753-0457.

185-S Honda and 250
Honda also 1100 Honda
3-wheeler motorcycles.
Midnight Special
limited edition 125
Honda motorcycle. See
and make an offer.
753-4417.
1978 Kawasaki 400
motorcycle 3600 miles.
Also Murray Moped. 51. Campers
Phone 759-9457.
24ft. Sportsmen's
1979 650 Special, $1,300. Travel Trailer selfCall 437-4945 after 5p.m.
contained, air con
1981 Yamaha 750, ditioned, hitch equipZirago, excellent con- ment. $4995. firm. 753dition. Call 753-0733 6094.
early a.m.
Campers and motor
1982 Honda Goldwing homes for sale. 753-4389
interstate, Kawas,ki ,100 B&B Brokers 701 S. 12th
dirt bike. Call 492-8957 St.
after 4 p.m.

1956 Chevy, with 350
engine, 4 speed, 411
posipuic rear end, dual
exhaust, new tires and
wheels. Call 753-1861
after 5p.m.

_
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S
5th St
7 5 3 4 8 7 2, 7 5 3 8 8 8 6
(home).
Air Conditioner - Cen
tral Air - Refrigeration. 24HR Service and
Repair. Reasonable
Rates. 436-5536
Air conditioners,
washers, dryers,
freezers and re
frigerators repaired
Residential and corn
merical. Call Sure Fix.
759.1322
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen Call 753 5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call '/532310.
Bull dozing and backhoe
work. Call 437 , 4533
days, after 8:00p.m
354-8161.

A1rmierm Senice Co.
Alemieem zsd vinyl
sidiut. Cost= trio wort
Retereeces. Call WIII Ed
Bailey, 153-0689.

1972 Olds, $350, needs
transmission or will sell
motor. Call 437-4945
after 5p.m.
1973 Oldsmobile good
condition. $1000. firm.
Call after 6 p.m. 2472551.

egilBot.,_ _

PROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE
Offers .Traffic Area
Treatment .Spot Re
MOVal
•Furniture
Moving 'Exclusive
Cleaners .Power Ex
traction •Raking or
Nap Brushing .Carpet
Protection
We pledge
to live up to our nanle.
to give you the most
professional work
possible, using professional equipment
applied by pro
fessionals
Professional
Carpet Care. Murray,
Ky. 502 753-0274.
Painting
Paperhang
ing, Interior
Exterior,
Commercial
Re
sidential, 20 years. re
ferences. free es
timates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*,
c-re Er

Burgess Water Wells Well drilling pump sales
and service. Call Alan,
247-6658.
Electrical and plumb
ing our speciality. No
job too small. Free
estimates on request
Fast, efficient and all
work guaranteed. Call
anytime 436-2218.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
Carpentry,
perience
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474-2276.

EN-7

Fire Wood. Tree trim
ming and removing
hedges and shrubs.
Free estimates
753 5476.
Want to work on small
lawn
engines
mowers, tiller, all small
engines. Reasonable
Rates. Andy Elkins.
phone 753-4590.
We service all Briggs
Stratton, Tecumseh.
Kohler and Lawn Boy
Gilsons
engines
Ariens, John Deere
Master Cut mowers
Poulan Chain Saws and
others Special quotes
on pickup and delivery
Hazel Lawn and Garden
Center.,-311 Main, Hazel
Ky. 492 8147

LIME

•

A

I Mobile Home Anchors,
Houling and custom
underpinning, roofs
spreading.
sealed, aluminum
Bobby Mohler
patio awnings, single
753-6692
end double carports.
JACK GLOVER
Ken Lake Appliance
753-1873
Service - Re
frigerators, Air Con
ditioning. Service On
All Makes. Call 753-8.505.
Need a sign painted?
Give us a call. Corn
mercial lettering and
designs. Free es
timates. Boat lettering
is our specialty
753-0631.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, coplete
removal and more' --Call
BOVER'S TREE...
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338

Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, carpen
try, roofing, painting
and will also haul
753-2211 or 753 9600_
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson
753-4545

753-8299
MONTGOAAERN

ARID
Cotoloq Soles Agency'

CAR STEREO
Kraco AM/FM
Cassette /Gropic
Equalizer
Save $40
7
M-96
$1

BAILEY'S CARPET
1.....,
CLEANING
Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983
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300 Moon

Our,ay

I

Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

You'll Enioy The
Lake This Summer
With This 23 Ft
Fiberglass Cruiser,
sleeps 4, 155 omc
Sharp And In Good
Condition 13500•1

1.

Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
759-9754

759-1834

Bonded, Local and Mature.

Micro-Biology
Group Leader

1978 Tr -Hull Boat. 80hp
Mercury power trim.
Sharp blue. Call
759-9240.

A major food manufacturing plant located
in Owensboro. Ky. is seeking a degreed Micro
for the position of Group looder in its
mighty assurance laboratory. This individual will
be responsible for micro biological testing of
food products and ingreitients as well as directing the activities oh 91. micro/chemical lab
technicians. Requires IS degree in micro-biology
end extensive related laboratory experience.
Supervisory experience pies. Excellent salary
and beaefit pochage. Apply by ceatocting: J.
Austin Boreal for Alan Power Services. Ky.
Dept. of Neal= Resew's. 311 W 2nd St.
Owensboro, Ky., 42301.

Want a beautiful older home in the
country? 5 bedroom home on 3.75 acres
with large tool shed; small tool shed,
milk barn, garage apartment, beautiful
shaded lot. 5 miles West of Murray, just
off Hwy 94.
Liberal terms to qualified buyer-Move in
today. Call Bill Dodson- 753-3231 Days.
753-5686 Eveninas & weekends
Or.

••••••

•••••••,...•••• •••• NA 4,
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T.L.C. Maid Service

BOAT
FOR SALE

759-1987
or 362-1343

1

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
753-1873

52. Boats-Motors

49. Used Cars

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior,
reasonable rates. Coll
Keith Block 753-6244
or 753-0839 for free

53. Services Offered

48. Auto Services
Volkswagon, Datsun,
Toyota, Opel, Subaru,
Honda and Fiat. Import
Auto Salvage 474-2325.

53. Services Offered

....fr.-.
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gassed and some being whipped or beaten.
My husband says it's nothing to worry about, that just
because he favors that sort of magazine doesn't mean he
participates in such activities.
I disagree and am very concerned. What do your experts
say?
SAD AND SICKENED
DEAR S & S: My experts say that having a curiosity about a subject does not necessarily mean that
a person is "into" it.
It might relieve you, however, to confront your
son with what you've discovered and give him the
opportunity to assure you that you need not be "sad
and sickened."
But if you do, your college-age eon may insist that
his reading material is his own business, and that
you should not have invaded his privacy.

By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter Pays High Price
To Get Father's Support

•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 17-year-old girl. My parents are
divorced, and when Dad left he signed everything over to
Mom — the house, car and all his properties, plus he
agreed to pay support for her and me. Mom has her own
career, so we could probably get by without his money,
but why should we?
Dad has remarried and has a family, but I don't think
that should entitle him to pay us less.
Last year I tried to help Mom get an increase in support,
so I went to court and gave evidence as to what I knew
from visiting Dad — what he owned, how nice his apartment was, etc. Well, the judge didn't think Dad could
afford to pay us more, but Dad got stuck for all the legal
fees.
Dad hasn't written or asked to see me since that day in
court, and I don't think that's fair. I am his child, too, and
I figure he owes me something.
Please answer in your column so I can send it to him.
HURT DAUGHTER

DEAR ABBY: Add one more female to your list of
women who are plagued with facial hair. I never travel
anywhere without a tweezer, a small razor, a triplestrength magnifying mirror, a high-intensity lamp and an
extension cord.(I have to use them twice a day.)
1 had electrolysis done in a doctor's office, but most of
the hair grew back. I could scream! Sign me ..
HAIRY
DEAR HAIRY: Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Please tell your readers that electrolysis
does not always remove all hairs permanently in one treatment. Extremely coarse hairs must be removed two and
sometimes three times. An honest electrologist will tell the
client this up-front.
Also, the best way to find a competent, honest electrologist is through a dermatologist. There are still 22 states
in which "operators" are not required to be licensed to
practice, but do practice anyway.
Please urge your readers not to give up on electrolysis. I
have been through it, and it was worth all the time, money
and discomfort I endured.
CLEAN AS A WHISTLE

DEAR HURT: Perhaps your father feels that you
betrayed him when you went to court and reported
on what he had in order to get an increase on his
support eaymente.
You say you figure he "owes" you something. If
you're referring to love, the only way to get it is to
give it.
•••

Problems? Everybody has them. What are yours?
Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. For a personal reply, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

DEAR ABBY: Our son is home from college for the
summer, and while cleaning his room, I found (under his
bed) a stack of magazines featuring nude women, bound,

)
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Walking sheds pounds
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — 1 am in over 30 pounds of body
51 years old. I have been fat, close to what you have
taking a walk, three to five lost. Not bad. It is slow but it
miles each day. I have lost is safe and effective.
35 pounds in the year. I do
People who have not
my housework and also walked or been very active
work eight hours five days a find they have to build up to
week. I am in good health, walking long distances. If
taking no medicines and you do that in a sensible
feeling better since I have manner you can walk very
been walking.
long distances unless you
My friends want to know have a rather significant
what I am doing to stay so medical problem. Obviously
slim and trim. I tell them I five miles is no problem for
am taking a daily walk. you.
They ask me how many
I am sending you The
calories you use when you Health Letter 18-4, Walking
walk , a mile. Would you To Health whirh von ran
please answer that in your share with your friends and
column?
encourage them to wart
Is walking three to five Others who want this issue
miles each day too much for can send 75 cents with a
a 50-year-old?
long, stamped, selfDEAR READER
— addressed envelope for it to
Congratulations. I wish me, in care of this newspamore people would discover per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
your safe and sane method City Station, New York, NY
of controlling body fat. It 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
promotes your health while
those fad, low-calorie diets hate the nurses at the hospimay wreck your health.
tal because they would not
A 100-pound person, walk- let me stand up to void. I
ing at a speed between two hate the orderlies for the
and four mph, will use 45 same
reason.
They
calories a mile more than if restrained me from standing
he had sat still. A 200-pound and voiding and I did it in
person would use 78 more the men's room as soon as I
calories per mile.
was discharged.
Assuming you weighed
I want the stupid attend150 pounds and walked five ants at the hospital to know
miles a day in a year, you that I cannot pass my urine
would use the energy found lying down. I suffered undue

punishment because they
would not let me stand up.
When I was put in a wheelchair and discharged I went
to the men's room. I stood
upright by holding the toilet
and voided.
DEAR READER — I
included your letter in the
column because it makes an
important point. Many
patients can't urinate while
lying down. They are quite
able to do so if allowed to
stand.
Unfortunately if a patient
isn't urinating sufficiently,
he is apt to be catheterized.
Whenever possible, if a
patient at home or in the
hospital cannot void, let him
stand up before resorting to
a catheterization.
Urinary catheterizations
are associated with a high
rate of urinary tract infections. They should be avoided if possible. Of course it is
not always possible but
when a simple procedure —
standing or running tap
water, for example —
works, it should be utilized
to avoid the risk of a urinary
tract infection from
catheterization.

1

VI

YMCA FORMED
The Young Men's
Christian Association
was formed in 1844.

All roads in Rome
lead to souvenir shops
ROME ( AP) — Travel
notes for a home slide
show that there is no
way the neighbors can
avoid, even if we have to
lock them in.
Actually, locking the
.guests in is a venerable
Vatican custom. They
call it a conclave, from
the Latin "cum cave"
— with key.

a

Hannibal's elephants
took more than a decade
trying to get to Rome,
probably because their
guides kept detouring
them to glove and
cameo shops, which no
tourists can avoid. In
Rome all roads lead to a
souvenir shop owned by
the bus driver's uncle or
sister-in-law.
During this Holy Year
decreed by Pope John
Paul II in observance of
the 1,950th anniversary
of Christ's crucifixion,
ushers at the doors of St.

this order engaged in
the ancient monastic
work of catering to
pilgrims, wear their
native costumes from
Vietnam, Fiji, Africa,
the Philippines and
other foreign climes
where the sisters are
recruited.
The last time I sampled their four star (in my
book) cuisine was at a
similar restaurant the
order ran in Dalat in the
highlands of South Vietnam. Our waitress, who
was wearing an "ao
dais," the flowing silk
tunic that is the national
dress of Vietnamese
woman, sadly informed
- that their Dalat
branch went out of
business when Saigon
fell and became Ville Ho
Chi Minh, but that
members of their order
were still functioning
under communist rule.

UNCLE JEFF'S
HAS A NEW

PHARMACY!

*Low, Low Prices
*Convenient Location, Plenty of Parking
*Very helpful,friendly service
01 Full Time Pharmacist thus lowering operating
costs, passing the savings to our customers.
*We keep complete records for insurance and taxes.
*Walter Mehr will help you any way he can with your
prescription needs.

UNCLE JEFF'S
DISCOUNTPHARMACY
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

641

HUGH A. MULLIGAN

Peter's Basilica are extra vigilant about turning away pilgrims in
shorts and sleeveless
tops. There is nothing
sexist about their exclusionary chores however.
One out of every two or
three refused admittance is a male in
lederhosen or hiking
shorts.

Everything in Store

Restaurant L'Eau
Vive is one of the few
eating places in Rome
where the food is served
by waitresses.
A great favorite with
Curia cardinals,
diplomats and the surviving Roman
aristocracy, it is a
delectable French
restaurant near the old
Roman Pantheon owned
and operated by a missionary order of women,
Travailleuses &Ussionaires from France.
Instead of wearing
habits, the members of

GIVE THE LADY
WHAT SHE WANTS

"FASHIONability"

$600 or $800

•

Either

IN STOCK TOO!
.0

Hy-Klas Paints Sale
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Exterior
Latex Stain,
Solid Color

11983. Druther s International, Inc
1111111.1111111111.11.1111111.1.111.11111111.11.111111111.
1
1
.
11 ..
aT

$1425 por gal.

SALE GOING ON NOW
THRU TUESDAY,
AUGUST 2

S.

NionE
Or what V°

Exterior Latex Paint
White Only

Save 20%

So come into
Druther's soon and
get a load of our
salad bar! You'll
just have to try it
to believe it. And,
ah,if you don't get
it all the first time,
try it again.

Not to mention
Druther's specialty
salads, all the

2 Gallon Pail

eft MR Oa

vegetables your
mother always
told you to eat, and
chopped eggs and
cheese.

You'd expect a
salad bar to have
things like lettuce,
tomatoes, and
dressing. But
would you expect
one to have crispy
fried vegetables, or
spicy fried potato
wedges?

per double roll

Some of the pilgrims
crowding St. Peter's
Square for the pope's
Wednesday morning
outdoor audiences come
wearing the communist
newspaper L'Unita on
their heads, folded as a
sun hat.

Get a load of
our fried
vegetables
and potato
wedges!

Great with
an icy cold
Coke®!

Store Hours
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Mon. Thru Fri. 7:00 a.m. till 5-00 p.m.
PHONE 753-3642
Sot. 7:00 a.m. till 11:00 a.m.

mulligan
stew
By

Q

753-7688

BEL-AIR DECOR
ALLPAPER SALE

Everything you'd expect,
plus a whole
lot more!!

FREE LARGE COKE
OR TAB!
With purchase of Druther's Salad
Bar. Salad and Chicken, or Salad
and Fish.

IrY0 off Wallpaper
Old Stone Mill Collection
Country Prints
Chateau
Traditional
Special Order Books
Only July 26-August 25

Limit one coupon per person.
Not good with other discounts.
Expires 8/2/83
Good only at participating
Druther's Restaurants

a

Save
•Imal•missom
6
Ems
aitmle
t.mat.
mawsus

▪ SALAD BAR
11 ONLY $1.99
• Swinge on the salad bar with a
I whole lot morel

Limit one coupon per person.
Not good with other discounts.
Expires 8/2/83
Good only at participating
IRuther's ReelliUfillI
Want
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*Jim daze coupons
dollardoable
and
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your dollar goes even further at Jim Adams this week
during the "dollar daze" sale. A full week of values that
stretch your dollars. Check out the store full of dollar
values...from light bulbs to bacon and enjoy the savings. Plus, be sure to clip your manufacturer's coupons
and double your savings at Jim Adams!

.04

big thick meaty slices of old fashioned slab bacon. What
better compliments the flavor of homegrown
vegetables and lazy summer evenings. Enjoy the savings and freshness at Jim Adams.

4.
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4 qt

1.00
Potting Soil

rich creamy smoothness, that
really makes a bacon and tomato
sandwich, from Kraft

miracle whip

_
* 4meroca's F8VOIlt.0*
••••-••

.

quart

KRAFT

Miracle
Whip
Salad Dressing
_

Prices on this
ad are good
beginning
Wednesday,
July 20
through
Tuesday.
July 26, 1983.
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G
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freshness and
value make the
quality and savings difference...

1.00

.10

.4.1*

limit one

'
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We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct printing errors.
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we got
...go

freshness
that makes our meats
the quality you expect at the lowest
price in town, seven days each week:
Taste 0'Sea batter dipt for
perfect fish sandwiches or
a nutritious lo-cal meal

Double savings with your favorite manufacturer's
coupons. We'll double the face value on coupons up
to .50 face value with the purchase of the specified
product. Excluding "free coupons" and "tobacco" or
"coffee" coupons. Clip 'n save double from your
magazines, newspapers, or direct mail coupons. Jim
Adams makes the savings double.

fish
portions

a full pound of quarter
sticks of Kraft

parkay
margarine
4

•

U.S. choice, Iowa grain fed

boneless chef
or savoy steak

1.00

1.00

Plastic Spring Clothes Pins

Bowl Brush

martha white pouch mixes

biscuit, mexican
cornbread and
cornbread

lb.

fresh cut

pork
neck bones

• r•

Of

A

lbs.
for

1.00

/1

. Zip'n Fit
-'Yshelf paper

kitchen
dlC°

0

2.00

6-plece Screwdriver Set

Tellea•friend
it's at
the best price...
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uble savings at Jim Adams this

freshness
--- that makes our
fruits and vegetables so good
that crispness and flavor are first.

thursday, July 21 1983
double manufacturer's coupons

par-boil split, scoop out seeds, and
bake with butter and pepper for
a mouth watering summer favorite

cooling summe. - dessert
or snack favorite. Festival

yellow or
zucchini squash

ice milk
/
1
2 gallon

great summer meal or home
freeze for soup weather

Ore-Ida quality

frozen

crinkle-cut
5-1b. fries
••.

new
croP

bag
your
own

5,,b„.1.00 1.00
Rod Potato*:

Barbocuo Mop

pillsbury big 12-oz. can

big country
biscuits
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a real quality frozen pizza that has
loads of toppings and cheeses, it's Totin

classic
pizza
We gladly accept U.S.D.A. Food Stamps
There's a Jim Adams near you ...
, Camden,Tn.

Covington,In. Huntingdon, Tn. McKenzie,In.

East Main St.

Hwy. 51 North

Paris,In.

Murray, Ky.
10th & Ch•stnut St.

F

big
22-oz.

Hwy. 79

West Main St.

. Waverly,In.

Paris,In.

Waverly Plaza

West Wood St. Mineral Wells Ave.
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KITCHENWARE
Featured
this week

4 Qt.
Mixing
Bowl

2
for

1.00
Dust Pans

PLASTIC LID
NOT INCLUDED

Gerber

SAVE ON MATCHING
ACCESSORIES

vinyl pants

Our complete line of Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls can
make your mixing, storing
and canning much more
pleasurable To complement
the Mixing Bowls we offer
a complete line of Stainless
Steel Utensils for mixing,
whipping and serving. 18
different items are available
—collect them all.

3 pack

No Qualifying Purchase Required

2.00

Fresh Baked Goodness.• •
available in Camden,Covington, Huntingdon,

and Mineral Wells In Paris.

Kraft fresh flavor
=.0

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken, roll
and delicious Potato Log

velveeta singles

Velveeta
+6,Am a•••01•••.1 ••••••

16-oz.

Chicken Snac-Pac

.0-0

20.3

deluxe
sauce pan

3.00

V.

always fresh & moist

wedding
cakes

made to your order,
trimmed in your colors
and mod. with butter
cream icing for the
perfect wedding
reception

.r.q,
•
•
••
. -

summer
salads

enjoy Jim Adams
selection of fresh
salads, made and
ready to go. Colo Slaw,
Jell-O, Macaroni and
Pimento Cheese.

Cc
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Prices effective July 20th thru July 26th
at your Kroger store In

on these great

Murray, Ky.

Cost Cutter Specials!

Quantity right reserved. None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1953.The Kroger Co.
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U.S.D.A. Grade A Holly Farms
Family Pak of Mixed Parts
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U.S. Gov't Graded Choice
Rib
im
L'e"nIer Cut $158 Flat
Brisket
Pork Chops lb

Mean WWII

Pork Chops

lb.

$349
TOO&

Pork Steak

lb. 5138

Maw Nob"Kansa Of

Smoked Sausage
sow Nom
Sliced Bacon.

lb.

$

Be

Beef

Ziped
Patties

PAP'
S

sg
•
pg.
k
S ia.

Roast

lb.

Short Ribs of Beef

lb

113.0A Choice

Leg-O-Lamb
lb.

$188

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Sliced

Lamb Shoulder

lb.

Mar Mayer 112 Oz. Pkg. S2.891
U.S.D.A. Doke Beef-Cketk Steak or

19
lb. $2
c

U.S. Gov't Graded Mice

e Ground Round or

68

Breakfast $
Pork Chops lb

Fait Pah

Boneless

c Shoulder"mimes/gag
Swiss Steak

713

lb

II

6 oz

Cooked Ham

pkg

Rates Black Hawk

Sliced Bacon

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Pot Roast
$1158
I).

miesritladD
Catfish

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Whole

Top Sirloin

$1189

10to12
Nz. avg.

$278

lb.

•Fresh Seafood •

Kroger

$3491

mg atm
Corn
Dogs

I% gym
13

Catfish
Steaks.
IN. Fritter

Breaded
Patties

14a..
POW

99c
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Hindquarter
Mu Cotton Meat Selma or

b.

Liver
Cheese

12 az
OR9

Slog Cotton

I9

LI.$

1SW
$I49
LS

$129

Meat
Wieners

$109

Country
Sausage

$179

120z.
PILO
Till. Pride(2 Lb. Pkg. $5.57)
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U.S. GOVT.GRAM CHOICE

COUPON-

WilsonaZatRologna
waft
ato m 011101.

U.S. GOVT. GRAMM CHOICE SW

Forequarter

alb IM 111111 Mil MP 4m My
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Whole Beef Side.

..•
113

Or

$1.24

AMMO POICI PIM LI

U.S. GOVT. GRAM 01010E ONO

49c
Pori"
riasticks
Wings
Neckbones • 2
PT r
4SO
$109
Sausage
W Sausage •

$169
Pkg.
$139

e
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AT KROGER
_ccositCutters
Crest
Crest
„Crest
Kroger 2%

Regular, Mint,
or Gel

Fresh
Milk
plastic gallon

219

Crest
Toothpaste

Sprite, Tab,
Diet Coke or

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Medium

Coca
Cola

Kroger
Eggs
dozen

16 oz. btls.-plus dep.

Buy two 6.4 oz.tubes
for $2.79 and get
another 6.4 oz.tube

8
1
59
FREE!
for

Famous Flo-Thru

Instant

Lipton
Tea Bans

Folger's
Coffee

29

100 ct.
pkg.

369

8oz.
jar

French
Fries
$1139
51b.
bag

Duncan Hines
Frostings
I
161
/
2oz.

99c

$245
52 oz. $141
btl.

Del Monte

Tomato Catsup

Potato
Chis

16oz.
can

83c

8;1L

59c

79c

Solo 12 Omen Size
20 ct.
pkg.

Party Cups

39

Carnation Ckkken
75 oz
cal

Spreadables

05c
$145

51b.
bag

4.7 01.
pkg.

Peanut
Butter

instant Potatoes

26.7 oz.
pkg.

Assorted Flavors

Big

85c

Cost Cutter

Dry Chunk
85 square
roll

Paper Towels .. ...ft.

Cost Cutter
Dog Food
$369
25 lb.

75c

General Mills
15oz.
box

Welch's White
40 oz.
btl

Grape Juice

83can

Cost Cutter
3 oz
lar

Instant Tea
Country Oven Cake

13 oz
pkg

Angel Food

$175

Cost Cutter
Pot Pies
8 oz.
pkg.

21c

26 oz.
box

Iodized Salt

$239

19c

12 oz.
can

Drinks

Coronet

Cheerios

1'g

$log

22 oz
lar

Coffee Creamer

Angry lad 40 Servings
Jif Creamy or Crunchy

4601.

Tomato Juice

Turkey or Chicken
Cost Cutter

Tic Sancho

Taco Shells

Cost Cutter

Plain or Self Rising

Cost Cutter
Flour

Guldens Mustard

Regular Pringles

Save 10%

13 oz.
bag

Master Blend

45

can

Vac Pac Coffee

Spicy Brown

18 oz.
Jar

Layer
Cake Mixes

160!.

Karo Syrup

Pear Halves

9 oz.
pkg.

Ready To Spread

18.5 oz.
pkg..

Del Note

s

Assorted Flavors Duncan Hines

Red or Blue Label

Avondale Frozen

59c

bag

25c

Cost Cutter

Coffee

1 lb.
bag

$179

29 oz.
can

69c

16oz.
can

57c.

Cost Cutter Halves or

Sliced Peaches
Cost Cotter

Fruit Mix

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS
Freezer Pleezer

Parkay

Mouthwash & Gargle

Ice Cream
Sandwiches

Light
Spread

Scope
Mouthwash

12 ct.
pkg.

knew
Skim Milk

$169
oisira $19
Pu
2 Lt

69c

Row Natural Fill/Of

Ice Cream

400z $317
btl.

18 ct.

Mg Codatry

Pillsbury Biscuits ecacnts
Kroger ChM or Sliced loogitord

Colby Cheese

1°,4

lbw Memel

/
1
2gal.
Ctil

MOM MUNK

Assorted Pops

$109

Cosmetic
Puffs
30Fct. $I00
pkgs.
Gillette

Extra Strength

Asoortod Hawn

Yubi Yogurt

21b.
tub

Kroger Family Pride

Whipped Topping

:129

701.
.can

Amor Sliced

Swiss Cheese

8IL

99c
$139

Datril
500;.

50 ct.
bti.

WNW'

$1•9

Atra
Blades
$199
5 ct.

Datril 500
Tablets

sigag

$177

pkg.

Super Dry

Conditioner & Shampoo

Soft&Drl
Deodorant

Jhirmack
Nutri-Body
8oz.
$187
btl.

2.5 oz.
btl.

$159

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
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Salle YOU more.
White or Buttermilk

Kroger Peanut Butter
or Fresh Pack

Assorted Totino's

Minute Maid Chilled

Strawberry
Pre18ser
ves
oz.jar

Party
Piz
zas
/
101
2oz. pkg.

Orange
Jui
ce
64 oz.ctn.

Kroger
Bre
ad
20 oz.loaves
111

3119

for

$1109

129
0

III

39

1

Mix or

Stroft

Scrub Strength

Fruit Drink

Northern
Tissue

Del Monte

Brawny
Towels

Hawaiian
Punch

Fruit
Cocktail

4 roll
pkg.

$119

89c

84 sq.ftroll

460z.
can

COST
° andCUT
TER
BRA
NDS
other Sooper Cost Cutters!'

TO 40`)/
Cost Cutter

Paper Towels
Cost Cutter White

4 roll
pkg

Bathroom Tissue

49C

4 oz.
can

Mushrooms

Pure Vegetable

51b.
can

Catsup

93c

32 oz.
jar

63c

100 ct.
pkg.

5119

25 sq.

Cost Cutter
1101

Toaster Treats
Cost Cider Stick

39c

1 lb.
pkg.

Margarine

Cafl

3241

69c

2401.
btl.

$129

ti9C
Assorted Flavors

Hershey's
16roz

85can

Plain Of 5Eff-RiSidg

Martha White Flour sbiA 5119

8 oz.
pkg.

ASP

Slender
Bars
$

199

Del Monte
17 oz.
can

Sweet Pickles

55C

2201.
iar

5169

5 lb
bag

I39

8 oz

$143

Coffee

Aunt lemima

Corn Meal Mix

39C

17 oz

71 2 OZ.

Heinz

Whole KernelI
Corn

49c
59c

ft.roll

$255

Carnation Non-Dairy Creamer

Cost Cutter

Aluminum Foil

72 oz
box

Embassy

Sweet Peas

Cost Cutter Regular

$359

Tostados
cnIps

15 oz 95C
can

Dishwashing Liquid

Cost Cutter

Tea Bags

80 oz
btl

Golden Flake

pkg.

Chocolate Syrup

Mustard

$129

Missy Pink

Cost Ceder

$265

Purex Liquid

Pancake Syrup
3201.
btl.

1401.
box

With Fabric Softener Heavy Duty

Spray starch

Cost Cutter

Chef-Way
Shortening

Bran Chex

Faultless

29c

16 oz.
can

Ralston

Purex Detergent

Green
Beans

1[

Cost Cutter Stems 8 Pieces

17 oz

Heavy Duty

Cost Cutter Cut

53C
69C

85 sq ft
roll

95' ca.

Sugar Substitute

Sweet IN' Low

22 oz.
jar

rite59

THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE
11411. 4-grr-:.
..a1

2 ct.
pkg.

Super Heavy Duty 'C & D' Cell

Eye Saver 60-75-100 Watt

Hamburger or Hot Dog

Eveready
Batteries

Westinghouse
Light Bulbs

Kroger
Buns

811c

POMO SOW Heavy Dirty 9-Vott

2-pli

2 ct.
pkg.

51.39

9,

Buy 2 Pair of Legg's

Slider Heavy My AA

Knee Highs

Eveready
Batteries
$109

for 61.59 and get the 3rd palr

Free!

vicks_tzsS
IctitEvw*

8 ct.

now Resew

Wheat Bread
Coffee Cakes

Magla
Sponge

Cake Donuts

40 SW

Snack Cakes

9

..0■0""
-.tteL

Kroger

2

16 oz.
103VIS

$129

Ova Fresh
1 1 1 1

Soda
Glass
each

6 ear
pkg

Taters

Corn On
The Cob
$

109
4:4 5199

'II 1

Household

-

$100

pkgs

Indiana

"

Green Giant Nibblers

Assorted Morton
13 oz.
pkg

99c

Country Own

Pot Pies

3 PM:

Kroger Slked
10
ozpkg

Assorted Kroger

3 pkgs

79c
5100

Strawberries

l6

1°°

oz.. 99c

Edward s

Pie Pieces

3 1;i: $100

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
PAM THREE 2
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Discover...

Kroger Garden
White Grapes
Cantaloupes
_
Re Peaches
9'

the

"New Crop"Thompson Seedless

lb.

California Jumbo 15 Size

each

"New Cro "Sunnyslope
P

lb.

,

•••Sa

1
•41.,

:71

s
•

"Sow Croir CollfOnliz

Red Nectarines
Black Plums
OrangePure"
Juice
sh

4.

lb

California Red or

• Floral Shoppe •

Troplcana

For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh art floivers and accessories at
affordable prices.

64oz.
bottle

89c
99c
1189

,'Is.

Florida Yellow "in Husk"(Tray Pack....5 for 99c)

Sweet Corn
Fresh Cauliflower

Fated
age
rapt!

Silo-White

each$599
Crosandra
Plants

-ear

Red Leaf or

Be* Peppers or Long Slicer

California Jumbo

Boston
Lettuce

Fresh
Cucumbers

Red
Onions

s
5
99

Californian

heads

BrOCCOII

lortle
bunch

b.

Tbe
jar

Gree

39c 89E
ofthe FRESH...
JUST FOR YOU!

100 3 $1100

4
4

large
Mad

19c
$129

Save2
Fr iperonb or
Citchen
Shredded

Fresh Baked King of Bolts
Save 30'on Six

Save $1.40 per lb.on
Lean & Tender95% Fat Free

Chopped
Cole Slaw

Kaiser
Rolls

Boiled
Ham

99c
gatentakd
toffee
Cake
San 311,op

gm Risk BMW
Het Dog
Bus

sack

$129
99C

Save $1.50 each on In-Store made
8Inch round double layer

coconut
Cake

- $399

ISM

rat,.
chopPed
Ham
raffibti 0 A

Cheddar
Cheese

$199
b.

Grade'A Wishbone Golden S Pieces

Fried Chicken

$329

Save $1.00 per lb.On Al Natural
Gourmet

Turke
Breen
b.

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
•
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